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ABSTRACT 

Adaptive routing and flow control methods are necessary in computer net

works due to the nonstationary conditions that exist in such networks. In this 

dissertation three distinct yet complementary approaches to modeling computer 

networks for performance evaluation and control under nonstationary conditions 

are presented namely: queueing theory, discrete event simulation, and state vari

able modeling. The application of these techniques to the design and performance 

evaluation of adaptive routing and flow control methods is demonstrated with the 

development of a new two-level hierarchical adaptive buffer management scheme 

and a dynamic virtual circuit routing policy. 

Specifically a new two-level hierarchical scheme for providing network flow 

control by adaptive management of the nodal buffer space is presented. For a 

network node with several outgoing links that share the buffer space, a precise 

formulation of the problem of dynamically allocating buffers for maximizing the 

nodal throughput is developed in a mathematical optimization framework and 

several solution procedures are discussed. The throughput performance of the new 

adaptive policies under steady-state and transient conditions is studied and the 

superiority over the performance resulting from other buffer management schemes 

demonstrated. Implementation of the present nodal policies at each node w.ill 

result in a decentralized control of the nodal buffers, which in general will not result 

in a globally optimal policy. A suitable coordination of the nodal algorithms is 

hence necessary to ensure maximum network throughput. A feasible approach for 

achieving such a coordination is presented by incorporating a second supervisory 

level of control. The supervisor periodically adjusts the weighting constants in the 

objective function of the lower level nodal algorithms and imposes input buffer 
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limits on congested links if necessary. A heuristic algorithm for determining the 

supervisory decision making is presented and the performance advantages resulting 

from the scheme was demonstrat.ed by simulation results. 

The problem of optimally routing virtual circuits in data networks is also 

considered. A new state variable model for describing the dynamic behavior of 

virtual circuit networks is developed and the routing problem is posed in a optimal 

control theory framework. The conditions for optimality of the control are shown 

to be determined by the solution of a simple mathematical programming problem. 

Futhermore, the optimal control can be found by the numerical solution of a two 

point boundary value problem. A simple implement able control strategy is shown 

to be specified by determining the costates according to their equilibrium equation. 

The resulting feedback policies can be implemented in a decentralized fashion with 

each node performing the required computations. In order to model the interac

tion between routing and flow control, the effect of a window type of flow control 

being implemented on the virtual circuit is incorporated into the routing selec

tion. Finally the performance of the routing policies is investigated by simulation 

techniques and their superiority over currently used methods demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The rapidly expanding role being played by data processing in today's so

ciety, from inter-office automation systems to the complex sharing of computer 

resources and distributed databases, has led to the development of data communi

cation networks, which are also called computer communication networks. These 

networks are employed throughout the world to enable data users to communicate 

with one another. 

The growing importance of these networks has led to a significant research 

effort into their design and development. The principal subject of this dissertation 

is the development of techniques to improve the performance of data networks and 

this chapter serves as an introduction to the general area of computer communi

cation networks. The chapter is divided int" three parts as follows: Section 1.1 

gives a brief overview of data communication networks, Section 1.2 discusses pro

tocols and efforts to standardize computer communication networks, and Section 

1.3 gives an outline of the problems addressed in this dissertation, together with 

the major contributions. 

1.1 Data Communication Networks 

Research in the analysis and design of computer communication networks 

began in the mid-1960's when it was noted that existing computer systems could 

be better utilized if interconnected in a network so that their resources could 

be shared. The basic goal was to interconnect users and computers at various 
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geographical locations in order to provide sharing of resources, such as special

ized hardware, software, or databases located at any of the user or computer 

sites. Rather than to provide a direct permanent connection between every pair of 

users, a network approach is used to provide sharing of the costly ~ommunication 

equipment necessary for data transmission. 

A schematic representation of a typical data communication network con

sisting of switching nodes and the interconnecting communication links is shown in 

Figure 1.1. The switching nodes, which are normally specialized computers with 

processing and storage capabilities, pelform the functions of relaying data and 

inserting and removing data that originates and terminates at users connected to 

the node. This involves such communication oriented tasks as data transmission, 

error control, signal processing, and routing. The transmission links interconnect

ing the nodes provide the physical communication channel and can be wire, cable, 

radio, microwave, satellite, or fiber optic facilities. The networks may range in size 

from "local area networks" (LAN's), which typically interconnect data terminals 

and computers within a single building or campus, to geographically distributed 

"wide area networks" (WAN's) interconnecting thousands of data users spread out 

over an entire country or in some cases continents or the world. 

The users wishing to communicate with one another are connected to the 

network at the various switching nodes and the devices accessing the network may 

range from simple input/output devices such as terminals or printers to more com

plex processing devices like host computers, memory disks, or even other networks. 

With the rapid progress towards Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN's) 

which support digital voice and image as well as data, the users may also utilize 

devices such as digital telephones, video systems, or facsimile systems. 
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In addition to providing resource sharing of communication and user fa

cilities, the network must maintain satisfactory service to the users. Ideally, the 

network should provide for the acceptance of all messages from any user and the 

delivery of these messages through the network in a rapid and reliable manner. 

To achieve these objectives, the sharing of resources must be carefully controlled 

and there are two principal fonns of control exerted on the network: routing and 

flow control. Routing mainly involves the selection of the best path through the 

network from the source to the destination for the traffic already accepted into the 

network. Here best is defined in the sense of optimizing some network or user per

formance criterion. Flow control on the other hand, involves the regulation of the 

amount of traffic entering and transiting the network with the aim of preventing 

congestion due to overloads on the network and providing fair allocation of user 

access to the network. 

Data communication networks are normally categorized based on size 

(LAN, metropolation area network (MAN), WAN, etc ... ), topology (bus, ring, 

mesh, etc ... ), or technique used to transfer data (circuit switched, broadcast, 

packet switched, ... ). The main focus in this dissertation is on packet switched 

networks of arbitrary sizes and topologies. The distinguishing feature of packet 

switched networks is that messages upon entering the network at the switching 

nodes are divided into smaller segments called packets [1]. A packet consists of 

a block of message data, combined with a header, which contains control infor

mation, such as the source and destination user addresses, error control parity 

checksums, etc .... The packet must not exceed some maximum length and is 

sent through the network in a store and forward fashion as follows. A packet re

ceived at a switching node is stored in a memory buffer until processing capacity 

is available (i.e. it waits in an input queue). Having reached the head of its queue, 

the packet is presented to the nodal processor which detennines the next node 

(if any) to which the packet will proceed enroute to its destination. The packet 
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is then placed in an output queue to await forwardin~ (Le. transmission) on the 

communication link to the next node or the end user. A simplified diagram of a 

node in a packet switched network showing the store and forward queues is given 

in Figure 1.2. 

One of the principal advantages of packet switching and the store and for

ward transmission technique is the dynamic allocation of bandwidth that occurs 

since a packet occupies a particular communication link only for the duration of its 

transmission, the rest of the time the packet is stored in memory and the link may 

be utilized by other unrelated packets. Another advantage of packet switching is 

the pipelining effect that arises because many packets of the same message may 

be in transmission simultaneously on various links of the different paths. 

Packet switching should be contrasted with the more traditional circuit 

switching which is widely used in telephone networks. In a circuit switched net

work, at the initiation of a communication session, a direct transmission path 

or circuit is established through the network between the source and destination 

users. The circuit, establishment procedure reserves the required communication 

bandwidth and allows direct unimpeded transmission of data between the source 

and destination. However, a drawback of circuit switching is the preallocation of 

bandwidth and the fact that any unused bandwidth on a circuit is wasted. Due 

to the bursty nature of computer traffic, packet switching is favored over circuit 

switching since with packet switching the bandwidth will be dynamically allocated 

as needed, whereas, in circuit switching, part of the preallocated bandwidth would 

be wasted. 

The majority of computer communication networks are packet switched, 

especially 'WAN's, and some examples are the ARPANET, TYMNET, and SITA 

networks. The ARPANET [2] was one of the pioneering efforts in data communi

cation networks and was developed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
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of the U.S. Defense Departm~nt to interconnect users at defense bases, universi

ties, and research centers to large host computers with specialized software and 

number crunching capability. Similarly, the TYMNET [3] which is owned by 

Tymshare, Inc. provides public access to host computers throughout the U.S .. 

The SITA [4] network operated by the Societe Internationale de Telecommunica

tions Aeronautiques provides international airline reservation and flight operation 

service to some 250 airlines in 150 countries. 

Packet switched networks in general offer one of two basic types of service: 

datagram or virtual circuit. In a datagram network, each packet traverses the 

network as an independent entity. Thus packets from the same message may travel 

different paths from the source to the destination. Also, the packets may possibly 

arrive out of sequence at the destination node and need to be ordered before 

transmission to the end user. This approach provides a great deal of flexibility in 

routing and enables the network to respond rapidly to congestion and link failures. 

However, this flexibility is not without drawbacks, the principal one being the 

overhead involved in performing routing and error control on each packet at every 

node the packet travels through and ordering the packets at the destination node 

before transmitting them to the end user. 

The alternative to datagram handling of packets is virtual circuit service 

where par.kets are associated with a logical source-destination pair. In virtual cir

cuit networks, a path through the network (called a virtual circuit) is established 

between the source and the destination at the start of a communication session 

and all packets follow the virtual-circuit route for the duration of the session. 

Note that while virtual circuit service appears similar to circuit switching in that 

a call set up procedure is used to establish a fixed path, the store and forward 

transmission technique is used and thus the transmission bandwidth is used only 

as needed. Virtual circuit service reduces the overhead in processing packets at 

the switching nodes and ensures that packets arrive in sequence. However, it has 
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the disadvantages of circuit setup delay and slow reaction to network congestion, 

since the circuit path remains fixed once it is setup. The TYMNET network is a 

typical example of a virtual circuit network while the ARPANET is representa

tive of datagram networks. The majority of present generation packet switched 

networks use virtual circuit service, since the additional communication and pro

cessing overhead involved in datagram networks tends to negate any performance 

advantage. In fact, the TYMNET which is the world's largest packet switched 

network in terms of the number of network nodes with over a thousand, recently 

converted from datagram to virtual circuit handling of packets. 

The performance of data communication networks is largely determined by 

the sharing of network devices (data links, processors, buffers, etc ... ) and the 

resulting queueing for these devices. A substantial body of literature exists on 

queueing analysis of data networks [5-13J and queueing models are widely used 

in both the design and analysis of these networks. The basic approach is to rep

resent the network by an open or closed network of queues. In order to make an 

analysis of the queueing network tractable, several simplifying assumptions must 

be made such as infinite buffering of the network nodes and independence among 

the network traffic at the various nodes. While queueing theoretic models pro

vide a mathematical framework for the study of data networks, it is well known 

that precise analytical studies of computer communication networks unaer real

istic assumptions are difficult and often impossible to conduct. Hence computer 

simulation has emerged as the basic tool for conducting detailed studies of data 

communication networks. Since the major actions in computer networks occur at 

discrete points in time, discrete-event simulation techniques are used to study the 

performance [14-16J. In fact, there exist many discrete-event simulation packages 

whose primary application is the simulation and performa.nce evaluation of data 

communication networks. Due to the amount of time and complexity involved in 

constructing detailed simulation models and the large computer run time required 
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to execute the simulation, queueing theoretic models are typically used for pre

liminary design studies and discrete-event simulation used for the final design and 

performance evaluation. Figures of merit used to judge the performance of data 

networks include such quantities as average network throughput, average packet 

transit delay, buffer and link utilization, and the probability of packet loss. 

As noted earlier, there is a large body of research on data communication 

networks and several books have been written on the subject; references [17-19] are 

at an introductory level while references [20-23] are more advanced and research 

oriented. 

1.2 Protocols and Standards 

In order for any two users to send, receive, and interpret the information 

they wish to exchange, a set of rules governing how the communication session 

can proceed must be defined. This set of rules or standard conventions is more 

commonly referred to as a protocol. Basically, a protocol provides the network 

users with a standardized procedure to initiate a communication session, format, 

transmit and acknowledge packets, and terminate a session. 

Typically, every manufacturer has his own protocol and a computer com

munication network will interconnect user devices of many varieties and from 

different manufacturers. Efforts to ensure interoperability among the user devices 

has led to the recognition that there are essentially two parts to the complete data 

communication problem: 1) the rapid and reliable transport of data across the 

network, and 2) the delivery of data to the end user in a recognizable form for 

its correct use. Accordingly, the data protocols must handle the two parts of the 

complete data communication problem and this has led to the concept of layering 

of the network architecture and protocols. Figure 1.3 demonstrates a typical lay

ering of the communication architecture where the network protocols handle the 

first part of the data communication problem and the user access pro.tocols handle 
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the second part. Typically, these two groups - network protocols and user access 

protocols - are broken down further into a series of layers (or levels) each of which 

provides a particular service. 

Ideally, users of data communication networks should be able to communi

cate openly with one another without any knowledge of the internal operation or 

manufacturer's restrictions of a network, just like telephone users. This has led 

to a considerable effort in developing standards for data communicatjon networks 

which has thus far culminated in the International Organization for Standard

ization (ISO) proposing, in 1983, an international standard Reference Model for 

Open Systems Interconnections (OSI) [24,25]. The OSI reference model is shown 

in Figure 1.4. 

The OSI architecture recommends a model consisting of seven layers. The 

bottom three layers - physical, data-link, and network - provide the network ser

vices. Protocols implementing these layers must appear in every network node. 

The upper two layers - application and presentation - are responsible for present

ing the data to the end user in a recognizable form. As for the two remaining 

layers - transport and session - they are concerned with the network access prob

lems. The upper four layers correspond to the second part of the communication 

problem (i.e., user access) and need to appear only at nodes that are entry and 

exit points to the network. Undel' a layered architecture, a packet transmitted 

through the network from one end user to another generally consists of the actual 

information sent out by a user plus control information (headers and/or trailers) 

added at the various layers. The control information has to be stripped gradually 

by each layer as the packet works its way up the layers when it arrives at its desti

nation and the original data packet is delivered to the intended end user. A more 

detailed description of the functions of each layer follows. 
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The physical layer consists of the physical communication channel (wire, 

cable, fiber optic link, etc ... ) and is responsible for transmitting the data over the 

communication channel (modulation, demodulation, etc ... ). The physical layer 

merely accepts and transmits a stream of bits without any regard to meaning or 

structure. 

The data-link layer provides for an orderly, correct delivery of packets be

tween neighboring nodes. This involves procedures for the establishment of a com

munication session between the two end nodes of a link, error control strategies to 

ensure the correct reception of packets, and disconnect procedures for terminating 

communication. 

The network layer controls the operation of the communication network 

which mainly consists of the difficult tasks of routing the data through the network 

and flow control at the network nodes. This layer frees the higher layers from 

concern with the type (LAN, satellite, etc ... ) and topology of the network. The 

network and lower layers should ideally appear to the higher layers as a simple 

digital pipe connecting the two end users. 

The transport layer can be thought of as the equivalent of the data-link layer 

between the entry and exit points of the network. This layer ensures the reliable 

and sequential exchange of data between the two end users. Its major functions 

are end-to-end error and flow control. Also, if datagram service of the packets is 

provided, the transport layer must sequence the packets at the destination node. 

The session layer is the user's interface into the network. It sets up a 

communication session between two users, controls the data exchange, and syn

chronizes the data operations. 

The presentation layer manages and transforms the syntax or representation 

of the data exchanged between the two end users. This mainly involves data 

compression/expansion and character conversion. For example, the presentation 
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layer may convert ASCII character strings received from the source to EBCDIC 

characters for presentation to the end user. 

The application layer is concerned with the meaning or semantics of the 

data being exchanged. This layer depends upon the user application of the data 

and the hardware/software being used. 

Although the merits oflayered architecture in solving the data comunication 

problem are clear, it is not clear which layered architecture is the most appropriate 

one. It should be noted that the detailed functions of the OSI architecture are not 

widely accepted as the international standard and the layers of existing networks 

do not correspond exactly to the OSI architecture. However, the OSI model does 

provide a good framework for the general discussion and modeling of data networks 

and the model will be referenced throughout this dissertation. 

1.3 Dissertation Overview 

While there are myriads of challenging problems to be overcome in the 
, . ~ 

design and operation of data communication networks, it is well known that the 

principal technical problems are: (1) the determination of the network topological 

structure, (2) the design of efficient routing procedures, (3) the design of fair and 

effective flow control methods, and (4) the determination of valid protocols. These 

problems are the subject of considerable current research efforts. Here we focus on 

the solutions to the second and third problems for large packet switched WAN's. 

It should be noted that the development and application of computer com

munication networks in the real world have not waited on the theoretical formula

tion and solutions to the various computer network design problems. In fact, the 

practice and application of networking has often led the theoretical development 

and support by a considerable margin. For example, several types of flow control 

(such as window flow control) were adopted for a number of years in actual net

works before there was an adequate theoretical model explaining their behavior. 
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Thus there is frequently a large gap between the proposed theoretical explanations 

and solutions to the various technical problems in computer networks and what is 

actually used in practice. Futhennore, the design problem in practice is normally 

driven by factors which are not directly related to network performance, such as 

financial, legal, political, and security issues. Due to the complexity of the overall 

network design problem, simplicity in routing and flow control has been favored 

over optimality in practice, in order to reduce the design, overhead, and imple

mentation cost. However, the origial short term savings in design cost reflected 

in poor network performance and hence created the need for improved network 

control methods (i.e. routing and flow control schemes) which are implement able. 

The principal subject of this dissertation is the design of new routing and flow 

control techniques to improve the performance of data networks. Throughout the 

dissertation, the stress is 011 the mathematical development of new design and 

analysis approaches to the routing and flow control problems and posing these 

problems in an optimization framework. The dissertation is organized into five 

additional chapters as follows. 

Chapter 2 is a survey of the previous approaches to routing and flow control. 

The emphasis is on prior work which is most relevant to the material presented 

in this dissertation. The subject of buffer management which can be considered 

a particular type of flow control, is discussed separately due to the large body of 

research on the topic and since it does not fall into the traditional flow control 

categories [26]. 

Chapter 3 discusses techniques for modeling computer networks for perfor

mance evaluation and control purposes. A special emphasis is placed on modeling 

the transient or nonstationary behavior. New queueing and simulation approaches 

to modeling the nonstationary behavior are discussed, leading the way to the pre

sentation of a newly developed dynamic flow representation as a state variable 

model. The different modeling approaches are compared and their limitations 
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noted. The technique of controlling simple queueing systems by using dynamic 

flow representations as state variable models and applying methods from modern 

control theory in order to determine the control strategy is discussed and several 

new results are presented. 

In Chapter 4 a new hierarchical flow control scheme is proposed with two 

levels of control. The scheme is based adaptively managing the finite buffers 

at the network nodes for optimum performance under dynamically varying load 

conditions. At the lowest level of the hierarchy, a decentralized control is used 

with each node independently implementing flow control via a buffer management 

algorithm for partitioning the total buffer space among the output links. A precise 

formulation of the problem of dynamically allocating buffers for maximizing the 

nodal throughput is developed in a mathematical optimization framework and 

several solution procedures are discussed. To reduce the computational burden, a 

simple analytical approximation to the 9ptimal buffer management policy valid in 

the moderate to heavy load ranges is presented. A second higher level of control 

is provided by partitioning the network into clusters and defining a supervisor 

node for each cluster. The supervisor provides coordination for the lower level of 

control by adjusting throughput weighting factors and selectively imposing input 

buffer limits on specific links. The throughput weighting factors are used by the 

lower level buffer management algorithm at each node to individually determine 

their optimum buffer allocation. The throughput performance of the hierarchical 

scheme under steady state and transient conditions is studied using the techniques 

developed in Chapter 3 and the superiority over the performance resulting from 

other buffer management schemes is demonstrated. 

In Chapter 5, the problem of optimally routing virtual circuits in data 

networks is considered. Rather than following the traditional queueing theoretic 

approach, a state variable modeling approach together with optimal control tech

niques is taken. Using the results of Chapter 3, a new state variable model is 
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developed which characterizes the data network in terms of the time varying av

erage queue lengths. Using the state model, precise optimal control problems are 

formulated to determine the virtual circuit routing path that optimizes the net

work performance. In order to model the interaction between routing and flow 

control, the effect of a window type of flow control being implemented on the vir

tual circuit is incorporated into the routing selection. The routing strategies are 

determined via the application of optimal control theory techniques. The resulting 

feedback policies can be implemented in a decentralized fashion with each node 

performing the required computations. The performance of the routing policies is 

investigated by a simulation. 

Finally, Chapter 6 gives a summary of the results pointing out the specific 

contributions of the dissertation and making suggestions for further work in this 

area. 

The principal contributions presented in this dissertation are: 

(i) The development of techniques to model the nonstationary behavior of 

computer networks. 

(ii) The presentation of a hierarchical scheme for adaptive buffer management 

under nonstationary IO!:l.ds. 

(iii) The use of state variable models and optimal control techniques to develop 

adaptive virtual circuit routing policies applicable under nonstationary con

ditions. 



CHAPTER 2 

PREVIOUS WORK IN ROUTING, FLOW CONTROL, 

AND BUFFER MANAGEMENT 

2.0 Introduction 
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In this chapter, the current literature is surveyed in the principal areas of 

the dissertation research, namely routing, flow control and buffer management. 

As noted earlier, the main functions of routing and flow control are to monitor 

and control the network traffic in order to efficiently utilize the network resources. 

Specifically, the task of the routing protocol is to select the best path or the 

collection of paths for a packet to follow between the source and the destination. 

Whereas, the task of the flow control protocol is to regulate the traffic entering the 

network in order to protect the network from overloads and to provide fair access 

to the network resources. The problem of buffer management, which is simply how 

to best divide the finite buffer at each network node among the competing users is 

considered separately from flow control methods even though it is a form of flow 

control and can have significant effect on network performance. This division is 

commonly made [26] because buffer management is considered a nodal or network 

service function rather than a peer to peer protocol, and thus does not fit neatly 

into most flow control categorization methods. 

Each of these areas (i.e. routing, flow control, and buffer management), 

constitutes an important component of control in computer communication net

works and consequently, there is a large body of research on each of the three 

topics. The literature surveyed herein is limited to that which is necessary for 
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the proper historical background and to that which most closely resembles the 

research presented in this dissertation. The remainder of the chapter is organized 

as follows. Section 2.1 describes routing techniques used in computer comunica

tion networks. Section 2.2 discusses the various flow control mechanisms for data 

communication networks. Section 2.3 focuses on buffer management schemes, and 

finally, combined routing and flow control methods are briefly discussed in Sec

tion 2.4. 

2.1 Routing Techniques 

Probably no aspect of the design of computer communication networks has 

received as much attention as the problem of routing. The selection of a routing 

algorithm is a fundamental design choice for the operation of packet-switched 

networks and routing is one of the principal functions of the network layer within 

the OSI Reference Model. Note that the packets may be constrained to following 

a virtual circuit or they may be treated independently in the datagram mode. 

Regardless of the mode, the routing problem is simply how to select the "best 

path" through the network from the source node of a communication session to 

the destination node. In practice, the definition of best path depends on a variety 

of factors such as the type of network traffic (voice, interactive data, batch data, 

video, etc ... ), tariffs, security issues and legal policies. However, in the design 

of mathematical routing algorithms, best is variously defined as minimizing the 

average packet delay, minimizing the average number of hops, maximizing the 

flow /throughput, or some combination of these criteria. There is an extensive 

literature on both the theoretical and practical design of routing algorithms with 

notable surveys given in references [27-29] and in the texts [21-23]. 

Routing algorithms can be classified in a number of ways depending upon 

how the routes are determined and how often the routes are changed. If one 

classifies the algorithms based on how the routes are determined and by whom, 

---------------- _._----_._-
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this leads to the distinction between centralized, decentralized, and hierarchical 

schemes. In a centralized scheme, the routes for the entire network are determined 

by a single network supervisor or controller. Normally, the controller bases the 

routing decision on global information collected from each of the network nodes. 

A major concern with centralized algorithms iR the vulnerability to failure of the 

network supervisor. An alternative approach is provided by fully decentralized 

algorithms which require that each individual node compute its routing decisions 

in a distributed fashion, with little coordination among the nodes. Typically, 

the decisions are based on local infonnation measured by the node and obtained 

through an exchange of infonnation with neighboring nodes. While decentralized 

algorithms are robust to link and node failure, they suffer from increased infor

mation overhead and in general cannot attain overall optimum perfonnance. An 

intermediate approach which combines features of centralized and decentralized 

decision making is provided by hierarchical schemes. These schemes exploit the 

tradeoffs between infonnation overhead, optimality in routes, and reliability. 

Classifying routing schemes depending on how fast the routing policy re

sponds to fluctuations in traffic demand and changes in the network topology dis

tinguishes among static, quasi-static, and dynamic algorithms. A static algorithm 

as the name implies is a routing policy where the routing paths are determined 

once and remain fixed regardless of network traffic conditions. It is evident that 

static algorithms are inappropriate for networks that are subject to load varia

tions and/or topological changes. Static algorithms are used in practice only for 

networks of simple topology (especially LAN's) or networks where efficiency is 

unimportant. Almost all packet switched WAN's use some type of adaptive rout

ing algorithm to take care of load and topological changes. Depending on the time 

scale used for modifying the routing paths, the adaptive schemes may be imple

mented in a quasi-static or dynamic fashion. In quasi-static routing algorithms, 

network status information is monitored and the routing paths are recomputed 

-------------------------- --
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only at periodic time intervals. Typically, the time interval is long relative to the 

dynamics of the queues in the network and these algorithms essentially assume 

that steady state conditions are attained between two update periods. Quasi

static algorithms are designed to perform satisfactorily when the network traffic 

load changes slowly over time and there are no frequent large deviations in the 

network parameters from their average values. In dynamic routing schemes, the 

routing variables change continuously or periodically after a very short time in

terval in an attempt to follow the instantaneous conditions of the network. While 

dynamic routing can theoretically provide improved performance in the face of 

varying load conditions, purely dynamic routing is difficult if not impossible to 

implement due to the nodal processing time, the convergence and stability of 

computations, and the distributed nature of network status information. 

With respect to the performance objective, routing algorithms can yet be 

classified into two classes: user (or individual) optimization and system (or social) 

optimization. In system optimization, the paths between all source-to-destination 

pairs are optimized jointly according to a common objective. With user opti

mization on the other hand, each source-to-destination requirement is optimized 

independently ("selfishly", one may say) until a competitive equilibrium is reached. 

For certain types of large networks with balanced or uniform traffic requirements, 

it has been demonstrated [30] that the routing solutions obtained using these two 

distinct criteria are similar. However, there may be considerable difference in the 

performance when the network is, as is most often the case, nonsymmetric or has 

nonuniform traffic requirements. 

As noted in Chapter 1, in the field of computer networks there is often a 

large gap between the theory and what is implemented in practice, and this is 

especially true for routing schemes. For example, consider the routing method 

known as flooding. It consists of each node duplicating the received data packet 

and forwarding it to all neighboring nodes (except for the neighbor from which 
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the packet was just received) regardless of the packet's final destination. Thus 

many duplicates of the same packet are circulated in the network. A hop count 

is incremented in the packet header after each transmission and the packet is 

destroyed after a maximum hop number is reached which is greater than the 

longest hop path in the network. Obviously, the packet (or one of its duplicates) 

will ultimately arrive at the proper destination. While the method of flooding 

is described in the literature as inefficient and simple minded, it is widely used 

by operational networks of the datagram type. This should be contrasted with 

the literature, where routing problems are generally solved in a mathematical 

optimization framework. The basic approach is to formulate a mathematical model 

of the network along with a suitable performance measure or cost which one seeks 

to optimize. Typically the perfonnance is measured in terms of delay and the goal 

is to determine the minimum delay path from the source to the destination. 

Several different approaches to the problem of routing exist in the literature 

with significant efforts having been made utilizing methods from queueing theory, 

graph theory, learning automata, simulation, Markov decision theory, and state 

models along with modern control theory. Employment of queueing theory is the 

traditional method even though the solutions obtained from such an approach are 

valid only under assumptions that often do not hold in reality. 

In the following, we choose not to describe routing schemes according to 

their traditional classifications (Le., centralized, decentralized, etc ... ). Rather, 

we will describe those schemes that are most relevant to the topic of routing in 

general and the methods employed in this dissertation in particular. The section 

is divided into three parts as follows. Section 2.1.1 describes the routing schemes 

that have dominated the literature because of their originality and importance. 

Many of the presently developed routing schemes are variations or extensions of 

these algorithms. Section 2.1.2 reviews the important schemes that use the state 

variable model approach in solving the routing problem. Finally, Section 2.1.3 
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describes prominent routing schemes which have been developed especially for 

packet-switched networks that provide virtual circuit service .. 

2.1.1 Some Important Routing Schemes 

One of the basic routing methods that is widely used in practice is the 

shortest path routing. The principal idea behind shortest path routing is to find 

the path through the network which joins two given nodes and has minimal total 

length. The length to be minimized is normally chosen as the path distance, link 

delay, or some other appropriate function of network congestion and tranport cost 

determined on a link by link basis. The method of determining the shortest path 

generally involves the use of an appropriate graph theoretic algorithm based either 

on minimum spanning trees or minimum cut sets. The problem of finding the 

shortest path through a network has a long history and many different solutions 

may be found in the literature [31]. 

One of the most efficient methods for determining the shortest paths is due 

to Dijkstra [32]. This algorithm finds the shortest path from a single source node 

to all other nodes of the network (i.e. the minimum weight spanning tree) using 

a step by step procedure. The basic idea is to find the shortest paths in order of 

increasing path length. Assuming that each link is assigned a positive weight, then 

the shortest of the shortest paths from a given source node must be the single link 

path to the closest neighbor node as determined by the link weights. The next 

shortest path must either be the link to the next closest neighbor only one link 

away or the shortest two link path through the previously chosen closest node. 

The algorithm continues on in an iterative fashion, where at every step k, the 

shortest paths to the k nodes closest to the source will have been calculated. Let 

the set N consist of these k closest nodes. Then at the (k + 1 )th step, the distance 

between all nodes that do not belong to N and the source are evaluated, and only 
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one node (the one that achieves minimum distance) is added to N, its shortest 

path from the source node now determined. 

More precisely, let l(i,j) be the length of the link from node i to node 

j, with l(i,j) taken to be +00 when no link exists. Let D(n) be the distance 

from the source to node n along the shortest path restricted to nodes within N. 

Indicating the nodes by positive integers with 1 representing the source, then the 

algorithm proceeds as follows. At the initial step, the algorithm sets N = {1} and 

D(v) = l(l,v) for each node v that is not in N. At each subsequent step, the 

algorithm finds a node w not in N for which D( w) is a minimum, and adds w to 

N. Then the distances D(v) for the remaining nodes not in N are updated by 

computing 

D(v) .- Min[D(v), D(w) + l(w, v)] . 

The procedure is repeated until N consists of all the nodes in the network and 

thus the shortest paths from the source to all other nodes have been identified. 

In order to compute the routing tables, a shortest path tree has to be 

generated using each node in turn as the source node. If the length of each is 

taken as the transmission delay on the link then the shortest path will correspond 

to the user optimized minimum delay path. Typically the transmission delay is 

computed from the link traffic rates (i.e. flows), which can be measured, using 

standard queueing formulas. Note that the algorithm requires global topological 

knowledge and thus lends itself to a centralized implementation. Futhermore, the 

algorithm asswnes that the link lengths are constant, and in practice the lengths 

and the subsequent routes are updated in a quasi-static fashion by periodically 

measuring the link traffic rates and determining the routes anew. 

There has been a considerable amount of work on developing shortest path 

algorithms that require less computation and that can be implemented in a decen

tralized fashion. A good review can be found in references [22,31]. It should be 

emphasized that shortest path routing peIforms "user" optimization rather than 
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network optimization and thus may be far from optimal at times from the over

all network viewpoint. In fact, the distributed shortest path routing algorithms 

developed so far have been shown to have several deficiencies when implemented 

in an operational network in quasi-static fashion. The principal defect being that 

the algorithms tend to become unstable oscillating back and forth between what 

are often poorly selected routes [33]. Also, loops tend to occur when the routing 

is done on datagram basis. Several heuristic methods have been suggested to cure 

these problems, the most popular being to add a bias tenn to the link lengths 

thereby negating the effects of small deviations in the link traffic rates on the link 

transmission delay. However, Bertsekas [33] has proven that this approach will not 

cure the problem which is largely due to the difficulty in obtaining well behaved 

estimates of the link flows and distributing this information through the network 

in a timely fashion. 

The first mathematical approach to solving the routing problem from a 

"network" optimization veiwpoint was the flow deviation algorithm developed by 

Fratta, Gerla, and Kleinrock [34]. The basic idea behind the flow deviation al

gorithm is to deviate the link flows (i.e. traffic rate on the link) from one set 

of paths to another so as to optimize a cost function that depends on the flows 

carried by the links. Letting C denote the set of links in the network, then one 

seeks to optimize a cost function of the form: 

L Djj(Fjj). 
(i-j)ec 

where each function Dij is a monotonically increasing function of the average flow 

Fij on link (i - j) E C. 

Kleinrock [5] had earlier shown that a computer network could be modeled 

as a Jackson Network of queues with each link represented as an independent 
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M/M/l queue. From this model the total average network delay can be expressed 

as a function of the link flows as follows: 

T - ~ L G"~F.-' 
I (i-j)EC IJ IJ 

where I is the total load on the network and Gij is the capacity of link (i - j). 

Noting that this is a sum of convex functions and thus can be used as a cost 

function, they formulated a nonlinear programming problem to determine the 

optimum flow assignment on each link. Of course constraints must be added to 

ensure th~t the flow on each link does not exceed the capacity and that the flow into 

each node is equal to the flow out. It was shown that the nonlinear programming 

problem formulation is a convex multi-commodity flow problem with a convex 

set of constraints and therefore a unique global minimum exists. The Frank

Wolfe method for solving general, nonlinear programming problems with a convex 

constraint set was used to solve the optimization problem. The resulting iterative 

algorithm, named the flow deviation algorithm, finds the optimal solution (set of 

link flows Fij) although its convergence rate near the optimum tends to be very 

slow. 

Solving for a set of optimal flows does not completely solve the routing 

problem, and the next step is to find the set of routing variables which result in 

the desired optimum set of link flows given the arrival rates of traffic to the network. 

However, the total link flow Fij generally constitutes the superposition of various 

link flow components that are related to different paths (i.e., in virtual circuits) 

or different final destinations (i.e., in datagram networks). Thus, in general there 

will be certain network topologies and more importantly ranges of network load 

where it is not possible to determine routing variables that will result in the desired 

optimum flows. Futhermore, achieving the desired link flows will not guarCt.Il~~e 

freedom from looping. 
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There have been several extensions to the flow deviation algorithm [20-22] 

mainly involving methods for speeding up the rate of convergence, reformulation 

of the problem in terms of source-destination flow components rather than the 

aggregate link flows, and schemes for determining loop free routing variables that 

result in link flows close to the optimum values. 

Gallager [35] similarily considered the problem of determining the optimum 

routes in a quasi-static fashion to minimize the overall network delay. He developed 

an iterative decentralized solution to the optimal flow assignment problem and 

a method for computing the routing variables. Futhermore the algorithm will 

maintain freedom from looping given an initial loop free assignment of the flows. 

The key idea in Gallager's development of the algorithm is the notion that the 

optimum way to add new traffic to the network is along the path that will cause 

the least increase in delay, which for an incremental load increase is the path with 

the minimum gradient of the network delay. It is assumed that the delay ~t each 

link is a convex function of the flows along that link and this assumption has lately 

been shown [28] to be tantamount to representing the network with Kleinrock's 

Jackson queueing network model. However, it allows one to prove the existence of 

a global optimum and to look at convergence rates to this optimum. 

In Gallager's scheme, it is assumed that every node can measure and cal

culate the value of the derivative of the delay called the incremental delay D~j 

on all its outgoing links (i - j). Each node i stores a matrix I DT(i), called the 

incremental delay table, whose entry IDT(i)(k,j) represents the estimated incre

mental delay produced by routing a unit of k-type traffic (i.e., traffic with final 

destination k) through neighbor j. Essentially IDT(i)(k,j) is the gradient of the 

network delay along all paths from node i to node k that pass through j. 

In addition to the incremental delay table, each node i keeps a routing 

table R(i) consisting of the routing variables rfj which represent the fraction of 

the k-type traffic accumulated at node i that is routed through neighboring node 
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j. From IDT(i) and R(i), the vector IDV(i) (incremental delay vector at node i) 

is computed as follows: 

IDV(i)(k) - L r~j IDT(i)(k,j) 
jEE(i) 

where E(i) is the set of nodes j such that (i - j) is a link and IDV(i)(k) represents 

the incremental delay produced by injecting a small increment of k-type traffic into 

node i. 

In a quasi-static fashion each node peliodically exchanges I DV's with the 

neighbors. After the exchange, the IDT(i) tables get updated in the following 

way: 

From the incremental delay table the routing variables can be calculated and the 

routing variables are also updated. They are increased on low incremental delay 

routes (or decreased on high incremental delay ones) depending on the entries of 

the incremental delay table for each node. 

Some additional rules must be observed while performing the updates to 

assure convergence to the optimum routes. The update must start at the desti

nation node (say k) and propagate back to the origin. That is, a node updates 

its tables only after receiving IDV(j)(k) from each of its downstream neighbors 

j (i.e., all the neighbors to which it is sending traffic with final destination k), 

with k =1= j. In order to prevent loops, the algolithm defines for every node i 

and destination k, a set Bf of blocked nodes where for each I E Bf the routing 

variables r~ remain zero at all times. When these rules are carefully followed, 

this procedure converges to the optimal solution found by the flow deviation algo

rithm, of course under similar assumptions of stationary input loads. Recently it 

has been shown that Gallager's algorithm is a special case of gradient projection 

optimization techniques of solving general nonlinear programming problems [22]. 
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There have been several extensions to Gallager's algoritlun [22,28,36] 

mainly concerning speeding up the rate of convergence by using gradient projec

tion methods involving second derivatives. One work of special note is by Chang 

and Wu [36] who showed by a novel application of stochastic control techniques 

that Gallager's algorithm still converges asymptotically to the optimum routes 

when network traffic rates are statistically estimated from actual network mea

surements. However, the importance of Gallager's scheme does not rely on its 

easy applicability, (in fact it cannot be implemented in its pure form [28]), but on 

the fact that it inspired many other simpler schemes that are useful and are more 

applicable [22,37,38]. 

2.1.2 Routing Schemes Based on a State Model Approach 

As pointed out earlier, the difficulty in solving realistic queueing models of 

data networks makes other approaches to the routing problem attractive. This 

is especially true with regard to the problems of determining a globally optimal 

routing strategy and producing useful dynamic routing schemes. A relatively 

recent alternative approach is the use of state variable models to represent the 

network dynamics along with the use of optimal control techniques to determine 

the routing variables. The state model approach is originally due to Segall [39] 

and has attracted a great deal of notice of late [42-52]. 

The majority of existing state model schemes focus on dynamic routing, 

which is important when congestion occurs either due to sudden changes in traffic 

loads or failures in network components. It is well known that the precise modeling 

of such effects using queueing theoretic techniques is difficult with only very limited 

results reported in the literature thus far [22,40,41]. The state variable approach 

is to circumvent a detailed stochastic modeling by employing a macroscopic state 

model and well known techniques from control theory. A brief description of the 

state model developed by Segall [39] can be given as follows. 
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Let the state variable x{(t) denote the instantaneous queue length at node 

i for the traffic destined to node j at time t. Defining E( i) as the set of nodes k 

such that (i - k) is a link, I( i) as the set of nodes 1 such that (1- i) is a link, r{ as 

the rate of traffic entering node i with destination j, and the control variables U{k 
as the portion of the capacity of the link (i - k) used by the traffic with destination 

j, then the resulting state model for traffic at a specific node i for a particular 

destination j has the form: 

x{ = -rate of packet departures + rate of packet arrivals 

with the additional constraints ensuring the nonnegativity of the states and con

trols, as well as enforcing the finite capacity of the links: 

x~ 
I 

;::: 0 

i 
uik ;::: 0 

I: i u ik ::; Gik 

#i 

where Gik denotes the capacity of link (i - j). The state model can be derived 

from the equivalent queueing model via a fluid approximation assuming continuous 

values for what are discrete variables (i.e. the queue lengths) in reality. However 

the resulting dynamic deterministic model given above is only accurate under 

heavy loading conditions [43,44]. 

One of the advantages of the state model approach is the flexibility in formu

lating an appropriate cost functional. However, in most studies the performance 

objective is defined as the total network delay D over a time interval CO,t) which 

can be expressed as: 

D = it I: x{ ( r) dr . 
o i:¢i 
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This performance measure together with the state model has been used to formu

late dynamic optimal routing problems for datagram type networks. Specifically, 

let x denote the vector of all states xi and u denote the set of all controls u{k . The 

minimum delay routing problem is then to find the set of controls u as a function 

of the state and time (i.e. u = u( t, x)) that minimizes the performance criterion D 

while satisfying the system dynamics of the state model along with the control and 

state constraints. Unfortunately, the development of an explicit expression for the 

optimal flows u*(t) is extremely difficult because of the computational complexity 

and convergence problems of the co-state equation. 

Several solution methods have been proposed for determining the optimal 

feedback control such as con.."ltructive dynamic programming [39], linear program

ming [44], and application of maximal flow algorithms [52]. However, the results 

have been limited to congestion clearing (i.e. no input traffic r{ = 0) at heavy 

deterministic loads for single destination networks [39, 42-46, 52]. It should be 

noted, that Filipiak [43] has shown that the conditions for optimality (i.e. Pon

tryagin's Minimum Principle) in the single destination congestion clearing case 

guarantee that the optimal routes are loop free. Futhermore, for this special case 

it has been established that the optimal feedback control is of the bang-bang type 

since it is piecewise constant with jumps occuring when some state x{ hits convex 

boundary sets in the state space. The determination of the optimal control has 

been limited to very small networks (four or less nodes) and this is to be done 

in a centralized fashion. Further, it has been recognized that computation of the 

feedback policy grows exponentially with the number of network nodes making 

the method impractical for medium or large sized networks. 

In recognition of the computational limitations, Hajek and Ogier [45] have 

proposed an open loop control strategy where the optimal control is determined as 

a function of the initial state. Computation of the optimal control is accomplished 
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by solving a series of maximal flow problems and an iterative algorithm (of poly

nomial compl~xity on the order of N4) which is suitable for a decentralized imple

mentation is presented. A similar open loop approach is taken by Stassinopoulos 

and Konstantopoulos [46,47] where it is shown that the geometric properties of 

the cost functional and the state model allows the optimal control problem to be 

reformulated into the simpler problem of determining the optimal state velocities 

(i.e. x). A centralized iterative algorithm for determining the optimal control 

was developed. Furthermore, the approach and the algorithm for determining the 

optimal control was extended to include the case when the network is subject to 

deterministic loads. In a subsequent study [48], the open loop approach was ex

tended to the congestion clearing problem in the multi-destination case using a 

minimum clearing time performance measure. An optimal solution was character

ized by examining the competition for transmission capacity at bottleneck links by 

the various source-destination traffic. An algorithm for determining the optimal 

control through an iterative link by link optimization was presented. However, the 

complexity of the algorithm increases exponentially with the number of the links 

and is unsuitable for actual implementation. 

Despite this recent progress, it should be noted that the treatment of the 

more realistic stochastic input load case is essentially an open problem [44, 46-48]. 

FUthermore, attempts at centralized implementation of the control strategies ob

tained thus far have met with dismal results [49-52]. This is due in large part to 

the problems faced by all dynamic routing strategies namely the difficulty in ob

taining accurate estimates of the instantaneous network traffic load (i.e. external 

and internal arrival rates) and the inherent transport delay in transferring instan

taneous network status information (i.e. queue lengths and arrival rates) which 

makes the information largely obsolete when finally received, not to mention the 

large overhead incurred by continuous transmission of the network status infor

mation. Several approaches have been tried to overcome these problems namely: 
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approximate suboptimal algorithms which require less computational effort and 

less network status information, periodic implementation of the optimal conges

tion clearing control using status information gathered at the beginning of the time 

period, and lastly periodic implementation of the optimal control using statisti

cally measured average values for the network status information gathered over 

the previous time interval. Simulation results have shown the last approach to be 

superior. 

2.1.3 Routing in Virtual Circuit Networks 

As noted in Chapter 1, the majority of the current generation of pack<::t 

switched networks provide virtual circuit service. In these networks, packets are 

associated with a virtual circuit connecting a source-destination pair. The rout

ing problem involves the selection of a particular path among the several paths 

connecting the source to the destination at the setup of a session. The path is 

maintained for the duration of the session and the packets are transmitted in or

der over the path. In practice, simple shortest path routing schemes are used to 

provide the routing with the computations typically being carried out in a cen

tralized fashion by a network control center. Even though virtual circuit routing 

is generally used in practice, the vast majority of the routing literature focuses on 

routing algorithms for datagram type networks, since they can in th.eory provide 

superior service. However, the virtual circuit approach is rapidly becoming the 

standard and has been adopted in several requirements such as IBM's SN A ar

chitecture, CCITT's X.25 protocol standard, and even the OSI Reference Model 

strongly favors virtual circuit operation. Only recently has the virtual circuit 

routing problem begun to receive special attention. 

One of the first analytical approaches to the virtual circuit routing problem 

is by Segall [53] who adapted Gallager's distributed routing scheme [35] to route 

virtual circuits in packet switched networks. The principle and implementation of 
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[53] is much the same as Gallager's scheme in that the incremental delay from a 

node to the destination is used to compute the routing variables of that node with 

the purpose of deviating flows from heavy traffic routes to lighter traffic routes. 

The main difference, however, is in the decentralized updating of the routing 

variables. In addition to updating routing variables, each node must 1) cancel a 

virtual channel on an outgoing link when the conversation is over, 2) reroute if 

necessary a "portion" of a virtual circuit of an ongoing sesion on an outgoing link, 

and 3) update its incremental delay vector. The updating propagates upstream 

through the network (from destination to source), while the rerouting propagates 

downstream. 

It should be noted that Segall's algorithm essentially treats the virtual 

circuits in a datagram fashion, since it requires rerouting of active circuits and 

the splitting of virtual circuit streams into portions which can travel different 

routes. This is extremely difficult to accomplish in practice and negates many of 

the advantages of virtual circuit routing. 

Other mathematical approaches to virtual circuit routing for the most part 

concentrate on shortest path algorithms and methods for efficient distributed com

putation of the paths in a quasi-static fashion. For example, Baratz and Jaffe [54] 

propose a method of clustering a large network for shortest path routing on a 

hierarchical basis. The basic idea is that the network is partitioned into clus

ters and each node implements distributed shortest path routing within its own 

cluster. Virtual circuits crossing a cluster are routed through a border node who 

has a link to the desired cluster. Through a distributed updating protocol each 

node can identify the optimum border node within its cluster. The approach pro

vides considerable savings in the size of nodal routing tables without sacrificing 

optimality. 

A more theoretical study was conducted by Tsitsiklis and Bertsekas [55], 

who have proposed a distributed gradient projection method for asynchronously 
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determining the shortest paths in virtual circuit networks. It was shown that 

the algorithm converges in the limit to a neighborhood of the optimal network 

routing strategy under stationary traffic conditions despite random delays in ob

taining network status infonnation and measurement inaccuracy, provided that 

the network status information converges in the limit to the true value. 

In a similar series of studies, Tsai [56-58] uses gradient projection meth

ods to provide decentralized adaptive routing of virtual circuits in a quasi-static 

fashion. The general strategy is to use a distributed gradient projection algorithm 

and have each node calculate a target set of flows for each source-destination path 

that minimizes the average network <.1elay. Then the nodes try to make the actual 

flows match the target flows by appropriately assigning paths to incoming new vir

tual circuits. Two methods of assigning the new virtual circuits were investigated: 

randomization and metering. In randomization, the virtual circuits are randomly 

assigned to the possible paths according to a probability distribution that is a 

function of the difference between the desired flows and actual flows. Whereas in 

metering, the virtual circuits are assigned according to deterministic thresholds 

which are a function of the difference between the desired and the actual flows. It 

was shown that both schemes will converge in the limit to the optimum routes un

der stationary loading despite measurement errors in network status infonnation 

and the random delay in obtaining the infonnation. Simulation results showed 

that the metering approach provided superior perfonnance especially when the 

new virtual circuits were assigned to the path which had the maximum difference 

between the desired and the actual flow. 

Threshold routing is not new in virtual circuit networks. In fact several 

operational networks employ it. The general approach is to predetermine k alter

nate paths and then rank the paths in order of preference and define a utilization 

threshold on each path. New virtual circuits are then assigned to the highest rank

ing path whose utilization doesn't exceed its threshold. The alternate paths can 
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be initially found using any of a number of algorithms for finding the k shortest 

paths between nodes in a network [59]. In practice the thresholds al'e determined 

on the basis of heuristics and simulation data. Only lately has the problem been 

studied from a theoretical standpoint by Segall and Jaffe [60], who considered the 

problem of determining the optimwn thresholds as a function of the link flows. 

They considered the single destination case only and using Kleinrock's M/M/l 

queueing model of data network were able to determine closed form expressions 

for the optimum thresholds. 

2.2 Flow Control Methods 

The communication facilities constituting a computer communication net

work (i.e., transmission links, switching nodes, etc ... ) obviously have a limited 

capacity in handling packets. Ideally, as the offered load is increased from zero, 

the network throughput will equal the offered load until the network capacity is 

reached at which point the throughput will attain a saturation level. This behavior 

is demonstrated by the ideal throughput curve in Figure 2.1. 

In an actual network, the throughput follows the ideal curve at low loads. 

However, at higher loads congestion occurs, normally in the form of large queues 

of packets at the heavily loaded links and increased average delay in the end-to

end transport of packets. When the load exceeds the nominal network capacity, 

the queues fill the available buffer space and packets arriving to nodes with no 

free buffer space have to be discarded and later retransmitted, thereby wasting 

valuable communication resources. This phenomenon is comparable to a highway 

traffic jam where, as the offered load increases, the actual network throughput de

creases and the end-to-end delay increases. Note that packet retransmissions and 

the wasting of network resources may also occur due to packet acknowledgments 

returning so slowly that the source mistakenly thinks that the packets have been 
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lost and retransmits them. The typical behavior of a congested network display

ing the reduction in throughput that occurs is demonstrated by the uncontrolled 

throughput curve of Figure 2.1. 

In order to prevent congestion from occuring, it is necessary to monitor and 

regulate the amount of traffic entering and transiting the network. Flow control 

is the set of mechanisms by which the network traffic is controlled so that the 

communication facilities are not overloaded. Basically, flow control procedures 

seek to limit the amount of traffic accepted into the network in order to ensure 

congestion-free operation. Flow control is typically regarded as having four key 

functions [61], namely: preventing overloads on the network and the subsequent 

throughput degradation, avoiding buffer deadlocks, fairly allocating network re

sources among users, and matching the speed of communicating devices. 

As noted previously, the problem of network overloads and the resulting 

congestion and decrease in throughput occurs when the load entering the network 

is allowed to exceed the network capacity. Note that overloads do not necessar

ily imply a general network overload, since overloads can also occur in a section 

or particular region of a network. The problem of buffer deadlock arises when 

nodes wishing to transmit to each other have their buffers full. Under overload 

conditions, the buffers will remain full and the packets being transmitted will 

be dropped by the receiving node for lack of buffer space. If the network oper

ates in the fashion that requires the nodes to be responsible for retransmission of 

dropped packets rather than the message sender, then each node will hold a copy 

of a transmitted packet until that packet is acknowledged by the receiving node. 

Under these conditions, a deadlock situation occurs, where the nodes wishing to 

transmit to one another have their buffers full and are unable to free them due 

to retransmission of the same dropped packets over and over. Consequently, the 

effective throughput goes to zero. 
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Fairness is an important concern because the flow control mechanisms must 

not only throttle network inputs to prevent overloads, but to ensure satisfactory 

service, they must do so in a nondiscriminatory way. The notion of fairness is 

difficult to quantify and it is normally achieved by either placing restrictions on 

the amount of network resources that a user or a group of users can acquire, or by 

guaranteeing that a minimum amount of resources will be available to a user or 

a group of users [62]. It should be noted that fairness is often incompatible with 

network throughput efficiency since it places restrictions on resource sharing. 

Speed matching between communicating devices is necessary to keep the 

sending device from overwhelming the receiving device with data, which in turn 

results in congestion or loss of data. The problem of speed matching may occur 

at several points in an end-to-end communication session principally between the 

end user sending device and nodes which provide access to the network (source 

nodes), between network nodes, between network nodes (destination nodes) and 

the receiving end user device, and between the sending and receiving end user 

devices. 

The problems of flow control have been attacked by identifying subproblems 

which are normally treated in isolation. A natural subdivision of the problems is 

with respect to the levels in the protocol hierarchy, and flow control problems can 

be identified at the data link, network, and transport layers of the OS1 Reference 

Model. Thus a typical network will contain multiple layers or levels of flow control, 

which normally operate independently. Several methods have been proposed for 

solving the various flow control problems and surveys of flow control mechanisms 

are given in several papers [26,30,61,63,64] and texts [20-23]. The controlled curve 

in Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical throughput curve achievable by a flow controlled 

network. From the figure, it is obvious that flow control provides safety at high 

load levels but at the expense of efficiency. This reduced efficiency is due to 

the overhead necessary to implement flow control procedures (i.e., exchange of 
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control information, nodal processing, dedicated resources, etc ... ) and fairness 

considerations. 

In a fashion similar to routing, flow control mechanisms can be categorized 

based on how they are implemented (i.e., centralized, decentralized, or hierar

chical) or how often the control policy is changed (Le., static, quasi-static, or 

dynamic). In a centralized scheme the flow control is determined on the basis of 

global information and implemented for the entire network by a centralized net

work control center or supervisor. In contrast, for a decentralized scheme, each 

network node or user will determine and implement its own flow control. Finally, 

hierarchical schemes provide an intermediate approach which mixes aspects of 

centralized and decentralized schemes into a multilevel hierarchy. 

How often the flow control is updated leads to a distinction between static, 

quasi-static, and dynamic schemes. In a static scheme, the values of the flow 

control parameters are computed only once and remain constant throughout their 

use. In quasi-static schemes, the flow control parameters are computed and altered 

at regular intervals of time which normally are long when compared to the time 

constants of the network. Thus the flow control will adapt slowly over time re

sponding to changing network conditions that persist through an update interval. 

Lastly, dynamic schemes attempt to adapt the flow control to the instantaneous 

fluctuations in the network load. 

Typically, a network will contain multiple levels of flow control which are 

independently implemented and updated in a variety of ways. For example, a 

network may use a decentralized static type of flow control to protect against buffer 

deadlock while simultaneously using a centralized dynamic form of flow control to 

accomplish speed matching between source and destination nodes. Futhermore, 

the performance goal of the different levels of flow control will normally differ 

depending on the application. 
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As previously noted, the principal performance criteria employed in the 

study of data communication networks are average packet delay as a function of 

offered load and average throughput as a function of offered load. These perfor

mance measures may be evaluated for tile network as a whole, for a single node, 

or for a single user session. Throughput efficiency, as expressed by throughput 

versus offered load curves, is probably the most common measure of flow control 

performance. However, due to the fact that flow control must protect network 

resources by occasionally throttling network traffic, the throughput alone may not 

provide an accurate description of the flow control's performance. Thus another 

common measure is the combined delay and throughput performance. The delay 

versus throughput profile allows one to determine the delay overhead introduced 

by the controls, which the throughput versus load does not display. In general, it 

gives a more complete picture of system performance than does throughput be

havior alone. In fact a system may be designed to deliver high throughput at a 

heavy load, and yet it may experience intolerable delays at light loads. 

A more compact measure of combined throughput and delay performance 

is offered by the concept of power [65,66]. The simplest definition of power is the 

ratio of throughput to delay and therefore, it is a function of the load. In fact, 

it has been shown that the point where power is maximized defines the "knee" 

of the delay versus throughput curve. The maximum power value reflects both 

delay performance (at light load) and throughput performance (at heavy load) and 

therefore, represents a good figure of merit for the flow control implementation. 

As in the case of routing, flow control mechanisms can be classified with 

respect to the employed performance objective into two classes namely: user or 

individual optimization and network or social optimization. In individual opti

mization, each flow control mechanism independently seeks to optimize its per

formance until a competitive equilibrium is reached. For example, each virtual 

circuit may seek to determine its window size to optimize its power. On the other 
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hand in network optimization, the flow control mechanisms are optimized jointly 

according to a common objective. For example, the window sizes of all virtual 

circuits may be jointly determined to optimize the network power. In general, 

there will bea difference in the flow control parameters determined using the two 

distinct criteria. 

There are, of course, a number of ways to classify flow control methods and 

in the following, we choose to classify flow control methods according to their level 

of implementation in the OSI Reference Model. It is generally conceded [21,63] 

that flow control problems exist at the data link, network, and transport layers 

within the OSI Reference Model. Whether or not flow control is necessary at the 

higher levels is a topic of current discussion. That said, it should be emphasized 

that it is often difficult to clearly assign many of the flow control techniques to 

a specific layer in the OSI Reference Model. Furthermore, most networks do not 

implement all of the layers of flow control corresponding to the OSI model or 

have protocols corresponding precisely to the OSI model. In the following, we will 

discuss the various flow control methods utilized at the different layers of the OSI 

Reference Model beginning with the data link layer and proceeding to the network 

layer and then to the transport layer. 

2.2.1 Data Link Layer Flow Control 

At the data link layer, the principal flow control problem is maintaining a 

smooth flow of data across a link in the network. In the case of point to point 

links, flow control involves speed matching and the avoidance of buffer congestion. 

Many networks do not implement flow control at the data link layer and in the 

networks that do, the flow control is usually imbedded within a link level error 

control strategy. Various ways exist to carry out the error detection and correction 

process [67] and the specific method used often depends upon the transmission 

media and application. However, for point to point links in data communication 
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networks, the ARQ (automatic repeat request) error detection scheme has been 

universally adopted. The basic procedure in an ARQ is that the data sender upon 

transmitting a packet (or group of packets) will buffer a copy of the packet until 

it receives an acknowledgment (ACK) of correct reception by the receiver or a 

negative acknowledgment (NACK) indicating an error in reception. Upon receipt 

of a NACK, indicating an error, the transmitter will retransmit the packet. When 

a ACK is received, the transmitter is free to send new packets. Time outs are used 

to avoid deadlock situations; the sender, after not receiving an ACK or NACK in 

a specified time interval, repeats transmission of the packet in question. 

There are a number of ways of handling the retransmission of packets, the 

most common procedures being stop-and-wait, go-back-N, and selective repeat 

[67]. In the stop-and-wait method only one packet at a time can be transmitted. 

The transmitter then waits for an ACK/NACK. If either a NACK arrives or a time 

out occurs, the packet is retransmitted. Upon receipt of an ACK, a new packet is 

sent. In the go-back-N procedure, up to N packets are transmitted in succession 

without waiting for an ACK. There is still an individual ACK/NACK for each 

packet and upon receipt of a NACK or at the expiration of a time out period for 

a packet, the packet in question and all unacknowledged packets following it are 

retransmitted. Specifically, the transmitter is allowed to send packets i through 

i + N before stopping to wait on the ACK for packet i. Upon receipt of the 

ACK for packet i, packet i + N + 1 can be transmitted. On the other hand, if a 

NACK is received for packet i or a time out occurs, then packets i through i + N 

will be retransmitted. The selective repeat procedure is similar to the go-back-N 

method in that up to N acknowledged packets can be transmitted at a time. Here 

though, upon receipt of a NACK or the expiration of a time out, only the packet 

in question is retransmitted. This obviously improves the throughput but packets 

may arrive out of order at the receiver. 
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Go-back-N is the most widely used ARQ protocol and has been adopted as 

part of the ISO Higher Level Data Link Control (HDLC) which is part of the OSI 

recommended standard for the data link layer. Flow control is naturally provided 

by the go-back-N strategy since the receiver can delay the return of ACK's as the 

receiver becomes congested. 

2.2.2 Network Layer Flow Control 

Many of the principal functions of flow control are performed at the net

work layer within the OS! Reference Model. At the network layer, flow control is 

necessary to provide the smooth and orderly flow of data between network nodes, 

which are not necessarily adjacent. This involves both controlling congestion in 

the network and speed matching between devices. 

The most commonly used flow control at the network level is a window type 

of flow control. A communication process between a sender and receiver is said to 

be window flow controlled if there is a limit on the number of packets that can be 

in transit between the sender and receiver. This limit, a positive integer, is called 

the window size W or simply the window. 

Upon establishment of a communication session, the sender initializes a 

window or permit counter to the window size W for the session. After transmis

sion of a packet, the sender decrements the counter by one. 'When the counter 

hits zero, no new packets are transmitted. The window count at the sender is 

replenished through acknowledgments issued by the receiver. When the pack

ets are individually acknowledged, the scheme is called a sliding window since 

each acknowledgment increments (slides) the window count by one allowing a 

new packet to be sent. If the packets are acknowledged in groups, we speak of 

a swapping window. Typically, only the last packet in the swapping window is 

acknowledged and the sender upon receipt of the acknowledgment will reinitialize 

the window counter allowing W new packets to be transmitted. Obviously, the 
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swapping window scheme entails lower overhead, but it has been shown to provide 

less throughput for the same size window. 

The window strategy naturally prevents congestion from occuring since it 

limits the number of packets that exist in the network at one time. Thus it also 

provides network access flow control. Moreover, it provides adequate flow control 

if congestion occurs along the communication path between the sender and the 

receiver. This is because the acknowledgments of transmitted packets are slow 

to return causing a natural slowdown in the transmitter's data rate. Also, the 

window mechanism can be used to provide speed matching since the receiver can 

deliberately delay the acknowledgement of packets to restrict the transmission rate 

of the sender. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the typical behavior of window flow control 

in throttling the traffic of the communication session as a function of the round trip 

delay from the time a packet is transmitted to the return of its acknowledgment. 

One can see that when the round trip delay is small the sender is capable of 

transmitting at full speed and the flow control is not active. The flow control will 

become active when the round trip delay is large enough that the full window of 

W packets can be transmitted before the first acknowledgment returns. Thus, as 

congestion occurs along with the subsequent increase in delay, the window scheme 

will clearly reduce the sender's transmission rate. Furthermore, the window scheme 

can respond very fast to the occurrence of congestion, within at most the time it 

takes to transmit a full window of W packets. This fast reaction to congestion 

along with its simplicity in implementation has made the window scheme one of 

the most popular flow control methods. 
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At the network layer, window flow control may be implemented at several 

points in a communication session. However, the most common method of imple

mentation is to place a window control on each communication session or group 

of sessions between a source-destination pair of nodes. This is known as end-to

end flow control and end-to-end window mechanisms are found in most packet 

switched networks of the virtual circuit type. A window flow control is usually 

applied to each virtual circuit communication session individually. Normally, the 

window size is chosen at connection set up time and remains fixed for the duration 

of the session. The selection of the window size can have a significant impact on 

the network throughput and delay characteristics, and recently, the problem of 

how to optimally select the window size has begun to receive attention. 

In analyzing window flow control, the basic approach has been to focus on 

a single communication session between a source-destination pair of nodes. The 

route between the source and the destination is modeled as a tandem connection 

of queues as shown in Figure 2.3(a). It is normally assumed that acknowledgments 

are transmitted back through the network at the highest priority and the delay 

in the return of acknowledgments is neglected. The resulting model configuration 

is shown in Figure 2.3(b). Even with such a relatively simple model, it turns out 

to be extremely difficult to perform a queueing analysis. However, two important 

points have been made about the selection of end-to-end window size without 

resorting to quantitative analysis. 
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The first observation is that in order to enable full speed transmission by 

the source at light load levels, the window size W must be at least equal to the 

number of links M on the communication path (Le., W ;::: M). Thus the size of 

the window should be proportional to the number of links or hops on the end-to

end communication path. Secondly, it has been regularly noted that end-to-end 

window schemes perform poorly with respect to fairness [22,26]. The fairness 

problem can be seen by considering a heavily loaded link in the network. Assume, 

as is normally the case, that the windows are assigned in proportion to the path 

lengths of the communication sessions. If two sessions are passing through the link, 

one traveling a long path and the other a short one, then the long path session 

will have a larger window and can have more packets waiting at the congested link 

than the short path session. Thus the throughput of the long path session will be 

larger than that of the short path session, roughly in proportion to the ratio of the 

window sizes. The fairness problem is not easily solved, and in fact one can show 

that the throughput of each session in a network will not be evenly regulated even 

if the same window size is used for each session. Hence in formulating a problem 

to determine the optimwn window size, the performance should be measured in 

terms of throughput, delay, and fairness. 

Recently several researchers have considered the problem of how to opti

mally select the window size utilizing a queueing model analogous to the one shown 

in Figure 2.3(b). In formulating an optimization problem, one must be able to ob

tain expressions (preferably in closed form) for the performance measures from the 

queueing model. To obtain a tractable queueing model from the tandem queue 

representation shown in Figure 2.3(b) for the sliding window flow control case, 

researchers have made the following common assumptions: (1) packets arrive at 

the network according to independent Poisson processes with average rate Ai at 

link i, (2) the window size W is fixed, (3) the packet lengths are exponentially 

distributed with mean 1/ IL, (4) the transmission time on each link is proportional 
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to the packet length and thus is exponentially distributed with mean 1/ j1.Cj where 

Cj is the capacity of link i, (5) the transmission time of each link is assumed in

dependent, thus the queues are independent, and (6) packets generated when the 

windows are full are assumed to be dropped or lost by the source. 

Pennotti and Schwartz [68] analyzed this queueing model using techniques 

from open aIld closed queueing networks and showed that the model has a product 

form solution. They noted that under steady state conditions the traffic entering 

and exiting at each link (i.e. the interfering or background traffic) will occupy 

a fixed portion of the transmission capacity on a given link denoted by q = 

Ad j1.Cj. Therefore, one can eliminate these interfering streams by reducing the 

transmission capacity available to the window controlled session. Specifically, the 

transmission capacity of each link is adjusted to Cr by simply subtracting the 

portion of the capacity consumed by the interfering traffic, giving Cf = Cj - C:. 

The resulting model as shown in Figure 2.4 is a closed queueing network with W 

packets circulating among the queues. Note that the source of the communication 

session is modeled by an arrival queue with service rate A, precisely the input rate 

of the session. The closed network was shown to have a product form solution, 

and expressions for the end-to-end delay and throughput were derived. 

Reiser [69] further analyzed the tandem queue model of Figure 2.4 and 

noted that the model is computationally difficult to analyze due to the large 

state space. He observed that the principal interest is in the end-to-end de

lay /throughput characteristics and that the detailed statistical behavior of the 

intermediate nodes is not of specific interest. With this in mind, Norton's theo

rem [70] for product form queueing networks was applied to replace the tandem 

queues between the source and the destination by an equivalent single queue whose 

service rate depends on the state of the queue n (i.e., number of packets in the 

queue). The resulting queueing model is shown in Figure 2.5. This new model 
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simplifies the analysis considerably and Reiser derived expressions for end-to-end 

delay and throughput. The end-to-end power was used as a perfonnance measure 

to evaluate the tradeoffs between throughput and delay and a numerical compar

ison of the power curves for various window sizes was made. It was determined 

that no one window size was optimal with respect to power for all load conditions. 

However, the optimum window size W'" was determined for some special cases 

where the capacities of all the links of the original tandem queue model are equal 

(i.e., Cf = C~ = ... C::a = C). Specifically, when>. -jo C, W'" was found to be 

W'" = M and when>. -t 00, W'" = M - 1, where M is the number of links in 

the path. This analytically confinns the heuristic assertion that the window size 

should be proportional to the path length. In a subsequent study, Reiser [71] ex

tended his queueing model to include the effects of the network admission delay in 

waiting for a slot in the window. The objective was to study the total delay from 

the time a packet is created at the sender to its delivery to the destination node. 

As in his previous work, Reiser made the model tractable by replacing the tandem 

queueing path through the network by its Norton equivalent. Expressions for the 

total delay and throughput were derived and it was noted that as the traffic rate 

of the session gets larger (i.e., >. -t 00), the network delay will remain finite but 

the access delay will grow very large. Interestingly, for the special case of equal 

capacity links, it was detennined that the optimum window size for maximizing 

the power when the access delay is included is W -jo 00. Thus, from the sender's 

viewpoint, it benefits most by having its throughput unrestricted. Reiser noted 

that as W -jo 00, the tandem queue model will be a series connection of M/M/l 

queues. Kleinrock [65] has shown that the optimum load to attain maximum power 

in a M/M/1 queue is>. = ~ X (queue service rate), which in this case is>. = ~J.lC. 

Reiser plotted the power curve at this optimum load for different values of fV 

and noted that while the power is a strictly increasing function of fV, the curve 

essentially saturates (i.e., there is a knee in the curve) at W = 2lvf. Thus Reiser 
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concluded that the window should be selected in the range M - 1 ~ W ~ 2M to 

provide good power performance. 

The validity of Reiser's approach to the problem of analyzing the sliding 

window queueing model by approximating the tandem series of queues along the 

network path with their Norton equivalent has been recently confirmed by simu

lation results [72]. Futhermore, for the special case of a two link path it has lately 

been shown that Reiser's approximate queueing model for including the admission 

delay is quite accurate [73]. 

Schwartz further analyzed the closed queueing model of Figure 2.4 exam

ining the throughput and delay characteristics as a function of the window size 

W and offered load >.. Using the previous results for analyzing the model [74], 

several throughput versus delay curves were generated by fixing>. and varying W. 

Schwartz showed that as W increases, the throughput will increase but the end-to

end delay increases as well. However, as W continues to increase, the end-to-end 

throughput saturates at approximately the value of the smallest capacity link in 

the series of queues. Furthermore, it was found that the results closely agreed 

with Reiser's validating his approach of applying Norton's Theorem. Also, it was 

shown for the case of equal capacity links that, as >. --t 00, the knee of the through

put/delay curve was approximately at 'YV = M - 1 corroborating Reiser's result 

that this is the maximum power window size under extreme overload conditions. 

Kleinrock and Kermani [75] similarly looked at the effect of end-to-end 

sliding window flow control on the end-to-end delay and throughput performance. 

They used a queueing model which included the effects of time out periods at the 

source node, transit delay in the return of acknowledgments, and a finite buffer 

at the destination node. The basic model is shown in Figure 2.6. Packets were 

assumed to arrive from the sender to the network according to a Poisson process 
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and a heavy traffic assumption was made so that a packet is always waiting at the 

source node of the network when an ACK returns. The communication path be

tween source and destination nodes is represented by a single M/M/1 queue with 

the return path for acknowledgments modeled likewise. The destination node's 

connection to the receiving end user is modeled by a M/M/1/B queue. 'When a 

packet arrives at the destination node and buffer space is available, an acknowl

edgment is sent along the return path. If the buffer is full, the packet is dropped 

and no acknowledgment is sent. With this queueing model, they derived expres

sions for the end-to-end delay and throughput which were evaluated numerically 

to study the effects of the window size and time out period. It was shown that the 

throughput/delay performance can be improved by proper selection of the window 

size and its corresponding time out period. Furthermore it was demonstrated that 

for a given window size there is an optimal time out which results in maximum 

throughput. 

In a study paralleling Reiser's, Schwartz [76] analyzed the swapping window 

scheme with the acknowledgments occuring at the end of the window. Essentially 

the same tandem queueing model used in analyzing the sliding window scheme 

was utilized with the addition of a batch server in the feedback path. The batch 

server models the acknowledgments at the end of a window since the server retains 

arrivals to its queue as long as the queue size is less than the window size ltv. As 

soon as the queue size reaches W, the block of W packets are dumped into the 

arrival queue reinitializing the window at the sender. The emptying of the batch 

server into the source arrival queue represents a "bulk arrival process" and the 

network no longer has a product form solution. Nonetheless, Schwartz uses Reiser's 

approach and approximates the tandem queues of the communication path with a 

single Norton equivalent queue. Simulation results showed that the approximate 

queueing model is valid only for short path (M =:; 3) sessions. However, it was 
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argued that the model gives a relative idea of the effect of the window size on the 

throughput/delay performance of longer paths. 

Utilizing the approximate model, expressions for the end-to-end throughput 

and delay were derived. From these expressions, several throughput versus delay 

and power versus load curves were generated and Schwartz determined that a 

sliding window of size W provides similar performance to a swapping window 

scheme with window size twice as large (i.e., 2W). Furthermore, for the special 

case of equal capacity tandem links G = Gj V i and the load A = Gj, the optimum 

power window size W'" was determined as W'" = 2M - 1. 

These studies taken together have demonstrated that no one window size 

W is optimal in terms of throughput-delay trade-off for all load conditions. In 

general, it has been shown that under light load conditions, windows should be 

large enough to allow unimpeded transmissions, while under heavy load conditions 

the window size should be reduced to prevent congestion and excessive delay. Thus 

what is really needed is a dynamic adjustment of the window size. In recognition 

of this problem, there have recently been isolated attempts at adaptive selection 

of the window size [77,79]. 

Kermani and Kleinrock [77] focused on the speed matching aspects of end

to-end window flow control and suggested that the window size be adjusted de

pending on the buffer occupancy level at the destination node. Specifically, when 

the buffer occupancy is low, the window size should be increased and when the 

buffer occupancy level is high, the window size should be decreased. Their ap

proach was to have a decision table stored at the destination node which specifies 

the best window size for different buffer occupancy levels, given the average ar

rival rate of packets to the destination node and the end-to-end round trip delay. 

Here, "best" was defined as maximizing the weighted sum of throughput A and 

end-to-end delay T, namely maximize J = WA - (1 - w)T where W E [0,1] is 
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the weighting factor. The problem of determining the optimal window size was 

formulated as a Markov decision process problem using the queueing model of [75]. 

Futhermore, they noted that Howard's Policy Iteration Algorithm [78] could 

be used to solve the Markov decision process problem f~r a given set of model pa

rameters. However, the problem is computationally infeasible for even modest 

sized problems. Thus a suboptimal heuristic policy is defined which for a given set 

of network parameters results in a stationary window decision table that depends 

solely on the buffer occupancy level and not the varying load level. The per

formance resulting from these heuristic policies was shown via simulation results 

to closely follow the optimal policy for certain load ranges. Furthermore, it was 

clearly demonstrated that varying the window size provides better performance 

than using a fixed window size. 

In a more recent study, Chang, Liao, and Lu [79] proposed a scheme for 

periodically adjusting the window size. It is assumed that the network parameters 

are slowly time varying and thus the window size can be adjusted in a quasi

static fashion. The basic idea is that one measures the average end-to-end delay 

and throughput over a time interval and utilizes these quantities to parameterize 

Kleinrock and Kermani's queueing model of a window controlled communication 

session. The resulting static queueing model can then be analyzed to determine the 

optimum window size to be used over the next time interval. The optimum window 

size is defined as in Kermani and Kleinrock's study as that which maximizes 

the weighted sum of throughput and delay. Noting that an on-line optimization 

problem to determine the window size is computationally infeasible, an off-line 

table look up procedure is proposed. 

For a given set of network parameters one numerically evaluates the per

formance criteria for all possible window sizes (a finite set is used) and stores 

the optimum window size. The procedure is repeated for all load ranges of in

terest, and a decision table is constructed at the source node where the optimum 
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value can be looked up after each measurement period. Simulation results showed 

that the quasi-static adjustment of the window provides considerable performance 

improvement o~er a static window scheme. 

The approach taken in studies discussed thus far is to focus on a single 

user communication session in isolation and to try to optimize a performance 

measure for this session. However, this user optimization approach may be far 

from optimal for the network as a whole and can result in unfairness. Gerla and 

Chan [80] considered the problem of determining the window sizes for all the active 

virtual circuits in a network in order to optimize the network throughput under 

given network delay and fairness constraints. The usual assumptions to get a 

tractable queueing model are made, namely: Poisson packet arrivals, exponential 

packet length distribution, and independence among the network queues. The 

virtual circuits are represented by having multiple classes of customers in a closed 

queueing network with each class representing a different virtual circuit. The 

problem of determining the optimal static window assignments was formulated as 

a mathematical programming problem using a novel performance measure that 

combines fairness and throughput efficiency. Specifically for a network with R 

virtual circuits present in the network, the performance objective was defined as: 

Minimize 
R 
~ d'-A' P = ~ I I 

i=l Ai 

where di is the traffic demand of virtual circuit i and Ai is the actual throughput 

of virtual circuit i. Notice that the performance is optimal if P = 0 and that the 

actual throughput achieved by a virtual circuit session will be roughly proportional 

to its demand. In order to maintain a reasonable network delay T, the constraint 

T :5 T ma:z: was added to the optimization problem where T ma:z: represents the max

imum tolerable network delay. The resulting optimization problem was shown to 

be computationally impractical due to the complexity of the multiple-class closed 

queueing network model and the combinatoral nature of the problem. However, 
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a heuristic algoritlun based on the gradient of the performance measure was pro

posed to perform the window selection. The heuristic algoritlun was numerically 

compared with the optimal window selection for simple networks with a small 

number of virtual circuits and was shown to provide a reasonable approximation 

to the optimal window selections. 

Even though several other flow control methods for achieving the smooth 

flow of data between nodes and performing speed matching have been proposed in 

the literature [21,22,61], window mechanisms are rapidly becoming the standard 

and have been adopted in several protocol specifications such as IBM's SNA pro

tocol and the CCITT's X.25 protocol. Furthermore it has been shown [81] that 

the optimal mechanism for regulating an end-to-end session in a data network is a 

window mechanism. Specifically, Lazar considered the problem of controlling the 

arriving rate of packets to an end-to-end communication session as a function of 

the number of packets n that ,are in transit along the session. A queueing model 

that neglected interfering traffic and used a Norton's equivalent queue represented 

the source-to-destination communication path. The resulting model is the same 

as the queueing model used by Reiser and shown in Figure 2.5, except that the 

arrival rate to the source node from the sender now depends on n (Le., .-\(n)). 

Lazar's principal result was showing that the function .-\( n) that maximizes the 

throughput subject to a bound on the end-to-end delay corresponds to a sliding 

window mechanism. 

2.2.3 Transport Layer Flow Control 

At the transport layer the main flow control problems are to limit the 

amount of traffic accepted into the network, to avoid congestion at the receiving 

end user or sink of the communication session, and to provide the correct ordering 

of packets at the sink. 
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The problem of limiting the amount of traffic accepted into the network or 

Iletwork access flow control is placed by different authors either at the data liIlk 

layer [26] or network layer [21] rather than at the transport layer. We shall, for the 

sake of present discussion place it at the transport layer by arguing that the data 

linle layer and the network layer should be uniform at every network node and 

network access flow control is only necessary at nodes which are at the boundary 

of the network having direct connections to end users and thus the problem should 

be considered part of the transport layer. 

It should be noted that due to the difficulty in performing a queueing 

analysis there are fewer analytical models of flow control at the transport layer and 

the flow control methods are often devised on the basis of heuristics. Many schemes 

at the transport level implement flow control by throttling external inputs based 
, 

on measurements of internal network congestion. The congestion can be measured 

on the basis of local, global, or session-by-session network status information. 

As at the network layer, the most popular type of flow control implemented 

at the transport layer is a window mechanism. Many datagram networks imple

ment their end-to-end flow control at the transport layer using a window mecha

nism, since window schemes are not readily applied in datagram networks at the 

lower levels. The window scheme may be implemented in a variety of fashions. 

For example, a window can be placed on the session between end user devices in 

order to provide speed matching between source and sink as in the TCP protocol 

and most datagram networks. Similarily, a window may be enforced on the con

nection between the end user and the network node to which it is connected in 

order to regulate network access. Furthermore, many virtual circuit networks [22] 

(like the TYMNET) use a concatenation of three window mechanisms to provide 

flow control: a window to regulate the connection between sender and the source 

network node, a window to control the session between the source and the destina

tion nodes (at the network level), and lastly a window to regulate the connection 
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between the destination node and the receiving end user. The size chosen for the 

window mechanisms on the connections between the sender and the source net

work node and between the destination node and receiver are normally based on 

heuristics or simulation data since the window is mainly used for speed matching; 

however the results of the previous section apply in part. 

While the approach just discussed would appear to be sufficient in many 

cases, since it provides speed matching and limits the amount of traffic in the 

network from a given session, one must often guard against too many sessions 

becoming active in the network resulting in congestion. This is commonly avoided 

by placing a limit on the number of sessions that can be active between a given 

pair of nodes or in a region of the network [22]. This approach is similar to the 

isarithmic scheme used to prevent network access overloads in datagram networks. 

The isarithmic scheme [21,22] is a global congestion prevention scheme 

based 011 the circulation of a fixed number of permits in the network. The idea 

behind the isarithmic scheme is to limit the total number of packets in the network 

by requiring packets to secure a permit (or token) prior to their admission to the 

network. A fixed number of permits circulates in the network at one time. The 

permit accompanies the packet during its journey throughout the network and is 

finally released once the packet arrives at its destination node. If the number of 

free permits available at the destination node is less than some arbitrary threshold 

value L, the freshly released permit awaits to be secured by an input packet at 

that node. Otherwise, the just released permit is recirculated to some other part 

of the network where packets are awaiting admission. 

Critical parameters in the isarithmic scheme design are the total number 

of permits P in the network and the maximum number of permits L that can 

be accumulated at one single node. Experimental results have shown [82] that 

optimal performance is achieved for P = 3N, where N = total number of nodes, 
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and L = 3. An excessive value of L would lead to unfairness, accumulation of 

permits at a few nodes, and throughput starvation at the others. 

While intuitively sound and easy to implement, the isarithmic scheme in

corporates some serious flaws. The main one is the unavailability of adequate 

algorithms that recirculate the permits fairly throughout the network and hence 

achieve fair allocation of resources. Also, permits might be destroyed and the im

possibility to locate them adequately makes it difficult to keep track of how many 

permits are in the network at a particular time. 

An alternate approach to regulating network access which is applicable to 

both datagram and virtual circuit networks is the input buffer limit scheme (IBL). 

The IBL is a local congestion control scheme that throttles inputs based on the in

ternal state of the network as reflected by the buffer occupancy at each entry node. 

In the IBL scheme the traffic at each node is divided into two classes: 'external' 

and 'transit' traffic. The external traffic consists of the new packets attempting 

to enter the network at the given node, whereas, packets that have traveled one 

or more hops are considered transit traffic. The basic concept underlying the IBL 

scheme is the observation that the transit packets have already consumed network 

resources and hence their loss is of greater concern to the network than that of 

newly admitted external packets. Thus transit packets should be given priority 

over external packets in regard to the allocation of buffer space at a node. IBL 

schemes provide this priority by placing a limit on the number of newly input 

packets stored at each node to ensure that enough buffer space is available for 

transit traffic. 

The IBL concept was first proposed by Price [82] on the basis of experimen

tal and simulation results. Many versions of the input buffer limit scheme have 

since been proposed, both in practice and in the literature [83-86]. The simplest 

type of IBL was defined by Lam and Reiser [83] and can be described briefly as 

follows. Let B be the total number of buffers available at a network node and 
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let L be a limit value (L < B). The IBL mechanism they proposed consists of 

accepting transit packets as long as there is a free buffer, whereas external packets 

are accepted only if the number of external packets currently occupying a buffer 

in the node is less than the threshold L. A queueing analysis of the scheme was 

made by focusing on a typical node in an assumed large, homogenous, symmetric 

network. In order to make the analysis tractable, the standard asswnptions of 

Poisson arrivals, exponential packet lengths, and independence among the queues 

are required. From the queueing model an expression for the nodal throughput 

as a function of the offered load was developed and it was shown that the IBL 

scheme can prevent congestion and throughput degradation from occuring if the 

limit L is properly chosen. 

The ratio L/ B was found to be the critical parameter in the design of an 

input buffer limit scheme. Furthermore, it was shown that there is an optimal 

ratio which maximizes throughput under heavy load conditions. However, deter

mination of the optimal ratio is computationally difficult and it was suggested that 

a good heuristic choice for L/ B is the ratio between input message throughput 

and total message throughput at the node. In a subsequent study, Lam and Lein 

[84], validated the queueing model by simulation results and proposed a rule of 

thwnb choice for selecting the IBL limit L. 

Saad and Schwartz [85] similarly studied the IBL scheme by using a queue

ing model of a single node in a homogeneous network. They showed that nodal 

power can be improved if the IBL is imposed separately on each output link by 

placing a limit Li on the amount of buffers external traffic can occupy at each link 

i. In another study, Kamoun [86] suggested a simple modification to the basic 

IBL scheme which results in improved throughput performance. In his scheme, 

external traffic is throttled whenever the total number of packets in the buffer (Le. 

both external and transit) exceeds the limit threshold L. Futhermore, he showed 

by a queueing analysis of a symmetrical network that an optimwn value of L exists 
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which maximizes the network throughput and that the optimum value of L is not 

very sensitive to variations in the load. 

In general, it has been found that flow control policies that are based on 

the segregation of packets depending on their origin (transit, external, etc ... ) are 

quite effective at preventing network congestion and throughput degradation. A 

more generalized approach to the input buffer limit problem is given by the struc

tured buffer pool scheme [87,88]. In that scheme the total buffer space available to 

a node is divided into n groups or classes. The packets also are segregated into n 

classes on the basis of the number of hops they have already covered. The general 

idea is that the closer the packets are to their destinations, the larger number of 

hops they will have covered and the higher their class number. Basically, packets 

of the nth class can access all buffers, packets of the n - 1 th class can access n - 1 

buffers and all lower classes, etc. .. . This scheme was shown by simulation to pro

vide favorable results [82] in preventing buffer deadlock, and in limiting network 

access and increasing throughput at high offered loads. However, both the input 

buffer limit and especially the structured buffer pool approach have been shown 

to exhibit some degree of unfairness [22]. 

2.3 Buffer Management 

In this section we will focus on flow control techniques which are based on 

controlling the sharing of a finite buffer pool at each node in the network. Next 

to channel capacity, the most critical resource within a computer communication 

network is buffer space. The sharing of this space must be carefully controlled 

to prevent such phenomena as deadlock, lost packets, or monopoly of the buffers 

by a subset of the users. In this context, the flow control problem at a node 

amounts to how to best type the incoming packets into classes and then allocate 

the finite buffer space to the various classes. This type of flow control is called 

"buffer management" and is usually considered as a network service provided at 
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the third layer or the Network Layer within the OSI Reference Model [63]. Some 

type of buffer management in conjunction with other layers of flow control is found 

in almost every network implementation [26]. 

The problem of buffer sharing in a communication network has received in

termittent attention over the last thirty years. Rich and Schwartz first considered 

the problem in 1957 [89]. There was little subsequent work in the area, because 

it was commonly assumed that sufficient buffer space was available at each node 

so that packets would not be dropped. It was not until Irland's work [90] on the 

CIGALE network that interest was renewed in the problem. Irland showed that 

the assumption of infinite buffering at each node was not sufficiently accurate to 

explain the behavior of the CIGALE network and concluded that a new mathe

matical model with a finite storage assumption was needed. Since then, several 

researchers have considered the problem of designing flow controls for finite buffer 

models of communication networks and in particular how to manage the finite 

buffer at each node [89-103]. 

In order to make an analysis tractable, the problem has been considered in 

the available literature for a symmetric or homogeneous network, allowing one to 

focus on a single node in isolation and to employ queueing models. Consider the 

queueing model of an arbitrary node in a homogenous network shown in Figure 2.7. 

The storage space is made up of B buffers and there are R output links. In 

analyzing such a model, the following assumptions are commonly made: (1) the 

packets are generated outside the node and form a Poisson arrival process with 

average arrival rate ;, (2) the routing is fixed and thus the packet arrivals to the 

output link j form a Poisson process with average arrival rate ,\ j = r j; where r j 

is the routing variable to link j, (3) the packet length is exponentially distributed 

with average length 1/ p, (4) the transmission time is proportional to the packet 

length and is thus exponentially distributed with mean 1/ pC;, where Cj is the 

capacity of the jth link, (5) each packet requires exactly one buffer, and (6) an 
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incoming packet which cannot enter a free buffer is dropped from the network and 

must be retransmitted from the source. With this set of assumptions each link 

can be modeled as a M / M /1 queue. 

U sing such a model, several buffer management schemes have been proposed 

and analyzed in the literature. The simplest approach is to allow the entire buffer 

space to be completely shared by the output link queues. Thus an arriving packet 

is accepted if any storage space is available, independent of which class it belongs 

to (Le., which output link it will go on). This uncontrolled buffer sharing is 

called the complete sharing policy (CS) and has been shown [91,92] to perform 

well under light to medium traffic loads. However, when the load is asymmetrical 

due to unequal queue service rates or packet arrival rates, the CS policy favors 

the output links which are highly utilized. This failure to recognize output links 

which are at or near saturation results in the buffer space being monopolized 

by packets waiting for those highly utilized charmels, while the other channels 

are starved, since they are allowed little or no buffer space. The resulting average 

throughput of the node will decrease with increasing load and congestion results as 

shown in Figure 2.8. This motivated the development of restricted buffer sharing 

policies where a limit is placed on the amount of buffers allocated to an output 

link (channel). Hence the name channel queue limits (CQL) is generally given to 

such flow controls. Some type of CQL buffer management is found in almost all 

network implementations and it has been shown [61] that almost any type of CQL 

will prevent buffer deadlocks from occuring. 
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The simplest CQL scheme is the complete partitioning (CP) policy, where 

no sharing of the buffer space is allowed since the entire finite buffer is permanently 

partitioned among the output link queues. Thus for the queueing model of Figure 

2.7, bj buffers are reserved for output link j and :Lf=l bj = B. This restricts the 

number of packets nj queued in memory for output link j at any time t by the 

constraint 0:5 nj :5 bj V j. In analyzing the CP policy, it was found that in terms 

of throughput the CP policy performs slightly worse than the CS at moderate and 

light loads. This is because the buffers allocated to the lightly utilized links are 

wasted, since they are not used by their assigned output link and are inacessible 

to packets waiting for the other links. However, CP performs better than CS 

under heavy loads, since no one link or group of links can monopolize the buffer 

causing congestion. In fact, for the CP policy, average throughput is an increasing 

function of load and congestion is avoided. Also the CP policy has superior delay 

characteristics when compared to the CS policy. 

In order to avoid the problems of the CS policy, (i.e., possible monopoliza

tion of the buffer space by highly utilized links) and the CP policy (i.e., wasted 

buffer space at moderate loads), Irland [93] proposed the sharing with maximum 

queue length scheme (SMXQ). In SMXQ, a limit Mj is imposed on the maximum 

number of buffers to be allocated at any time to an output link j, and in order 

to provide some buffer sharing, the sum of these maxima must be greater than 

the total buffer space i.e., :Lf=l M j > B. This restricts the number of packets 

nj queued in memory for output link j at any time t by the following constraints 

0:5 nj :5 Mj V j and :Lf=l nj :5 B. Notice that a SMXQ policy with Mj = B V j 

is equivalent to the CS policy, and a SMXQ policy with 2:f=l Mj = B corresponds 

to a CP policy. Using the queueing model of Figure 2.7, Irland analyzed the SMXQ 

policy for the special case when the same maximum limit M is imposed on each 

channel queue (i.e., M j = M V j). He determined the steady state probabili

ties and proposed a computational method for calculating the nodal probability of 
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blocking and thus the throughput. Defining the optimal choice of M as that which 

maximizes throughput and using computational algorithms, the optimal SMXQ 

policy was compared to the CS policy and the CP policy with equipartitions. This 

comparison showed that in terms of throughput, SMXQ is superior to both CS and 

equipartition CP for moderate loads, but in terms of average delay, CP performs 

better than SMXQ and CS performs worse than SMXQ. 

Since an analytical expression for the optimal value of M is unobtainable 

and therefore the optimal value of M must be determined by a computationally 

burdensome search technique, a simple approximation called the square-root rule 

was proposed. For the square-root rule, M is found from the equation M = B / VIi 
rounded to the nearest integer. Irland found that the square-root rule provided 

a good approximation to the optimal SMXQ policy with equal queue limits for 

normal traffic loads. 

Kleinrock and Kamoun [94] further analyzed the SMXQ policy along with 

the CP, the CS, and a policy they proposed which is called sharing with minimum 

allocation (SMA). Under the SMA policy, a minimum number of buffers mj are 

permanently assigned to each output link j, where L:f=l mj :5 B and the remain

ing buffer space is completely shared among all the output links. A SMA policy 

places the following constraints on the number of packets nj allowed to queue in 

memory at any time t for output link j: 

R R 

o < n' < B+m'- ~m' - } - } L.J ) V j and 2: nj :::; B 
j=l j=l 

Since, for the case of two output links, the SMA policy is equivalent to a SMXQ 

policy with Ml = B - m2 and M2 = B - ml, its performance is expected to be 

similar to that shown by Irland for SMXQ. Kleinrock and Kamoun verified this 

for the two output link case, but conjectured (as was later shown to be true) that, 

in general, in a SMA policy, the completely shared buffer space may tend to be 
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monopolized by a subset of the output links which are heavily utilized as in the CS 

policy. To remedy this problem, they proposed a scheme which is a combination 

of the SMA and SMXQ policies called sharing with maximum queue length and 

minimum allocation (SMQMA). Under a SMQMA policy, a maximum limit Mj is 

placed on the amount of buffers that an output link j can use and also a minimum 

number of buffers mj are permanently assigned to each output link j. Thus the 

number of packets n j allowed to queue in memory at any time, must simultaneously 

satisfy the constraints of the SMA and SMXQ policies as were previously stated. 

The main result of Kleinrock and Kamoun was to prove that the steady state 

probability of ni customers being queued at link i obeys the well known product

form solution for networks of queues for each of the five policies (CS, CP, SMXQ, 

SMA, and SMQMA). From the product-form solution, the five control policies were 

analyzed by deriving expressions and algorithms for determining the performance 

measures of probability of blocking, average packet delay, and throughput. For 

some special cases, such as a two output link node (R = 2) and equal utilizations, 

closed form expressions for the performance quantities were determined and the 

first four policies (CP,CS, SMXQ, and SMA) were numerically compared. It was 

concluded that no one policy is optimal for the various performance indices over 

the entire range of possible loads. 

In a study paralleling Irland's, Latouche [95] further analyzed the SMA 

policy for the special case of the same minimum allocation m j being made to each 

queue j (Le., mj = m V j). This special case is called the balanced SMA policy. 

Latouche derived a recursive algorithm for determining the steady state probabil

ities and the probability of blocking for the balanced SMA policy. The optimal 

choice of m was defined as that which maximizes throughput. In general, the 

optimal value of m must be found by a computationally burdensome search tech

nique, and to avoid this computation an approximation to the optimal balanced 

SMA policy, called the square-root SMA policy, was proposed. For the square-root 
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SMA policy, m is determined from the equation m = B/(R+../Ii) rounded to the 

nearest integer. Using computational techniques, Latouche performed a numeri

cal comparison in terms of probability of blocking and throughput of the following 

policies: CS, CP, optimal balanced SMA, square-root SMA, optimal SMXQ with 

equal queue limits, and square-root SMXQ. It was concluded that under normal 

loads, the CS and CP policies were unsatisfactory, while the other four policies 

yield similar nodal probabilities of blocking and throughput with no one policy 

being optimal over the entire load range. However, he noted that the SMA policies 

exhibit better fairness than the SMXQ policies, since the SMA policies prevent 

coalitions of the output links from forming and monopolizing the entire buffer. 

The design problem of given a set of blocking probabilit.y requirements for 

the output channels, to determine the best bufffer sharing strategy and the min

imum buffer size required was considered by Yum and Dou [96]. They extended 

Kleinrock and Kamoun's analysis of the CS, CP, SMA, and SMXQ policies in 

order to calculate the probabilities of blocking under more general conditions for 

each policy. Algoritluns were developed for each of the four strategies to find the 

policy parameters, such as Mi in SMXQ, and the minimum total buffer size B 

needed to meet a specified probability of blocking P Bi on each link queue i. Nu

merical comparisons were made between the four policies for various probabilities 

of blocking amI. loads. As in the previous studies, it was concluded that no one 

policy is optimal (i.e., smallest B) for the entire range of possible loads. However, 

they note that for the case when there exists a heavy user i (Pi> 1) with a loose 

blocking constraint (P Bi » P Bj V j, j -:f. i) the SMXQ policy is optimal, whereas 

for the case when there exists a light user i (Pi < .7) with a tight blocking con

straint (PBi ~ PBj V j,j -:f. i) SMA is optimal. These findings are consistent 

with Latouche's study. 

In a more general study, Foschini and Gopinath [97] address the problem of 

defining the structure of an optimal policy rather than selecting the best among 
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several predefined policies. Using the packet switch queueing model of Figure 2.7, 

they showed that optimizing any of the common performance criteria of through

put, nodal probability of blocking, or utilization is equivalent in terms of the 

structure of the resulting optimal policy. Minimization of the idle time, which 

is equivalent to maximization of the utilization was chosen as the performance 

index and it was shown that the structure of the optimal policy for a two output 

link node (R = 2) corresponds to a SMXQ policy. In the three output link case 

(R = 3), the structure of the optimal policy was determined to be a SMQMA pol

icy. Computational procedures for finding the parameters of the optimal policy 

were not discussed. 

Thareja and Agrawala [98] similarily considered the problem of determining 

the structure of the optimal policy. They noticed that the previous policies will 

deny packets admission to the buffer if the packet is of a class whose buffer space is 

full, even though the total buffer is not full. In doing so, there is a finite chance that 

the normally discarded packet could have been accepted and processed, before a 

packet of a class with buffer space available arrives. This situation can be improved 

by delaying the discards to the time in the future when the packet from a class with 

space available (i.e., packet with better throughput) actually arrives. Thareja and 

Agrawala define a class of buffer allocation policies which operate in this manner 

called delayed resolution (DR) policies. DR policies are ones in which packets are 

dropped or swapped out upon occurance of an arrival if and only if all buffers 

are occupied. The decision to drop the arriving packet, or accept the packet by 

bumping out a packet already in the buffer of some other class, is made based on 

the parameters of the packet-switch model. 

They showed that the optimal steady state throughput policy can always 

be found from the class of DR policies and for the case of a stationary load, from 

the subclass of stationary delayed resolution (SDR) policies. In a SDR policy, the 

decision of whether to drop an arrival or accept an arrival and selecting a packet 
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to bump are made only on the basis of the state of the buffers at the time of 

arrival and the class of the arriving packet. Thus, an SDR policy is completely 

defined by specifying a set of swap functions for each full buffer state and class of 

packets. The problem of determining the optimal SDR policy was formulated as a 

Markov decision process, which can be solved for a given set of model parameters 

by Howard's policy iteration algodthm (PIA) [78]. A numerical comparison was 

made of the optimal SDR, CS, CP, and optimal SMXQ policies. The numerical 

results confirmed the analytical assertions that the SDR policy is the optimal 

throughput policy over the entire range of possible loads. 

In a subsequent work by the same authors [99], it was noted that the com

plexity of determining optimal SDR policies using PIA techniques grows expo

nentially with B and R. To circumvent the enormous computational complexity 

associated with the PIA, an approximation to the optimal SDR policy was pro

posed, called a single rejection state (SRS) policy. An SRS policy is characterized 

by a single full buffer state in which all arriving packets are rejected (discarded or 

dropped) regardless of what class they belong to. For the other full buffer states, 

the value of the swap function is defined such that the rejection state is reached 

by a minimum number of packets. Determining the optimal SRS policy is difficult 

and one must rely on some heuristic methods. However, in a numerical compari

son, the SRS policy was shown to closely approximate the optimal SDR policy for 

normal load ranges. 

Tijms and Eikeboom [100] noted that the Markovian decision problem of 

determining the optimal SDR policy was computationally infeasible for practical 

applications. They reformulated the problem as a semi-Markov decision problem. 

Using the trick of introducing fictitious decision epochs so that sparse state transi

tion matrices are created, they showed that one could use a modified value iteration 

algorithm which requires considerably less computational effort and makes solving 

for the optimal SDR policy more practical. 
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Besides the computational complexity, another drawback of the delayed 

resolution policies is their poor delay characteristics [99], which are slightly worse 

than the CS scheme. This large delay is excerbated in a network environment 

where a problem with packet acknowledgments arises. The problem is that a 

packet cannot be acknowledged upon its receiving a buffer space at a node since 

it may be swapped out at any time up until its actual transmission. Thus, packet 

acknowledgment times will be long. Depending on the lin1{ layer protocol, the 

SDR policy may actually cause a decrease in throughput, since a sending node 

will have to wait for the acknowledgment before transmitting the next packet. 

A common feature of the buffer management studies discussed thus far 

is the assumption of a static traffic load at the node (i.e., the characteristics of 

the arriving traffic are time invariant.) In these studies, one assumes a nominal 

static load pattern and a particular buffer sharing scheme and then determines 

the optimal operational values for the parameters constituting the buffer man

agement scheme. These types of buffer management policies have been termed 

static policies [101] and it has been noted that a major weakness of such policies 

is the nonrealistic assumption of a stationary load. In fact, in the operational 

environment of most computer communication networks, the traffic load will be 

continuously changing with time [102]. This load variation is due to several fac

tors such as, varying number of users, varying user demand, link failures, adaptive 

routing policies, topology changes, etc .... Hence, although a policy for manag

ing the nodal buffers to result in an optimum throughput can be tailored for a 

specified load, the throughput performance can be far from optimum when the 

loads deviate from the nominal values. Thus an appropriate policy specifying the 

updating of the buffer allocations is required under such dynamically varying load 

conditions. 

Very recently, some isolated attempts have been made in developing adap

tive buffer management policies [101,103]. These studies present some heuristic 
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rules for deciding when to update the current buffer allocations for the OP and 

SDR policies. The problem of how to determine the allocation (Le., search for 

the optimum policy parameters) is not considered and the heuristic rules are only 

developed for the special case of a node with two output links. Despite these 

limitations, these studies clearly show the advantages of using an adaptive buffer 

management policy over a sta.tic policy. A more detailed discussion of this work 

is relegated to Chapter 4, where a new adaptive buffer management scheme is 

proposed and compared with this earlier work. 

Besides the assumption of a static load environment, another shortcoming of 

the currently existing results is that the buffer management policies are developed 

and analyzed for a single node in isolation. This is in spite of the fact that in 

a network environment there is an interdependence among the nodal loads and 

queues [6]. The implementation of the present policies at each node will result in a 

decentralized control of the nodal buffer which requires that each node individually 

optimizes its throughput. This approach will in general not be optimal in terms 

of the network performance (throughput, delay, etc ... ) except for the special case 

of symmetric or homogeneous networks. The problem of coordinating the nodal 

buffer policies into a globally optimal policy has not been investigated until now. 

2.4 Combined Routing and Flow Control 

Historically, routing and flow control have been attacked as two separate 

problems, even though there is an obvious coupling between the two. In order to 

fully exploit the efficiency of routing or flow control schemes, it is necessary to un

derstand the interrelations and coupling that exist between them. However, these 

interrelations have begun to be identified only recently [104-113]. For example, 

when studying routing schemes independently of flow control, it has been shown 
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that dynamic routing leads to better performance than quasi-static routing. How

ever, it was shown in [104] that dynamic routing can actually worsen performance 

in certain networks protected by some forms of flow control. 

The relationship between routing and flow control is most simply explained 

by recalling that most adaptive routing policies are dependent on traffic levels 

(or link flows) which are in turn determined by the flow control procedure. This 

interrelation can be interpreted as follows [105]. Under light loads, all of the offered 

load is carried by the network, i.e., throughput = offered load, and the interaction 

between routing and flow control is rather insignificant. However, under moderate 

and heavy loads, a portion of the offered load will be rejected by the flow control 

algorithm, i.e., throughput = offered load - rejected load, and flow control interacts 

with routing in determining the network performance. 

Only recently have studies on the integration of routing and flow control 

schemes begun to appear in the literature [104-111] and thus far no formal clas

sification of these schemes has been given. In the following we will discuss several 

representative schemes. 

One of the first and most novel attempts at combining routing and flow 

control is due to Gallager and Golestaani [106]. In their scheme, which is intended 

for decentralized, quasi-static applications, the flow control strategy is determined 

as part of an optimization procedure when selecting the routing. The first step 

in the formulation of this optimization problem is the development of a suitable 

objective function which combines routing and flow control. Let ,ii denote the 

nodal throughput of node i destined for node j in data units/sec. Let ,Pi denote 

the same nodal throughput for the case when the network is not protected by 

flow control. As we know, under heavy loads, the flow control rejects some of 

the offered load reducing ,Pi' The difference between ,~ and ,ii represents the 

difference between what the customer desires from the network and the actual 
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throughput. The objective function can then be taken as the user dissatisfaction 

and can be written as: 

Pii( "Iii) = (aii ) bij 

"Iii 

where aii and bii are positive constants which are chosen for each origin-destination 

pair (i,j). The larger aii and bii are, the more sensitive the system will be to the 

control of flow through the reduction of "Iii x Pii( "Iii). By defining J(ii = "I?i -"Iii 

as the amount of overflow traffic and substituting in the objective function above, 

one obtains 

( 
aij bij 

Pii(Fii) = 0 _ J( .. ) 
"Iii I) 

The user dissatisfaction is a convex function of J(ii, just like the incremental delay 

D'(Fii) was a convex function of Fii in Gallager's routing scheme. This similarity 

suggests that J(ii can be treated as the maximum allowable flow in a fictitious 

direct link between origin and destination. Controlling the flow into the network 

can be viewed as diverting flow onto this fictitious link, and the combined objective 

function T for combined routing and flow control becomes 

and the optimization problem is solved as in the routing case alone (i.e., the flow 

deviation algorithm, etc ... ). 

Other notable schemes that integrate routing and flow control were pro

posed by Lam and Lien [107] and Kobayashi and Gerla [108]. In these studies 

the effect of end-to-end window flow control on each source-destination session in 

the network is integrated into the routing scheme. Note that the window sizes are 

assumed to be determined a priori to the selection of routing. 

In [107], the problem of how to route a new virtual circuit, which causes an 

incremental increase in the network flow, through a network of preexisting virtual 

circuits (i.e. network flows) is considered. A closed queueing network model is used 
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to calculate the throughput of the existing virtual circuits and these results are 

used to parameterize an open queueing network model of the data network. The 

new virtual circuit to be routed is added to the open network model by including 

its traffic as travelling over a closed tandem series of queues corresponding to 

each feasible route. The routing problem is then formulated as a constrained 

shortest path problem that seeks to compromise between unconstrained individual 

optimization and overall network optimization, and a step-by-step algorithm is 

presented to determine the route. 

K()bayashi and Gerla [108] use a closed queueing network to model the end

to-end window flow controlled single destination virtual circuit network. Under the 

normal assumptions required to get a tractable model, they prove the convexity of 

the network delay function. Furthermore, the window sizes of the various virtual 

circuits are assumed to be predetermined. The routing problem is then solved by 

optimizing the network delay function using a modified flow deviation algorithm. 

Extension to the multi destination case has been shown to be difficult due to the 

nonconvexity of the network delay in this case. 

In a simulation based study, Thaker and Cain [109] illustrated the interrela

tion of routing and flow control by obtaining the steady state performance curves 

(throughput vs. offered load and delay vs. throughput) for an arbitrary network, 

with fixed window flow control and three different routing algorithms: shortest 

path, bifurcated shortest path, and a version of Gallager's decentralized scheme. 

They recorded the changes in the performance curves as a function of the win

dow size W used for the flow control. They observed that Gallager's quasi-static 

routing scheme provided the best throughput-delay characteristics. Also, they sug

gested a way of attaining the desired optimum flows, as determined by Gallager 

and Golestaani's combined routing and flow control scheme, by adjusting the win

dow size for each session in a quasi-static fashion. The optimum flows Fij for each 

source-destination pair are determined a priori using Gallager and Golestaani's 
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scheme. Then one can estimate the end-to-end delay D through the network from 

the standard queueing model and detennine the window size from the applica

tion of L\r.~le's fonnula W = FijD. Although an approximate porcedure, this was 

shown via simulation results to improve the performance considerably. 

Very recently, a quasi-static two level hierarchical scheme based on a state 

model approach was proposed by Muralidhar and Sundareshan [110]. Starting with 

the flow conservation equation at a node, Muralidhar and Sundareshan developed 

the following state model with the state xr(t) denoting the amount of k type traffic 

accumulating at node i (i =/= k) at time t: 

xf(t + 1) = (1 -11f - ~t )xf(t) + L e~ix~(t) + fif 
I m€I(i) 

where I( i) is the set of nodes j such that (i - j) is a link. ~ is the input buffer limit 
I 

ratio for the k-type traffic at node i, eri is the routing parameter, and 11,1 is the 

combined routing and flow control parameter. The lower level control which is a 

slight Vt :~<l.tion of Gallager's routing algorithm [35] computes eri in a decentralized 

manner, while the higher level control computes 17f centrally as to minimize a 

combined routing and flow control objective function. The development of the 

objective function is based on heuristics and stability considerations. 

As noted briefly above, the scheme requires the complete partitioning of 

the total buffer space available to a node into k buffers (k =number of possible 

destinations). Moreover, each of the k buffers is in turn partitioned as in the input 

buffer limit scheme where transit packets have a nonpreemptive priority over input 

packets. Muralidhar and Sundareshan do not propose any particular method or a 

range of values in choosing the ratio ~. 
I 
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MODELING OF DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR 

CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER 

NONSTATIONARY CONDITIONS 

3.0 Introduction 
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As noted in Chapter 2, several analysis methods have been used in the 

determination of routing and flow control procedures for data communication net

works. Some of these are mathematical programming techniques (i.e. linear, 

nonlinear, integer, and dynamic programming), decision analysis, graph theory, 

artificial intelligence (automata and learning theory), modern control theory, and 

discrete-event simulation. Underlying the application of such techniques is the 

mathematical model used to represent the data communication network. All of 

the mathematical models focus on the contention for shared resources and the 

resultant queueing for these resources. Naturally, the most widely used models 

are based on queueing theory and these models represent the data communication 

network as a network of interconnected queues. The queue representations are 

used where they naturally form within the data network, such as at each trans

mission link and in some cases in front of each nodal processor. There has been 

a considerable effort in analyzing queueing networks [111,112] with emphasis on 

their applications to packet switched networks [5-10]. 

Despite the progress made in the development of queueing network mod

els, researchers in the area have repeatedly expressed the need to develop more 

realistic models. Specifically, it is desirable to obtain models in which the various 

assumptions necessary to get a tractable solution, such as infinite buffering at each 
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queue and independence among the queues, are not needed. Also, the vast ma

jority of current queueing models describe only the steady-state (i.e., long term) 

behavior of the queueing systems. 

In the recent times, it has increasingly been noted that data communica

tion networks must not only have acceptable steady-state performance but must 

also respond wen to momentary or transient overloads. Transient conditions occur 

in communication networks when the packet arrival processes to the various net

work queues or the average service rates of the queues vary with time. In almost 

any computer communication network, there will be periods of nonstationary or 

transient behavior. 

The typical events that have been identified as giving rise to transient 

conditions in data networks are: load sharing, changes in routing and flow control 

parameters (Le., adaptive routing and flow control), failures of links, nodes, or 

other resources, topological changes, network start up and shut down, and most 

importantly nonstationary input loads. It is well known [2,113] that in many 

packet switched computer networks, the user demand for data communication 

varies so rapidly that the load is essentially nonstationary for large time periods. 

In fact, it is in recognition of the nonstationary conditions that exist in most 

packet switched WAN's that there has been such a considerable effort at developing 

adaptive routing and flow control methods. Furthermore, it has very recently 

been noted [113,114] that a class of data networks called rapidly reconfigurable 

networks (RRN) exist, which are subject to frequent, if not continuous, changes in 

the combination of network geometry, user demand for data communication, and 

transmission link capacity, such that nonstationary conditions always exist and 

the transient behavior is the only meaningful measure of performance. 

Normally when analytical models were found to be imprecise, researchers 

have relied on computer simulation for conducting detailed studies of computer 

communication networks. While there exist many well established methods for 
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constructing simulation models of computer networks and for performing statis

tical analysis of the simulation output data [14-16], these techniques have been 

applied almost exclusively to evaluating the steady-state performance of computer 

networks. 

In the current literature, there are only a few techniques available for the 

generation and analysis of simulation output for studying the transient perfor

mance of systems. Unlike in the steady-state simulation case, there are no estab

lished guidelines for determining many of the basic factors in a transient simulation 

study, such as the length of simulation runs, the choice of initial conditions, and 

the selection of suitable performance measures. Thus there is a need for both sim

ulation techniques and analytical models for analyzing the time-varying behavior 

of data communication networks. 

In this chapter, the problem of modeling data communication networks 

under nonstationary conditions is considered with the aim of identifying and de

veloping techniques that can be used in the performance evaluation and control of 

these networks. It should be emphasized that the techniques developed herein are 

not limited to data networks, but are applicable to the general class of nonstation

ary queueing systems. As noted above, the problem of modeling the time-varying 

behavior of computer communication networks is equivalent to modeling nonsta

tionary queueing systems. In the following, we consider three different appro'aches 

to analyzing nonstationary queueing systems, namely, queueing theory, discrete

event simulation, and state variable models. These approaches are discussed in 

turn in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. 

3.1 Queueing Theoretic Approaches 

The most widely known analytic models of data communication networks 

for use in the design and analysis of routing and flow control algorithms are queue

ing network models. There exist two generic types of queueing networks: open and 
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closed. In open networks, customers (packets) arrive from outside the network, are 

served possibly at several different queues and eventually depart the network after 

service. In contrast, in a closed network, a fixed number of customers (packets) 

are trapped in the network circulating among the queues. Open networks are the 

most widely used in modeling data networks [7], with closed networks [8] arising 

in the modeling of certain special types of flow control schemes such as window 

flow control. 

The majority of the literature on queueing networks focuses on the steady

state conditions under which an analysis may readily be carried out and the de

velopment of algoritluns for dealing with the computational difficulties when an

alyzing large networks. Tractable analysis of a queueing network is possible when 

the network lends itself to the so-called product form solution. In the open net

work case, a product form solution exists if the joint probability of the number 

of customers being in the network is equivalent to the product of the marginal 

probabilities. To be specific, let us consider a network of M queues. Denoting 

the number of customers at the i-th queue by ni, the state vector for the entire 

network is immediately given by n = [nl, n2 ... , n m ]. The network is said to have 

a product form solution if: 
M 

p(n) = II Pi(ni) (3.1) 
i=l 

where Pi(ni) is the probability of the occupancy of queue i being equal to ni cus

tomers. This implies that the network appears to decompose, at least statistically, 

into independent queues. However, there will be a coupling among the arrival rates 

to the various queues. In the closed network case with K customers circulating 

among the M queues, the network is said to have a product form solution if: 

1 M 

p(n) = G(K,M) n pii (3.2) 
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where Pi is the utilization factor of queue i which is defined as 

Pi = average arrival rate of customers X average service time. 

The G(K, M) term in equation (3.2) is the normalization constant which is de

termined from the requirement that the sum of pen) over all possible states must 

equal one. The determination of G(K, M) becomes computationally difficult when 

K or M become large. 

In order for a queueing network to have a product form solution, a number 

of simplifying assumptions are required, such as Poisson arrivals to the network 

and infinite waiting space at each queue. For the sake of reference and later 

comparison, we briefly describe below the most common open queueing network 

model for data networks [7,21]. 

Consider a packet switched network consisting of M nodes connected in 

an arbitrary topology. Packets are assumed to arrive at the network according to 

independent Poisson processes with average rate 1'f for traffic arriving at node i 

destined for node k. Thus the total average arrival rate of external traffic to node 

i is 1'i = L:~1 1'f. Let us define rf; as the fixed routing probability that a 

packet destined for node k is routed at node i to node j along link (i - j) and 

>',rj as the average arrival rate of k-type packets to link (i - j). Then assuming 

that the buffer space at each node is large enough that the dropping of packets 

is negligible (Le., the buffer space appears infinite) applying the flow conservation 

principle, we have: 
M 

\ k k k 
"'ij = 1'i rij + L >'~rfj (3.3) 

1=1 

where the first term on the right hand side is the rate of external arrivals of k-type 

traffic to link (i - j) and the second term represents the rate of arrivals of k

type traffic from other nodes. Given the external demand rate 1'f for all i and 

k and the routing tables at each node, one can solve equation (3.3) for >.rj, and 
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determine ).,ij the average packet arrival rate to link (i - j) by ).,ij = L:~1 ).,fj. 

Thus the arrival rates can be determined for each queue in the network. In order 

to determine the statistical properties of each queue, the service process of the 

queue must be described. Normally, it is assumed that the transmission time of 

each packet is proportional to its length and that the link processes the packets 

in a first come first served fashion. Furthermore, one assumes that the length 

of each packet is exponentially distributed with average length 1 I p,. Thus, the 

service process of each queue (i.e., the transmission time) will be exponentially 

distributed with average time II p,Gij where Gij is the capacity of link (i - j). 

Hence, the network has Poisson external arrivals and exponential servers. 

The key assumption necessary for a product form solution is that each time 

a packet joins a queue in the network, its length is determined anew from the expo

nentiallength distribution. This assumption which is originally due to Kleinrock, 

removes the statistical dependence of the transmission times of a packet at the 

various channels along its route. Thus the queue service times are independent 

and product form queueing results can be applied. Specifically, equation (3.1) now 

holds for each link (i - j) modeled as a MIMI 1 queue with the state probabilities 

being given by: 

(3.4) 

where Pij = ).,ij I p,Gij is the average utilization of link (i - j). From the state 

probability distribution given in equation (3.4), several performance measures such 

as the average delay, average queue length, etc. can be calculated for each link and 

for the network as a whole. In fact, it is exactly these performance measures that 

have been used traditionally in the design and performance analysis of routing and 

flow control procedures. For example [7], from the M/M/1 product form model, 

the average network delay T can be expressed as 
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where 'Y = 2:i 2:k ,yt is the total load on the network and iij = )\jj/ J1. is 

the average flow on link (i - j). This expression for the network delay is widely 

used as the performance measure to be optimized in the development of routing 

algorithms, for example the Flow Deviation Algorithm [34]. In fact, the traditional 

approach to designing "optimal" routing and flow control strategies is to formulate 

a steady-state product form queueing model of the network or a portion of the 

network under consideration (Le., a node or a virtual circuit) and then derive an 

expression for a suitable performance measure in terms of the queueing model. One 

can then pose an optimization problem to be solved by mathematical programming 

techniques to determine the optimal steady-state control parameters. 

While there have been several extensions to product form networks such as 

the incorporation of multiple servers at each queue, these extensions have had little 

applicability to data networks and the M/M/l queue model of each link remains 

the standard mathematical model for data networks. This model has been shown 

to be accurate in describing the long term behavior of certain large balanced 

networks. However, the model assumes, among other things, that steady-state 

conditions hold and, as noted earlier, this is often not the case. In recognition 

of the prevailing nonstationary conditions that actually exist in most physical 

networks, adaptive routing and flow control procedures have been proposed. The 

basic approach in developing adaptive control methods is to monitor the network 

traffic loads and to periodically recalculate the optimum "steady-state" control. 

This is the so called "quasi-static" or "quasi-stationary" approach. It may be noted 

that this approach assumes static loading conditions during each updating period 

allowing the network to attain steady-state. Thus the network may be assumed 

to go through a series of steady-state periods. Although extensively referred to in 

the literature, there has been very little effort to determine the conditions under 

which the quasi-static assumption may be justified. Only very recently [55] has 

it been noted that quasi-static conditions can occur in operational networks when 
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there are "a large number of small users" , that is, when the network traffic consists 

of the superposition of many individual user traffic streams each of which is small 

in comparison with the link flows in the network. However, in a large class of 

networks, this prope~ty does not necessarily hold and, therefore, it is desirable to 

develop models which can capture the more general time-varying behavior of data 

networks. 

There have been very few studies describing the nonstationary character

istics of data networks due largely to the fact that there are few time-dependent 

(Le. transient) solutions currently available for the queueing models of these net

works. Furthermore, the queueing models that do exist are often complex from a 

computational perspective and are awkward to manipulate. 

Here we introduce a novel scheme for modeling the nonstationary behav

ior of data networks, based on known results (Chapman-Kolmogorov equations) 

pertaining to the time-dependent. characteristics of an M/M/1 queue. The most 

general case of the MIMI! queue is when the arrival rate '\n(t) and the service 

rate J.ln(t) are both continuous functions of time, dependent on the state n of the 

system where n is the number of customers in the system (Le., queue+server). 

The state diagram of the system is shown below. 

>'0 >'1 '\2 '\n-l '\n 

" fI_ ", ~ ~ 

J.ll J.l2 J.l.n J.ln+1 
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Note that, in general, a steady-state equilibrium will not exist under these 

conditions. The behavior of an M/M/1 queue in the context of this most general 

situation can be described by the well known Chapman-Kolmogorov differential 

equation model as given below: 

dp~?) _ An-l(t)Pn-l(t) - [An(t) + JLn(t)]Pn(t) + JLn+l(t)Pn+l(t) (3.5) 

n ~ 1, n integer. 

Here Pn(t) is the probability of n customers in the system (i.e. queue + service) 

at time t. 

This set of differential equations is notoriously difficult to solve analyti

cally due to the time-varying coefficients. Even in the simplest case when the 

arrival rate and the service rate are constant (i.e. An(t) = A, JLn(t) = JL) and a 

steady-state equilibritun will eventually be reached, the solution of (3.5) for Pn(t) 

involves an infinite sum of Bessel functions [6]. This is computationally difficult 

to work with and there has been a considerable effort [115-118] at developing 

efficient computational methods to accurately determine Pn(t) for this simplest 

case. For example, Cantrell [115] proposes a numerical method based on the Q

function of signal theory, whereas Ackroyd [116] presents an algoritlun utilizing 

Fast Fourier transforms. While these methods are more readily evaluated, they 

are still quite complex and several approximate numerical methods have been 

suggested [117,118] for determining the state probabilities. 

A quantity of considerable interest for the case of constant arrival and 

service rates is the "settling" or "relaxation" time of the queue. The settling time 

Ta is defined as the time taken by the system to return to steady-state after a 

perturbation. Normally, the settling time is approximated by the time it takes 
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for the system to stay within a certain percentage (typically 2%) of the steady

state response. Thus the settling time provides a measure of how long it takes 

for the system to reach a steady-state equilibrium. This provides some insight as 

to when the assumptions of steady-state and quasi-static conditions are justified. 

Furthermore, it gives some ideas as to how often adaptive control strategies based 

on the assumption of quasi-static conditions should be updated. Also the settling 

time is of interest for steady-state simulations which must discard results from the 

initial transient period in order to accurately estimate the steady-state behavior 

of the system. 

In one of the few studies on the transient behavior of data networks, Stern 

[118] derived the following approximation for the time constant T of a M/M/l 

queue 
1 

Assuming, as is normally done in control theory for second order systems, that 

it takes approximately 4 time constants for the queue to settle within 2% of its 

steady-state value, one obtains 

4 
(3.6) 

An alternate approximation to the settling time T8 ~ 4/[2.8J.l(1 - y',O)2] was 

proposed by Odoni and Roth [119] based on numerical observations and a trial and 

error procedure. Regardless of which approximation is used, one can see that as the 

link becomes heavily loaded (i.e., p ~ 1) the settling time increases without bound. 

Furthermore, the heavily loaded or congestion condition is precisely when routing 

and flow control are most critical to network performance, thus underscoring the 

need for considering transient conditions in the design and analysis of control 

strategies for data networks. 
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Noting that the various queues in data networks ~e actually finite due 

to the limited buffer space availiable and that empirical results have shown that 

the size of the waiting space has a significant impact on the settling time (larger 

waiting space =} longer settling time), the results cited above may be inaccurate 

when modeling data networks. Thus we show here that the settling time of a 

finite M/M/1 queue can be precisely determined using techniques from modern 

control theory. For a finite M/M/1 queue with waiting space K, arrival rate "\, and 

service rate J.t, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations given by (3.5) can be written 

in matrix form as 

P = Sp (3.7) 

where S is the (K + 1) x (K + 1) matrix having the structure: 

-..\ J.t 
,.\ -(,.\+J.t) J.t 

S -

,.\ -(,.\+J.t) J.t 
,.\ -J.t 

and P is the column vector of state probabilities defined as 

Note that the matrix S is singular with rank K. Here we apply a control theoretic 

theory technique to estimate the settling time, which involves solving the Lyapunov 

matrix equation, thus the system of equations (3.7) must not only be linear but 

independent as well [120]. 

Using the requirements that the probabilities must sum to one (Le., 

L~=o Pn(t) = 1), a set of K + 1 independent equations can be formed by 

noting that PK-l (t) can be written as: 

PK-l(t) = 1 
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Substituting for PK-l(t) in the equation for PK(t), the set of equations (3.7) can 

be expressed as 

where 

->. J1. 
>. -(>.+p.) p. 

A -

->. ->. ->. 

P - AP + B>' 

>. -(>.+p.) 
->. 0 

andB 

p. 
-(>' + p.) 

-

o 
o 

1 

The settling time can now be determined by applying known methods from linear 

system theory. Specifically, note that for the system above, it is possible to find 

a positive definite Lyapunov function V(p) which has a quadratic form V(p) = 

pT RP and negative definite time derivative V(p) = _pT QP where Q and R 

are positive definite matrices. It is well known that for any arbitrarily selected 

positive definite matrix Q, R can be determined by solving the Lyapunov Matrix 

Equation 

Since the system is assumed stable (i.e., >. < p.), a positive definite R will exist 

and the following bound on the settling time holds [120]: 

V[P(Ts )] 

Ts :5 - T[ln V[P(O)]] 

where T = maximum eigenvalue of [Q-l R]. This provides a simple procedure 

for accurately estimating the settling time of a finite stationary M/M/l queue. 

As an example of the improved accuracy provided by this procedure, consider a 

M/M/l/l queue with>' = .5 and p. = 1.0 . Note that this represents the extreme 

case of only one waiting space at the queue and one would expect the settling time 
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approximations discussed earlier, which were developed for a queue with unlimited 

waiting space to have their largest error for this system. Applying the procedure 

above note that in the matrix form the system is described by : 

Setting Q equal to the identity matrix I results in 

R _ (1 .5) 
- .5 .667 

for A = .5 and I-l = 1.0. Solving for T one finds T = 1.3604 which results in 

Ts :5 4.33. This should be compared with formula (3.6) which results in Ts ~ 46.63 

and the formula developed by Odoni and Roth which yields Ts ~ 16.65. The 

exact value for the settling time can be determined using a numerical integration 

approach discussed below and Ts is found to be 3.08. Obviously the control 

theoretic approach is an order of magnitude better in accuracy. 

It is well recognized that in the general nonstationary case, the solution of 

(3.5) by analytical means to obtain a compact expression for Pn(t) is intractable 

even if An(t) and I-ln(t) are smooth well-behaved functions [6,119]. This prob

lem can be circumvented by applying numerical techniques. The approach is to 

approximate the time-varying average arrival and service rates by constants over 

small time intervals. FUrther, the infinite state space is approximated by a finite 

one. This allows one to numerically solve (3.5) for the state probabilities over 

one time interval and to repeat the procedure for all time intervals of interest. A 

similar approach was proposed by Odoni and Roth [119] and in a separate study 

by Van As [121]. The exact steps in the solution technique proposed here are 

described in the following. 

Begin with some known boundary condition Pn(O), such as having no cus

tomers in the queue at time zero and a large finite state space N. Over the first 

time interval [0, tl]' assume a constant arrival rate An(t) = An(tI!2) and service 
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rate Pn(t) = Pn(tI/2). Then use a numerical technique to solve the set of dif

ferential equations (3.5) for Pn(t) over the interval [0, tl]' Numerical studies have 

shown that the fourth o~ fifth order RtUlge Kutta method provides a good balance 

between accuracy and computing time. The state of the system at the end of the 

first time interval is given by the probability distribution Pn(tl) and this becomes 

the boundary condition for the next time interval [tl' t2 ]. One then selects new 

constant arrival and service rates for the new time interval and solves the differen

tial equations for Pn(t) again. This procedure is repeated for each time interval in 

the time horizon. Note that at the end of each interval, PN(t), the probability of a 

saturated system is compared with a specified elTor tolerance € (i.e., € = 10-8 ). If 

PN(t) is greater than €, then N is increased by a fixed number (i.e., N = N + 10) 

for the next time interval. Thus, by maintaining a negligible probability of satu

ration (i.e., blocking), the attained numerical solution is for a system which for all 

practical purposes has infinite state space. 

From the solution of (3.5) for the time-dependent state probabilities Pn(t), 

one can study the transient performance of the system for a given time varying ar

rival and service pattern. However, one of the general difficulties in analyzing the 

time-varying behavior of queueing systems is formulating meaningful performance 

measures. Many of the standard performance measures such as average delay and 

power cannot be directly used in the nonstationary case and have no physical 

significance when considered as time-varying instantaneous quantitites. Further

more, during nonstationary periods many of the standard queueing relationships 

(i.e., Little's formula, output rate of queue = input rate, etc ... ) , do not hold and 

performance measures must be determined from the state probabilities Pn(t) using 

basic probability principles. Some examples of possible performance measures are 

L(t), the expected number of customers in the system at time t, which is given 

by L(t) = L:~=l npn(t) and D(t) the departure rate from the queue at time t 

which is determined by D(t) = (1 - po(t». Also, it should be noted that when 
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the queue becomes heavily loaded (i.e., An(t) -+ Jln(t)), N becomes very large and 

the procedure becomes computationally intensive. In general, this is not a prob

lem when modeling data networks, since as previously discussed a finite amount 

of buffer space is available to any network node thereby limiting the queues to a 

finite state space. 

In the following, we extend the numerical procedure above to model a data 

network, allowing one to incorporate such features as adaptive routing and finite 

buffering into the time-varying model. As in the case of the product form networks, 

we consider a packet switched network consisting of M nodes connected in an 

arbitrary topology. Noting that a finite buffer exists at each node i, we assume 

that the buffer is partitioned among the output links with bij buffers assigned 

to each link (i - j). Thus each link (i - j) is independent and can be modeled 

as a M/M/l/bij queue with state-dependent arrival rate An,ij(t) and service rate 

Jln,ij(t) where the state n is the number of packets at the link. Typically, the arrival 

rate is independent of the state n (i.e., An,ij(t) = Ajj(t) V n) and the service rate 

is constant and proportional to the link capacity Gjj (i.e., Jln,ij(t) = JlGij V n). 

Defining Pi'j(t) as the probability of n packets being at the link queue at time t, 

the differential equation model (3.5) of each link becomes: 

0< n < bij 

(3.8) 

Given the time-varying link load Aij(t), one can solve (3.6) using the numerical 

technique discussed earlier with the number of equations N fixed at the finite buffer 
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size (i.e., N = bij). To evaluate the performance of the network as a whole, the 

arrival rate at each link must be known and this can be found in a fashion similar 

to that for the product form networks via application of the flow conservation 

principle. Letting ;i(t) denote the rate of packets arriving at node i and destined 

for node k and rij(t) represent the time-varying routing probability that a packet 

at node i is routed to node j along link (i - j), then from the flow conservation 

principle: 
m 

(3.9) 
1=1 

where the first term on the right hand side represents the arrival rate of external 

packets to link (i - j) and the second term represents the arrival rate of traffic 

from other network nodes. Note that the output rate from a link is given by the 

service rate J.tCij times the probability that the server is busy (1- p?j(t» since as 

previously noted, during nonstationary periods the output rate J.tCij(l- p?j(t» is 

not equal to the input rate of the queue Aij(t)(l - P~y (t». As in the case of a 

single queue, standard numerical integration techniques can be used to solve (3.8) 

together with (3.9) in an iterative fashion over the time intervals of interest for 

the state probabilities P~ at each queue. 

As noted earlier, the standard performance measures of average network 

delay, throughput, and power are not directly useful to evaluate the transient 

beJ.lavior of the network and alternate performance measures must be considered. 

Some possible performance measures are LN(t), the expected number of packets 

in the network at time t, which is given by: 

bij 

LN(t) = L L npij(t) , 
(i-j)eC n=1 

RR(t), the rate at which packets are rejected by the network at time t, which is 

given by: 

RR(t) = L Aij(t)P~Y (t) , 
(i-j)ec 
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and TN(t), the total network link flow at time t, which can be determined by: 

TN(t) = L J.LCij(l - p?;(t» 
(i-j)eC 

This total network link flow is not the same as the network throughput since 

packets that are transmitted through one link may be dropped before reaching 

the destination. 

These performance measures can be used to evaluate the relative perfor

mance of data networks under nonstationary conditions. Furthermore, in contrast 

with what exists in the current literature, the numerical approach developed here 

provides a framework for the evaluation of adaptive routing and flow control strate

gies as well as incorporating finite buffering effects. When steady-state conditions 

exist, the solution of (3.8) and (3.9) by numerical techniques allows the exact 

steady-state behavior to be evaluated and the settling time to be determined em

pirically. Note that the queueing network model represented by (3.8) and (3.9) 

doesn't have a product form due to the assumption of finite buffering and can only 

be approximately analyzed with current steady-state queueing models [110,111]. 

Furthermore, the determination of the settling time using the approach above is 

noteworthy since the analytical determination of the settling time for a network of 

queues is an open and difficult problem. In addition, one can also use the differ

ential equation model above to formulate optimal control problems to determine 

dynamic control strategies for the network. However, the large dimensionality and 

practical difficulties of implementing dynamic controls makes this approach rather 

unattractive for large networks. 

3.2 Simulation Techniques 

In light of the difficulty involved in conducting precise analytical studies 

of the behavior of computer communication networks, simulation is an attractive 
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alternative. Roughly speaking, simulation is the process of using a digital com

puter program to duplicate the behavior of a physical system. In the simulation of 

computer networks, the various components of the network under study (such as 

the communication links and buffers) are represented within a computer program. 

The events that would occur in the actual operation of the network (i.e., the arrival 

and routing of packets, transmission of packets, failure of links, etc ... ) are then 

mimicked during the program execution. Thus the function of the program is to 

generate the events and recreate the network's response. Unlike analytical tech

niq~es which require a great number of simplifying assumptions to get a tractable 

model, simulation allows the network to be modeled to an arbitrary degree of 

accuracy and detail. 

The advantages of simulation are clear in the cases where an analytical 

solution is not possible or when it is too expensive or not feasible to build a pro

totype. However, these advantages do not come for free. The major drawback of 

simulation is that the validity of the results are often specific to the network under 

consideration. Also, due to the detail and complexity incorporated in the model 

it is often difficult to quantify the sensitivity of the network performance to vari

ations in a particular network control variable. Some additional disadvantages of 

simulation are the time required to write, debug, and execute a sophisticated sim

ulation, the effort necessary to validate the simulation, and the required analysis 

of the output data. 

There are two general classes of simulation: continuous and discrete-event. 

Although the procedures for describing the dynamic behavior of discrete and con

tinuous models differ, the basic concept of simulating a system by portraying the 

changes in the state of the system over time remains the same. In a continu

ous simulation model, the state of the system is represented by dependent state 

variables which change continuously over time. Typically the state model is an 

ordinary differential equation (or a partial differential equation) model and the 
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simulation consists of updating the values of these state variables as bound by the 

state model at every instant of time. In contrast, for a discrete-event simulation 

the state of the system can change only at the occurrance of an event which corre

sponds to discrete points in time. Since the state of the system remains constant 

between event times, a complete dynamic portrayal of the system can be obtained 

by advancing simulated time from one event to the next. Typically the events oc

cur in a probabilistic fashion and the randomness of the events is mimicked on the 

digital computer by using artificial probabilistic sampling from a pseudo-random 

number generator. 

In modeling data networks, the state of the network changes only at the oc

currance of events (Le., arrival of a packet to the network, transmission of a packet, 

etc ... ) and discrete-event simulation has emerged as the basic tool for conducting 

detailed studies of computer networks under realistic condi tions. In fact there 

are many simulation languages and packages whose primary appliGation is the 

performance evaluation of computer communication networks [131]. Some of the 

better known packages are Network 11.5, Comnet 11.5, Research Queueing Pack

age (RESQ), Performance Analysis Workbench System (PAWS), and Queueing 

Network Analysis Package (QNAP). Packages such as QNAP and PAWS simply 

solve the steady-state queueing model of the network given the topology and net

work parameters, and an actual simulation is not conducted. On the other hand, 

Network 11.5, COMNET, and RESQ carry out an actual discrete-event simulation 

given the structure and parameters of the network. Unfortunately, these packages 

are of the canned subroutine type and aren't flexible enough for general studies of 

computer networks. For example, PAWS is only applicable to systems which can 

be modeled as closed queueing networks. 

In order to conduct a more detailed general study of computer networks, 

a general purpose discrete-event simulation language, such as SLAM, GPSS, Sim

script, or Siman must be used. These languages provide the commonly used 
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functions and calculations needed in a simulation study like generation of random 

samples from a specified probability distribution, adding or deleting records from 

a list (queue), and statistical analysis routines. Also, the language typically pro

vides the user with a great deal of flexibility in modeling the system, since they 

can be supplemented with user written (FORTRAN or PASCAL) subprograms. 

Due to the random nature of the events in discrete-event simulation, the 

simulation represents a statistical experiment and a central issue is how to obtain 

meaningful perfonnance values from the simulation output data. For example, 

if a simulation is ran for a shorter or longer period of time or if different num

bers were used to initialize the simulation, then different values of the system 

response and perfonnance measures can be obtained. The problem can be best 

understood within the framework of stochastic processes since the output data of 

one simulation run of such networks can be viewed as a single sample path of a 

stochastic process. A stochastic process [6] is simply an ensemble of sample func

tions, {X(w; tn, where W is a random variable over some set n and t is the time. 

In any realization of a stochastic process, called a sample function, W is fixed (i.e. 

W = Wj) and the resulting X(Wj; t) is a deterministic time function. On the other 

hand, if t is fixed (i.e. t = to) the resulting X(w; to) is a random variable. Of 

course, if both W and t are fixed, the resulting X(Wj; to) is a single fixed number. 

It is helpful to visualize an ensemble of sample functions as being gener

ated by a large number of identical networks all responding to random inputs 

which have identical statistical properties, but which are evolving independently. 

The observation of a network's response over time (queue lengths, network delay, 

throughtput, etc ... ) corresponds to a single sample function X(Wj; t). However, 

in a single experiment or simulation run it is not known a priori which of the 

networks will be chosen for observation. Furthennore, a repetition of the same 

experiment would result in a different sample function X(Wj; t). 
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In order to measure the performance of the network, we note that averages 

for stochastic processes can be defined in one of two ways: over a sample function 

as an average on t or over the ensemble of sample functions as an average on w. 

If ensemble averages are independent of t, the process is said to be stationary (in 

a limited sense). A stationary process is said to be ergodic if time and ensemble 

averages are equal. 

Most of the work on discrete-event simulation applies to determining the 

steady-state behavior of the system for which it is assumed, sometimes tacitly, 

that time and ensemble averages are equal and that processes are stationary and 

ergodic. This assumption makes time average performance measures applicable 

and in the simulation of computer networks time average measures such as the 

average network delay, network throughput, and percentage buffer utilization are 

commonly used. The assumption of ergodic processes also enables the steady-state 

behavior to be determined from a single long simulation run. When estimating 

the steady-state behavior, the initial transient response must be neglected in de

termining the performance measures in order to avoid obtaining biased values. 

This is normally accomplished by discarding the transient portion of the response. 

However determining the length of the transient response is difficult. Some cur

rent techniques rely on pilot simulation runs or on the size of variance of mean 

quantities [15,131]. It should be noted that the discussion oftime constants in the 

previous and following section are applicable to this problem. 

Confidence interval techniques are often used to quantify the quality of a 

performance estimate made from simulation data. Basically a confidence interval 

represents how accurate a statistical estimate made from the simuation data is of 

the true behavior of the stochastic simulation model of the system. Specifically, 

a 1% confidence interval (a, b) on a particular performance measure y means that 

if the simulation were independently repeated a large number of times, the statis

tically estimated value of y obtained from each simulation run would fall in the 
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interval (a, b) on approximately 1% of the runs. Several methods exist for gener

ating confidence intervals [14-16,132], such as the method of batch means and the 

regenerative method. 

While there now exists well established methods for constructing discrete

event simulation models of queueing systems and performing statistical analysis of 

simulation output data, these techniques have applied almost exclusively to eval

uating the steady-state performance of the system under study disregarding the 

equally important transient performance. This especially true in the performance 

evaluation of data communication networks. There are some important difFer

ences when the nonstationary behavior is to be simulated. As a simple example, 

note that in applications where nonstationary behavior is important, performance 

criteria based on time averages such as throughput, average time delay, and av

erage number stored in a queue are not appropriate, since such quantities are 

not sensitive to what happens at specific times or over specific short time inter

vals. Furthermore, in the simulation of nonstationary behavior, the assumption of 

stationary ergodic processes is not valid. Thus it is necessary to define different 

types of performance criteria which are time-dependent and can be statistically 

estimated from simulation output data. Ideally we would like to be able to statis

tically estimate some performance criterion from a single specific sample function 

(simulation run) which describes the network's response in general. However, 

this is not possible since time averages are not applicable and to obtain generally 

applicable measures, it is necessary to consider statistical properties over the en

semble at a particular time t •. Such measures can take the form of time-varying 

probabilities such as 

P{X(W; t.) < a} = b 

or moments such as 

AVE - E{X(wj t.)} (3.10) 
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or 

VAR = E{[X(w; t.)} - E{X(w; t.)}]2} . (3.11) 

In the case of (3.10) and (3.11) relations such as Tchebycheff's inequality, 

which give or bound the probability of a sample of a random variable falling 

outside a range about its mean still apply, and one can apply standard statistical 

techniques for forming confidence intervals [132,133]. Determining meaningful 

performance measures appropriate for ensemble averages is a difficult problem; 

however, the discussion of possible performance measures in Section 3.1 does apply 

here. 

In order to calculate quantities such as (3.10) an ensemble of sample func

tions must be generated and this corresponds to performing a very large number 

of independent simulation runs and recording the network response. Obviously 

this presents computational problems requiring an enormous amount of computer 

run time. Also, due to the large number of runs required to obtain an accurate 

ensemble, long sequences of random numbers are required and the quality of the 

pseudo-random number generator must be carefully considered as to correlation 

effects between the simulation runs and repetition of the number generator. Also, 

data reduction methods may be necessary to store the outputs of all the simula·· 

tion runs. Another difficulty in performing nonstationary simulation is the fact 

that there are very few techniques available for generating nonstationary random 

processes on the computer, with the exception of the Poisson and Gaussian pro

cesses. Furthermore the techniques that do exist are not computationally efficient. 

Also, unlike steady-state simulation, the initial state of the system is a crucial pa

rameter in the transient behavior and techniques for determining and generating 

proper initial states are needed. Thus, while simulation of computer networks is 

fairly straightforward when analyzing the steady-state behavior, several unsolved 

problems remain in determining the nonstationary response. 
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To illustrate some of the issues discussed above, consider the problem of 

determining the transient response of a finite M/M/1 queue. As noted previously 

in Section 3.1, the expected queue length as a function of time, L(t), is an ap

propriate performance measure. The simplest case of when the arrival rate and 

service rate of t.he queue are constant is considered here with" = .8, J.L = 1.0 and 

the queue in an initial empty state. Note that after an initial transient, the system 

will attain a steady-state. Figure 3.1 shows the typical behavior of queue length 

for two independent simulation runs clearly demonstrating the sample function 

behavior. Note that the theoretical behavior of the queue can be determined by 

the numerical approach discussed in the previous section. In Figure 3.2 the the

oretical average queue length is plotted along with the ensemble average of 50 

and 5000 independent simulation runs. One can clearly see that a large number 

of independen.t, runs must be generated to get an accurate portrayal of the sys

tem behavior, and obviously this approach will be computationally difficult when 

simulating a network of queues as found in simulating a computer network. 

3.3 A State Model Approach 

In this section, a state variable model for use in the control of computer 

communication networks is developed by modeling the queueing of packets at 

the transmission links in the network. As previously noted, the time-varying 

behavior of a data network can be studied numerically by solving for each queue 

the detailed differential equation model which describes the time-varying behavior 

of the state probabilities. However, this approach is computationally difficult 

for even moderately sized networks due to the large dimensionality, and suitable 

performance measures are rather difficult to determine. 

Normally, such a detailed description of the system is not required since 

routing and flow control procedures are based on average quantities, such as the 

average number of packets in the queues or the average delay on the links. Closed 
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form expressions describing the exact time-dependent behavior of such mean quan

tities are unavailable for most queueing models. For example, the exact expression 

for the average number of customers in a nonstationary M/M/1 queue involves 

an infinite sum of Bessel functions. Thus there have been efforts at developing 

simple mathematical models which approximate the time-varying values of these 

average quantities [118]. Here a state model approach is used to describe the time

varying average number of jobs in the queueing system. The model is first derived 

for a single queue using a flow conservation approach and is then generalized for 

modeling a network. Properties of the state model are analyzed and the relation

ship of the present model to previously developed state models is described. The 

specification of suitable performance indices for posing optimal control problems 

is discussed. Also a solution technique to determine optimal control strategies is 

described and is illustrated by several examples. 

3.3.1 A State Model for A Single Communication Link 

Consider an arbitrary transmission link in a computer communication net

work as shown in Figure 3.3. We define ;\ as the average packet arrival rate to the 

link, C as the capacity of the link, and x as the state variable representing the 

average number of packets queued for transmission on the link. From the flow 

Buffer 

c 

Figure 3.3 Queueing Representation of a Communication Link 
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conservation principle, the rate of change of the state variable can be related to 

the rate of packet arrivals and departures by the following differential equation of 

the form: 

x = - average packet departure rate + average packet arrival rate . (3.12) 

Assuming that the nodal storage capacity is unlimited, then the average packet 

arrival rate in (3.12) is just the offered load A since no packets are dropped. We 

further assume that the average packet departure rate can be approximated by 

CG(x), where G(x) represents the average utilization of the link as a function of 

the state. Note that the extreme values for the average number of packets queued 

for transmission are zero (i.e. no packets in the queue) and infinity assuming 

unlimited storage capacity, and thus x E [0,00). When there are no packets queued 

for transmission (x = 0), the average rate of packet departures is obviously zero 

and G(O) = 0, whereas when the queue is infinite, the link will be continuously 

busy, and thus the average rate of packet departures is the link capacity and 

G( 00) = 1. Thus, in order to model the physical system, the utilization function 

G( x) must range over x E [0,00) with values belonging to [0,1) and pass through 

the origin G(O) = O. Furthermore, to show the effects of congestion, G(x) must 

be a nonnegative strictly concave function. Thus, the dynamics of the link queue 

can be represented by a nonlinear differential equation: 

x = -CG(x) + A (3.13) 

with initial condition x(O) = XO' This type of model has been proposed by several 

researchers [122-124] to describe the dynamic behaviour of queueing systems in 

terms of mean quantities. The exact utilization function G( x) which satisfies the 

requirements above will depend on the system under study and the data available. 

If experimental data from an existing system can be obtained then the function 

can be determined statistically [122]. However, such data is normally unavailable 
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and one must determine G( x) by other means such as from the probabilistic model 

of the system. 

Since routing and How control are normally based on steady-state average 

quantities [21,22], it is desirable that the state model be accurate at steady-state. 

The proper steady-state point and G( x) can be determined from the equivalent 

queueing model of the system. The most widely used queueing representation 

of computer communication networks is to consider each link in the network as 

an M / M /1 queue. This model is valid under the standard assumptions of inde

pendent exponentially distributed packet lengths, transmission times which are 

proportional to the packet length, and independence among the queues. For the 

M / M /1 queueing model of the link shown in Figure 3.3, packets arrive in a Poisson 

fashion with average arrival rate A and have exponentially distributed transmis

sion times with average time 1/ J1.C, where 1/ J1. is the average packet length and C 

is the capacity of the link. When A and J1. are constant, a steady-state equilibrium 

point will exist for the average number of packets in the queue [6] and is given by: 

b . A 
average num er In queue = J1.C _ .A (3.14) 

Requiring the state model to attain the same steady-state equilibrium point results 

in: 
A 

x -
J1.C - A 

at steady-state, when: 

x = 0 = -CG(x) +A 

::} CG(x) = A . 

Substituting (3.16) into (3.15) and solving for G(x) results in: 

G(x) = J1.(_x_). 
l+x 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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Thus G(x) represents the steady-state utilization as a function of the time-varying 

average number of packets in the link queue and the state model becomes: 

x = _/-,C(_x_) + A 
1+x 

(3.17) 

with initial condition x(O) = Xo. This model was first developed by Agnew [122] 

who suggested the technique of matching steady-state equilibrium points to deter

mine the utilization function and was later validated using simulation by Filipiak 

[124]. It should be noted that this approach is quite general in nature as the 

state model (3.13) is independent of any stochastic model assumptions and can 

be used to model a wide variety of queueing and contention systems with only the 

form of the utilization function depending on the stochastic model. An additional 

example of using this approach is given in Filipiak's paper [125] on the optimal 

control of a hierarchical structured telephone network. Also the state model can 

alternately be derived from the Chapman-Kolmogorov differential equation model 

of an MIM/1 queue [123]; however, this leads to (3.17) specifically rather than 

the more general form of equation (3.13). 

3.3.2 Properties of the Model 

The state model (3.17) is a nonlinear differential equation which in general 

can be solved only by numerical techniques. However, the response to the special 

case of a constant load A = Ao (i.e. step response) can be found by separation of 

variables as follows: 
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Integrating both sides results in: 

where K is an arbitrary integration constant determined from the initial condition. 

If we assume that the queue is initially empty, then x = 0 at t = 0 and K is found 

as: 

K = 
'\0 - pC log'\o 

('\0 - pC)2 

and (3.18) now becomes: 

pC 2 log[l + (1- p:,C )x] + ('\0 ~ pC) = t. 
('\0 - pC) "'0 

(3.19) 

This expression is noninvertible and must be solved numerically for x. However, 

Agnew [122] showed by a numerical study of (3.19) that for p = '\0/ pC < 1, 

the system is stable and approaches the steady-state equilibrium point given by 

(3.15). At the special condition p = 1, by application of I'Hospital's rule, we find 

from (3.19) that: 

x = viI + 4pCt - 1 

which is clearly unstable. For p > 1, one can see from (3.19) that for large t, the 

second term on the left will dominate the first term resulting in: 

x ~ ('\0 - pC)t 

::} x ~ ('\0 - pC) . 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Thus the system is unstable for p ~ 1 with the average number of packets in the 

queue increasing approximately linearly with time. Also, Agnew showed that for 

p < 1, it is possible to bound the response of the state equation by two linearized 

versions of the state model. The bounding state models can be constructed by 
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noting that since the utilization function G(x) is strictly concave, the following 

inequalities will hold about the steady-state equilibrium point Xe = >'1(J1.C - >.): 

Multiplying through by negative C and then adding>. results in the following 

relationships: 

-C([G~:e)](x-xe)+G(xe)) + >. ~ -CG(x)+>. 

and - CG(x) + >. ~ -C( G(xe) + G'(xe)(x - xe)) + >. . 

The middle expression is just the right hand side of the state model (3.17) and 

using the equalities above, one can bound the state model: 

Here we note that the time constant of the state model l' is bounded by the time 

constants of the two linear systems and hence the following bound holds: 

Substituting for the equilibrium point Xe leads to: 

(3.22) 

Approximating the settling time 1'8 by four time constants results in the following 

bounds on the settling time: 

4 4 
:5 1'8 :5 2 

J1.C(1 - p) 
(3.23) 

J1.C(1 - p) 

Note that this inequality indicates that the settling time will be large as p -jo 1, 

agreeing with the similar bounds for infinite waiting space MIMI! queues devel

oped by Stern [118] and Odoni and Roth [119] which were discussed in Section 3.1. 
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Furthermore, (3.23) provides a lower bound on the settling time demonstrating 

that when the link is heavily loaded, the time required to reach the steady-state 

equilibrium point will be very long. 

It is interesting to contrast the state model used here (3.17) with the state 

models of computer communication networks surveyed in Chapter 2 which were 

also derived from the flow conservation principle. These models use a state variable 

of the form xi, which represents the number of packets queued at node i and 

destined for node j. Defining E(i) as the set of nodes k such that (i, k) is a 

link, lei) as the set of nodes 1 such that (1, i) is a link, rj j as the rate of traffic 

entering node i with destination j, and the control variable Uik as the portion 

of the capacity of the link (i, k) used by the traffic with destination j, then the 

resulting state model for traffic at a single node i for a particular destination j 

has the form: 

xi - - rate of packet departures + rate of packet arrivals 

.j L j + ( L j + r~ ) (3.24) x· - u ik u li I I 

kEE(i) IEr(i) 
I;'j 

with constraints: 

x~ 
I ;::: 0 

j 
uik ;::: 0 

L j 
uik ~ Gik 

#i 

where Gik is the capacity of link (i - k). Such models have been used to formulate 

optimal routing and in some cases flow control strategies for datagram service 

networks. The results have been largely limited to congestion clearing at heavy 

deterministic loads for single destination networks [39,42-47]. Only very recently 
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has the multi-destination case been attacked [48] and the treatment of the more 

realistic stochastic input load case is essentially an open problem [46]. In contrast, 

the state model proposed here was developed assuming stochastic input loads. 

Actual on-line implementation of the results developed from (3.24) appears to be 

prohibitively complex due to a variety of problems. However, implementation has 

been suggested as a suboptimal centralized control [49-51]. 

Note that all quantities including the controls used in the state model (3.24) 

are instantaneous values rather than average values which are used in the state 

model (3.17). However, consideration of practical implementation of the control 

algorithms developed from (3.24) [49-51] has shown that the use of average values 

is inevitable du.e to several reasons, such as, the wide variability of instantaneous 

values, the inherent delay in the exchange of the necessary state and control in

formation, and the requirement of periodic implementation of the control to save 

communication overhead. 

It should also be noted that the state model (3.24) is only accurate under 

heavy overloads and the resulting controls will in general not be optimal at other 

load levels (medium and light). This shortcoming is partly due to the state model 

associating queues with nodes rather than the transmission links where they ac

tually form, as is done in the state model (3.17) proposed here. The problem 

with this nodal approach (equation (3.24)), is that the desired nodal output rate 

EkEE(i) U{k of traffic to a particular destination j will not correspond to the ac

tual nodal output rate except under overload conditions. This is because Xii is 

physically distributed among the output link queues and the service rate of each 

queue is a nonlinear function of its load, and thus the output rate of the j-type 

traffic will depend on its distribution among the output links and the distribution 

of the other states as well. This problem is avoided with the approach used here, 

where a node can be represented by modeling each output link separately. Also, as 
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discussed in [51], the use of a state model of the form (3.24) seems to exclude the 

modeling and formulation of a suitable control problem for virtual circuit routing. 

3.3.3 Selection of Performance Measures 

Having considered the state variable modeling of computer communication 

systems, we are now ready to discuss the selection of performance measures for the 

formulation of optimal control problems. One of the shortcomings of the queueing 

theory approach to the design and analysis of computer communication networks 

is the limited number of closed form performance criteria that can be formulated 

from the queueing models. This is especially true when considering nonstationary 

conditions [39]. On the other hand, a principal advantage of the state model 

approach is the flexibility it affords in both network modeling and the selection 

of performance measures. For example, t,he traditional performance measures of 

delay and throughput can be easily formulated in terms of the state model of a 

single link (3.17). Since no traffic is dropped, the throughput is just the total 

amount of traffic arriving to the link over time and can be represented by: 

(3.25) 

The delay can be found from Little's formula for queueing systems [6] which states 

that the average number of customers in the system is equal to the average arrival 

rate to the system times the average delay in the system. Expressed in terms of 

the state variables, Little's formula becomes: 

x = >. D (3.26) 

where D is the average packet delay on the link. Thus the total average delay seen 

by packets on the link is given by: 

(3.27) 
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In the previous work using state models [39,42-46], it has been assumed that the 

cost of waiting in the system is directly proportional to the number of customers 

in the system and thus minimizing the number of customers in the system is 

equivalent to minimizing the delay. With this assumption, J2 becomes: 

J3 = Loo 

x dt . (3.28) 

Normally, minimizing the average delay is chosen as the objective in de

signing routing algorithms, while flow control is selected to maximize the average 

throughput [21-23]. In recognition of the conflicting nature of delay and through

put and the realization that the consideration of a single performance measure to 

the exclusion of the other can lead to poor performance, alternative performance 

measures have recently been proposed. The most widely recognized of these al

ternative indices is Kleinrock's combined performance measure of power [65,66), 

which is defined as the ratio of average throughput to average delay. In terms of 

the state model used here, power P is given by P = AID = A2 Ix and the total 

power of the link is represented by: 

(3.29) 

The control objective in this case is to maximize the power J4 • 

Another important alternative performance measure which has been used 

extensively in the operations research literature [126-128] especially in the area 

of economic system analysis, is to optimize the average net benefit or cost of 

operating the system. If we associate a cost or loss with holding customers in the 

system and a reward or profit for each customer served by the system, then a linear 

net benefit performance criterion can be formulated as the difference between the 

total holding cost and the total reward. The optimization of the linear net benefit 

criterion has been shown to result in social optimization of the queueing system 

rather than individual optimization [127]. This performance measure has recently 
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been argued as superior to power and it has been advocated for use in the control 

of computer communication systems and flexible manufacturing systems [126]. In 

terms of the state model used here, the linear net benefit can be represented by: 

J5 = 100 

(wx - w>.) dt (3.30) 

where w is a weighting constant representing the holding cost per unit time per 

packet in the system, and similarily 'Iii is a weighting constant reflecting the reward 

for each packet successfully transmitted on the link. In the context of computer 

communication networks, the performance criterion (3.30) can be interpreted as 

simultaneously optimizing delay and throughput with w and 'Iii being weighting 

constants reflecting the relative importance of delay and throughput. Also, in the 

computer communication network context, the resulting social optimization of the 

system corresponds to network optimization as opposed to user optimization or 

individual optimization. 

In addition to the performance measures just mentioned, one can easily 

formulate new performance indices for use with the state model. For example, an

other measure of combining the effects of delay and throughput can be formulated 

as: 

J6 = 100 

(wx + ~ ) dt (3.31) 

where w and 'Iii are once again weighting constants reflecting the relative im

portance of delay and throughput. Obviously, several other performance indices 

similar to the ones discussed can be proposed. However, when selecting a spe

cific performance measure, one should consider its effect on the solution procedure 

and whether or not an optimal control can be found with reasonable computa

tion. Lastly, it should be noted that the performance measures discussed above 

are time-varying quantities and with the proper specifications of the limits of inte

gration, they can be used to measure the performance of the queue over any time 

period of interest. 
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3.3.4 The State Model Approach to the Control of Queueing Systems 

As an example to illustrate the application of the state variable and op

timal control theory approach to the control of simple queueing systems, we de

termine the optimal control with respect to some of the performance measures 

just discussed. Consider the problem of controlling the admission of packets to a 

transmission link in order to optimize one of the performance measures mentioned 

above. This can be formulated in terms of the state model as: 

Problem PI: Optimize J 

s.t. (C1) :i: _ _ jjC(_x_) + ,\ 
l+x 

(C2) ,\ ~ 0 

where J can be any of the performance measures J}, J2 ••• J6 defined earlier, 

and we mean by optimize either minimization or maximization, depending on the 

performance measure under consideration. Note that in contrast to the available 

literature on the optimal control of queueing systems, which are based on steady

state queueing models, an assumption of steady-state conditions is not necessary 

and the controls obtained by solving problem PI are optimal under all conditions. 

As a simple illustration of the general solution technique to (PI), consider 

the problem of determining the arrival rate to the link '\'" that maximizes the 

average net benefit of the link as defined earlier. The appropriate performance 

index to optimize is J5 where 

(3.32) 
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The resulting optimal control problem (P1) can be solved by standard Hamilton

Jacobi techniques [129,130,143]. This involves forming the Hamiltonian ?-l: 

where p is the costate variable and is determined by: 

flH ( 1 )2 P = -- = -w + pp.C --ax 1 +x (3.33) 

Using Pontryagin's Minimum Principle, the optimal control is determined by min

imizing ?-l with respect to the control variable. Taking the derivative of ?-l with 

respect to >. and setting it equal to zero results in: 

flH 
0 a>. -

=} - w+p = 0 

i.e. p - w. (3.34) 

Since by equation (3.34), the costate variable p is determined to be a con

stant, the derivative of the costate variable must be zero (p = 0). Thus, from 

equation (3.33) we get: 

Substituting for p from (3.34) results in: 

1 2 
o = -w + wp.C(-) l+x 

Solving this expression for x we obtain: 

x = Jw:c - 1. (3.35) 
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From equation (3.35) we see that x is a constant implying that :i; = 0, and thus 

from the state equation (3.17) we get: 

o = -PC(l:X) + A. 

Substituting for x from (3.35) and solving for A results in: 

A = pC - Jw~c . (3.36) 

Thus the optimal average arrival rate A* is determined by equation (3.36). Note 

that A * < pC => p* < 1, thus the queue is always stable and will attain a steady

state equilibrium condition. In order to satisfy the nonnegativity constraint on 

A*, we note from (3.36) that A* 2:: 0 if wpC 2:: w. It is easy to see that when 

wpC < w, the system is unprofitable at any positive arrival rate since the holding 

cost w is greater than the average reward wpC. Thus we require that A* = 0 if 

wpC < w and A* is given by (3.36) if wpC 2:: w. It is interesting to note that the 

optimal arrival rate is time-invariant resulting in steady-state conditions after an 

initial transient period. 

Furthermore, A * as determined here from the state model is the socially 

optimal arrival rate for an M/M/1 queue [126,127]. The socially optimal arrival 

rate is that rate A * which optimizes the performance criteria for the entire popu

lation of arriving customers, whereas the individual optimal arrival rate ~ is the 

rate chosen by individual customers acting in self-interest to optimize their own 

performance criteria. For the M/M/1 queue, the individual optimal arrival rate 

has been determined as X = pC - (wpC/w), which is greater than A*. It has 

been shown that individual customers acting in self-interest tend to over-congest 

a system relative to the social optimum. This is because a self-interested indi

vidual fails to consider his impact of joining the queue on later arrivals. Since 

the socially optimal arrival rate has been previously determined for the linear net 
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benefit performance measure only by a queueing theoretic approach based on the 

steady-state queueing formulas, this further validates the state model's accuracy 

for the MIMII queue. In fact, one can show that it is possible to obtain several 

well known basic steady-state queueing theory results for MIMII queues via an 

alternative derivation using the state model. Furthermore, unlike current queueing 

theory approaches, we can obtain control strategies applicable to nonstationary 

periods. 

For example, Kleinrock [65,66], has shown via a steady-state queueing anal

ysis that power is maximized in a stationary queueing system when the average 

number of customers in the system is one. This is precisely what the average 

queue length would be in an ideal saturated system with deterministic interarrival 

and service times. To attain this average queue length in a MIMII system, it was 

shown that the arrival rate should equal half the service rate (Le. ,\* =: pCI2). 

Here we consider the problem of determining the queue arrival to maximize the 

power under nonstationary conditions. the performance index representing power 

was defined by J4 and in order to maximize the power we use the following objec

tive function in problem (PI): 

Minimize 1
00 A2 

- J4 = - - dt. 
o x 

The optimal control problem (PI) can be solved by the same approach as before. 

Forming the Hamiltonian 'H.: 

(3.37) 

where p is the costate variable which is found by: 

p = A2 ( 1 )2 
= - x2 + ppC 1 + x (3.38) 
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Applying Pontryagin's minimum principle results in: 

8'H. 
= 0 

8A 
2A 

=0 ::} +p 
x 

i.e. 
2A 

::} X" 
px 

(3.39) p =- -x 2 

Substitution of the optimal control A* into the costate equation (3.38) and 

the state equation (3.17) results in 

x* = -p.C( x* ) + p*x* 
1 +x* 2 

(3.40) 

p* = _p*2 + p*p.C( 1 )2 
4 1 + x* 

(3.41) 

These equations along with the boundary condition 

x(O) = xo (3.42) 

and the appropriate transversality condition specifying the second boundary con

dition result in a two point boundary value problem which can be solved by a 

number of numerical techniques, such as the shooting method, [129,133,143] to 

determine the optimum feedback control A * . Note that at steady-state, when 

x = 0, p = 0, we get p*, x*, and A* as follows 

p*2 * 1 2 

P'* = O::} 0 + p IlC( ) - -""4 r 1 +x* 

/ 1 )2 
p* - 4p.C ~ 1 + x* (3.43) 

Now, substituting (3.43) into (3.40) at steady-state results in: 

0 = -P.C(l :*x*) + 2 C x* 
J1. (1+x*)2 

P.C(l :*x*) = 2 C x* 
J1. (1 + x*)2 

x* + 1 - 2 

x* = 1. (3.44) 
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Substituting x* = 1 into (3.43) results in poll = J1.C and finally from (3,39) 

oil p·x· J1.C 
A =-2-=2"' 

It should be emphasized that not only has the, optimum steady-state control 

been determined, but more importantly by solving the 'two-point boundary value 

problem defined by (3.40), (3.41), and the appropriate boundary conditions, the 

arrival rate for optimum power can be determined under all conditions. Note 

that both the expected number of packets in the link x oil and the optimal average 

arrival rate ,\* agree with Kleinrock's steady-state results, further demonstrating 

the validity of the state model approach. Following the solution technique outlined 

above, the optimal '\. can be determined for the other proposed performance 

indices in a similar fashion. 

3.3.5 Extensions to the State Model 

Since the state model represents the dynamics of a single link, it is desirable 

to formulate more complex state models to represent a node or an entire network. 

For example, the queueing representation in a typical node in a computer com

munication network is shown in Figure 3.4. Making the standard product form 

assumptions such that the links can be modeled as MINIl1 queues, a state model 

can be constructed to represent the node by defining a state variable Xi for each 

link representing the average number of packets queued at link j as a function of 

time. The resulting state model is: 
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(3.45) 

A similar state model was used by Filipiak [124] in detennining the minimum 

delay routing pattern for a queueing system of parallel MIMll queues where a 

job could be serviced by any queue. The state model approach can be extended to 

describe the time-varying behavior of the product form queueing network models 

of data networks discussed in Section 3.1 as follows. 



C1 

C2 

Figure 3.4 A Typical Node in a Computer Network 

c 

Figure 3.5 Queueing Representation of a Communication Link 

with S Classes of Traffic 
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Consider a network consisting of M nodes interconnected in an arbitrary 

topology. The traffic is assumed to arrive from outside the network to each node 

i according to a Poisson process with rate 'Yi(t). We define rij(t) as the routing 

probability that the traffic at node i leaves the network at node i. Also, let ,."Cij 

denote the exponential service rate of link (i - j), ).ij represents the average arrival 

rate to link (i - j), and Xij is the state variable denoting the average queue length 

at link (i - j). Under these assumptions, each link can be modeled with the state 

developed in Section 3.3.1 as follows: 

. C ( Xi j ) \ x" = -II .. + A" 
I} r I} 1 + I} Xij 

(3.46) 

where the link arrival rate ).ij can be determined from the flow conservation prin

ciple 
M 

[~ Xli] 
).ij = 'Yirij + L...J ""Cli (1 ,) r3j· 

1=1 + XII 

(3.4 7) 

Note that the term within brackets represents the arrival rate of traffic from other 

nodes to link (i - j). One can easily show that under steady-state conditions, 

the state model defined by (3.46) and (3.47) yields the exact same average queue 

lengths as the corresponding steady-state product form queueing network model 

described in Section 3.1. The fact that the state model above (3.46) accurately 

describes the time-varying behavior of the mean queue lengths is in itself of con

siderable interest and has a direct application to adaptive routing schemes. One 

application is to use the state model as a predictor of the queue lengths and can 

be explained as follows. 

Adaptive routing algorithms typically use a periodic monitoring and col

lection of network status information to adaptively select the best routes. This 

normally takes the form of each node measuring its status information (i.e. aver

age queue lengths, average link queueing delays, etc ... ) and disseminating this 

information through the network on a node by node exchange basis or transmitting 
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the information to a network control center. Obviously, this status information 

can introduce considerable communication and processing overhead and it is desir

able to transmit this information infrequently. Here we note that the state model 

allows us to reduce the frequency of exchange of status information and to make 

intelligent use of the status information in between update periods. Specifically, 

the nodes can periodically measure the average queue lengths and arrival rates on 

their links and exchange this information in the proper fashion. Between updates 

the nodes can predict the behavior of the network queues by numerically inte

grating (3.46) to solve for the state (queue length) using the most recent status 

information as initial values for the state variables and the forcing functions. A 

similar approach was suggested by Stern in [118]. The state model above could 

also be used to determine optimal control strategies for the network by following 

the approach used in Section 3.3 on the optimal control of a single link. However, 

the control strategies developed from such a model would be based on the control 

of the link traffic as a whole and would be difficult to implement (i.e. the same 

problem as discussed in Chapter 2 with the Flow Deviation Algorithm). 

This difficulty can be overcome by noting that in computer communication 

networks, the traffic in the network is normally divided into a number of classes 

and the control actions (i.e. routing and flow control) are based on the class type. 

A typical example is the case of the incoming traffic to a link or node which may 

be divided into external or transit classes for implementation of an input buffer 

limit type of flow control. Another example is structured buffer pool flow control 

where packets arriving at a node are typed into classes according to the number 

of hops they have travelled (i.e. number of nodes visited). Since the traffic is 

already typed into classes, it would be advantageous for control purposes if the 

state model could be modified to represent the dynamic behavior of each class 

separately. This can be accomplished by modeling the link by a set of coupled 

state equations, where there is a state defined for each class of traffic. 
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Such a state model can be derived by considering an arbitrary transmission 

link in a network shown in Figure 3.5. There are 8 different classes of packets 

arriving at the link with the average arrival rate of class I denoted by AI, I = 

1,2, ... 8. Again making the standard assumptions of Poisson packet arrivals and 

exponentially distributed transmission times so that the link can be modeled as 

a MIMl1 queue with 8 classes of customers, the state model (3.17) describing 

the average total number of packets in the link queue XT regardless of class, will 

become: 

(3.48) 

To describe each class of packets separately, we define a set of state variables 

X = [Xl, X2, ... xs] where Xl represents the average number of packets of class 1 

in the link queue. Evidently, XT = L:f=l Xl. Since the flow conservation principle 

will hold for each class of packets, a state model of the form of equation (3.13) can 

be constructed for each class as 

V I = 1,2 ... 8 (3.49) 

where G,(X" XT) represents the average utilization of the link by the class I traffic. 

Note that if there are only class I packets present in the link (i.e. X j = 0, Aij = 

0, V j, j =1= I, XT = Xl), then G, will be a function of the class I packets Xl 

only and must have the form of the utilization function in state model (3.17) (i.e. 

G, = pCxl/(l + Xl) ) since it will represent the dynamics of an MIMl1 queue 

with one class of traffic. However, if additional classes of traffic are also present in 

the link, they will use part of the transmission capacity of the link and the portion 

of link capacity seen by the class I packets will depend on the total amount of link 

capacity being used. Thus G, will be a function of both the average number of 

class I packets in the link queue and the total average number of packets in the link. 

Determination of G, can be done by using the technique of matching the steady

state equilibrium point of the state model and the equivalent stochastic model. 
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Then from the MIMl1 queueing model of the link with 8 classes of customers [6], 

we require at steady-state: 

VI (3.50) 

when 

VI (3.51) 

and 

XT - 0 = - pC C XT ) + t ,\ j 
+ XT j=l 

::::} pC (1 XT ) = t ,\j . 
+ XT j=l 

(3.52) 

Substituting (3.51) and (3.52) into (3.50) and solving for G, results in: 

and thus the state model for the transmission link becomes: 

1= 1,2, ... 8 . (3.53) 

Note that from the definition that XT = L:f:l Xl! we have XT = L:f:l Xl 

and substitution of (3.53) into this expression results in (3.48) as expected. Thus 

the link can be described by the set of 8 state equations of the form (3.53) rep

resenting the behavior of each class of traffic separately. Obviously one can use 

this state model to describe a data network where the traffic is split into distinct 

classes and this approach is used in Chapter 5 to develop virtual circuit routing 

schemes. 
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In order to illustrate the advantages and quantify the accuracy of the state 

model developed here, several numerical studies were conducted to compare the 

state model (3.53) with a simulation of the same system. A typical comparison 

for a queue with two classes of traffic (Le. S = 2) is shown in FigtU'e 3.6 where 

step loads of Al = .5 and A2 = .2 are applied to an inti ally empty queue with 

service rate pC = 1.0. In the figure the state model behavior was determined 

by numerical integration of (3.53), whereas the simulation ctU'ves were generated 

by averaging 5000 independent simulation runs. Obviously the state mode1 is 

sufficiently acctU'ate and saves considerable computation. FUrthermore, it should 

be noted that the Chapman-Kolmogorov techniques discussed in Section 3.1 are 

difficult to adapt to queueing systems with multiple classes of traffic if the behavior 

of each class of traffic is to be examined separately, since a multidimensional state 

space must be used increasing the complexity and computation dramatically. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A HIERARCHICAL SCHEME FOR FLOW CONTROL 

BY ADAPTIVE BUFFER MANAGEMENT 

4.0 Introduction 
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As noted earlier, a major component of the overall control in packet 

switched computer communication networks is the flow control, which regulates 

the amount of traffic entering and transiting the network. The primary objective 

of flow control is to prevent network congestion and the consequent throughput 

degradation. Also the fair allocation of network resources among users is of im

portance. A variety of flow control techniques such as window mechanisms, input 

buffer limits, isarithmic control, etc ... have been proposed in the literature and 

these were surveyed in Chapter 2. 

In this chapter, a new hierarchical flow control scheme is proposed with 

two levels of control. The scheme is obtained by adaptively managing the finite 

buffers at the various nodes of the network. At the lowest level of the hierarchy, 

a totally decentralized control is used with each network node independently im

plementing flow control via a buffer management algorithm for partitioning the 

total buffer among the output links. The algorithm is derived using mathemati

cal programming techniques and adaptively determines the optimum partitions in 

order to maximize the normalized weighted average nodal throughput. To reduce 

the computational burden, a simple approximation to the optimal buffer alloca

tion is proposed and its performance analyzed. At a higher level, a supervisory 

type of control is provided by partitioning the network into clusters and defining 

a supervisor node for each cluster. 
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The supervisor provides coordination for the nodes within the cluster with 

the objectives of improving the throughput of the cluster and, in conjunction with 

the other supervisors, to maximize the overall network performance. The super

visory action is determined from congestion information gathered from the nodes 

within the cluster and information from adjacent cluster supervisors. Flow con

trol coordination is achieved via the supervisor adaptively adjusting throughput 

weighting factors, which represent the relative importance of the traffic on each 

link and selectively imposing input buffer limits on specific links. The weighting 

factors are used by the lower level buffer management algorithm at each node to 

individually determine the optimum buffer allocation. The performance of the flow 

control scheme is investigated by discrete event simulation results and a queueing 

theoretic analysis. 

The rest of this chapter is divided into two major parts. Section 4.1 presents 

the development of the lower level buffer management problem, its solution, and 

performance evaluation. Section 4.2 discusses the complete hierarchical scheme 

and its performance evaluation. Also, the higher level supervisor problem is pre

sented with its formulation and a feasible solution procedure. 

4.1 Adaptive Buffer Management in a Communication Node 

A characteristic of the buffer management policies currently used (which 

are surveyed in Chapter 2) is that they are designed to be optimal for a static 

load environment. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, it is well known [2,113] 

that the traffic loads on computer communication networks may vary significantly 

with time. In light of this fact, the development of adaptive buffer management 

policies has recently been considered [101,103]. The approach used in these studies 

is to borrow the concepts of identification and actuation from adaptive control 

theory. The identification problem is described as involving the estimation of 

traffic arrival rates and determining when to update the current buffer allocation. 
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The actuation problem amounts to enforcing the revised buffer allocation. Since 

statistical techniques for the estimation of the arrival rates are widely known 

and actuation just involves the implementation of the new allocation, the authors 

focus on the design of updating procedures. Although these studies are novel and 

represent the first attempts at adaptive buffer management, the obtained results 

are not very satisfactory, since the updating procedure suggested uses certain 

heuristic arguments. Furthermore, the policies for updating are developed and 

evaluated for a node with two output links only and, as the authors admit [103], 

the extension of these heuristic algorithms to nodes with more than two output 

links is not straightforward and is not available. 

In this section, we shall present a new approach to adaptive buffer man

agement by a precise fonnulation of the problem in a mathematical optimization 

framework. By solving this problem, an algorithm that adaptively determines 

the optimum partitioning of the buffer for the comp.eting link servers in order 

to maximize the normalized weighted average nodal throughput is obtained. A 

buffer partitioning approach, as opposed to the complete sharing (CS) scheme or 

its variants (SMXQ, SMA, or SMQMA), is favored in this study due to the ad

vantages of the complete partitioning (CP) scheme demonstrated in the literature 

(although such conclusions have been derived from studies in non dynamic load 

environments). Specifically, the CP scheme besides being the simplest scheme, 

provides the highest throughput at heavy loads, offers superior delay characteris

tics [93,94] and, most importantly, is very fair in preventing monopolization of the 

buffer space by anyone link [61,93]. Furthermore, for the CP scheme, closed form 

analytic expressions exist for performance measures such as throughput and delay, 

whereas for the other available schemes, such performance measures can only be 

determined by algorithmic methods. 

The algorithm for adaptively determining the buffer allocations is based 

on mathematical programming techniques and can be placed in the framework 
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of model reference adaptive control. In order to reduce the computational bur

den associated with the adaptive implementation of buffer assignment algorithm, 

a simply computed approximation is derived. The improvement in throughput 

resulting from this control and its approximation is shown under both the steady

state and transient conditions via a queueing theoretic performance analysis. 

4.1.1 Problem Formulation 

Consider the queueing model of an arbitrary node in a store and forward 

network shown in Figure 4.1. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that the 

routing is fixed and any variations in the arrival rates AI, A2 ... AR at the R output 

queues result from corresponding variations in the incoming traffic at the node. 

Now if a buffer allocation by partitioning the total buffer into R buffers of sizes 

bl , b2, ... b R such that L: f= 1 b j = B and the j -th buffer of size b j is assigned to 

the j-th link is employed, the traffic queued at each link can be regarded as an 

independent queue. 

The problem of interest is to adaptively select the vector of buffer allo

cations Q = [bl b2 ••• b R] such that the normalized average nodal throughput is 

maximized despite variations in the traffic arrival rate vector.d = [AI A2 ... AR]. 

Equivalently, the problem can be stated as follows: given the value of .d at any 

instant of time and the current buffer allocation Q which was determined at some 

previous time, should the buffer allocation be changed to continue to realize max

imum throughput? Central to such a decision is whether or not the current allo

cation Q is the optimal one and hence an optimization problem can be formulated 

as follows: 
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PROBLEM PI: 

Maximize (Normalized Weighted Average Throughput) (4.1) 
Q 

R 

s.t. Lbj =B (4.2) 
j=1 

0 :5 bi :5B Vj (4.3) 

bj integer Vj=I,2, ... R, (4.4) 

where the normalized weighted average throughput is the objective function and 

the constraints ensure that the buffer space is physically realizable and not over 

or under allocated. Since a buffer partitioning is employed, no buffer space is 

shared and the throughput of each link is independent of the other links. Thus 

the normalized weighted average throughput maybe expressed as a weighted sum 

of the normalized throughputs of the individual links and hence the objective may 

be stated more precisely as: 

Maximize 
Q 

R 

L WiPi(l- PBi) 
i=1 

(4.5) 

with Wj representing a weighting constant reflecting the relative importance of 

traffic on link j, pj the average utilization of link j , and P B i the probability 

of blocking on link j. The reason for the use of the weighting constants wi will 

become evident from the later development. Noting that equation (4.5) can be 

expressed as: 
R 

Maximize 
Q 

[ LWjPi 
i=1 

R 

LWiPiPBi] 
i=1 

(4.6) 
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and that only the second term depends on Q, the optimization objective is equiv

alent to: 
R 

Maximize - L: WjpjP Bj (4.7) 
fl. j=l 

Since the maximization of a tunction is equivalent to the minimization of the 

negative of the same function, equation (4.7) is the same as: 

Minimize 
Q 

R 

L:wjpjPBj 
j=l 

(4.8) 

Thus the problem to be solved by each node is to optimize (4.8) with respect to Q 

and subject to the constraints (4.2),(4.3), and (4.4). 

One of the important strengths of the problem formulation here is the gen

erality of the approach. This is because the buffer partitioning makes the output 

queues independent, allowing the objective function to be written as a summation 

of terms depending only upon the buffer assignment bj at each individual output 

link. Thus one can easily formulate an optimal buffer assignment problem for 

alternate performance indices. 

Another important feature of the approach used above is that the problem 

formulation does not depend on the queueing model used for the communication 

links. This provides a great deal of flexibility in modeling the switching nodes 

in the network. This is especially important in modeling networks where links 

may handle different types of traffic having different characteristics such as in 

an ISDN environment. However, in order to practically solve the optimization 

problem, the performance measures must be expressible in a closed form in terms 

of the queueing models of the links. For example, the buffer management problem 

formulated above for maximizing the normalized weighted average throughput of 

the node can be solved for any queueing model or a combination of queueing 

models of the output links where the probability of blocking P B j in (4.8) can be 

expressed in a closed form. 
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For illustrating the details of formulating a more precise problem and to 

discuss the solution procedures, let us employ the commonly used M 1M II queue

ing model for each link in the remainder of the chapter. To use this model in 

the environment described in Figure 4.1 where the node is a packet switch, the 

following standard asswnptions are made. Packet streams arrive at the switch as 

independent Poisson processes. Since the routing is fixed, the packet arrival to 

output link j forms a Poisson process with average arrival rate Aj = rry, where, 

is the total average load on the node and r j is the routing variable of link j. The 

packets have independent exponentially distributed lengths with average length 

II J.l. The transmission time on each output link j is proportional to the packet 

length and is thus exponentially distributed with mean II J.lCj, where Cj is the 

capacity of link j. Each packet requires exactly one buffer and packets which can

not find a free buffer are dropped from the network and must be retransmitted 

from the source. Under these assumptions, each output link can be modeled as an 

MIM/l queue sharing a common buffer space [94]. Since the buffer partitioning 

makes the output queues independent with bj buffers assigned to link j , each link 

can be considered an MIM/l/bj queue. Noting that the probability of blocking 

for an MIM/l/bj queue is given by [6]: 

) 
b· (1- pj p/ 

PBj = 6'+1 
I-p/ 

(4.9) 

where pj represents the average utilization of link j and is defined as pj = Ajl J.lCj, 

the buffer management problem to maximize the weighted average throughput for 

this queueing model of the links can be obtained from (4.8) as follows: 
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PROBLEM P1' : 

R wjpj(l _ Pj)p~J 
Minimize L 1 bJ+l Q j=1 - Pj 

R 

s.t. Lbj - B 
j=1 

0 :5 bj :5 B Vj 

bj integer Vj 

Hence, given the current arrival rate vector ~, which can be obtained from statisti

cal estimation and measurement techniques, the optimal buffer assignment vector 

Q can be determined by solving Problem P1'. The adaptive policy then requires 

the solution of Problem P1' by the node at periodic intervals, with the period de

termined from the rate of variation of ~, and implementation of the new optimal 

buffer assigrunent at each period. 

It is interesting to note that this particular formulation of the buffer man

agement problem fits nicely into the framework of model reference adaptive con

trol, in contrast to the heuristic technique proposed by Thareja and Tripathi [103] 

which was placed in the framework of self-optimizing adaptive control. The block 

diagram of a simple model reference adaptive controller [133] is shown in Fig

ure 4.2a. In this configuration, for a given input Yo the reference model produces 

a desired output trajectory which we would like the plant to mimic. This can 

be accomplished by feeding back the error between the desired output and the 

actual output to a Parameter Adaptation Algorithm (PAA), which adjusts the 

parameters of the plant in order to minimize the error. 
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The corresponding diagram for the buffer management controller is given 

in Figure 4.2b. Note that all quantities are vectors. The reference model is chosen 

as an identity function, causing the control to try to follow the offered input load 

as closely as possible. The plant to be control~ed is described by the M/M/1/bj 

steady-state queueing relations of each link and the constraints on the buffer allo

cations. The optimization problem (P1') corresponds to developing a parameter 

adaptation algorithm, since it tries to minimize the error (P B) by varying the 

plant parameters Q. However, the solution techniques used to solve the buffer al

location problem differ considerably from the conventional determination of PAA 

used in adaptive control. 

In the development of previous buffer management policies, the emphasis 

has been exclusively on throughput as a performance measure. However, it has be

come increasingly noted that in a computer communication network environment, 

the consideration of a single standard performance measure such as throughput 

or delay at the exclusion of others is not sufficient to ensure proper operation. 

In light of this, alternative combined performance measures such as power [65] 

have recently been developed. As an example of the generality of the approach to 

problem formulation used here, consider the formulation of the buffer management 

problem to maximize the average power of the node. The problem to be solved 

at each node will have the same constraints as before, only the objective function 

will change becoming: 
R 

Maximize L WjPj (4.10) 
1! j=1 

where Pi represents the power of each output link j and Wi is a weighting constant 

reflecting the relative importance of the traffic on each link j. For a finite buffer 

queueing model of each link, the power Pi is given by [66]: 

pj2(1 _ P Bj)3 
-

Li 
(4.11) 
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where PBj represents the probability of blocking, Dj the average packet delay, and 

Lj the average queue length on link j respectively. Thus the objective function to 

be optimized is: 

Maximize 
Q 

(4.12) 

and the problem to be solved by each node is to optimize (4.12) with respect to 

Q and subject to the constraints (4.2),(4.3), and (4.4). Assuming the M/M/l/b j 

queueing model for each link and substituting the standard relationship for P Bj 

and Lj [6] into (4.12) results in: 

p. = pj(1 _ Pj )(1 _ pjbj )3 

J (1 _ plj+l )2( bjplj+l - (bj + I)plj + I 

and thus the optimization problem to be solved to determine the buffer assignment 

for maximum power is: 

PROBLEM P2: 

Maximize 
Q 

s.t. 

R 

L 
j=1 

bj integer V j 

As before, one needs only to measure the link arrival rates ~ and solve Problem 

P2 periodically for the link buffer assignments bj. While this problem appears 

more complex than the maximum throughput Problem PI', the same techniques 

can be used to solve both problems as discussed in the next section. 
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4.1.2 Solution Techniques 

Both the maximum weighted average throughput buffer allocation Problem 

P1' and the maximum power buffer allocation Problem P2 are nonlinear integer 

programming problems with linear constraints. This class of problems can be 

solved by a variety of numerical techniques resulting in varying degrees of accuracy 

in the final answer. For the sake of illustration, we will give the details of the 

solution for the throughput maximization problem i.e., Problem P1'. The solution 

methods discussed here will hold in an identical manner to Problem P2 as well. 

The most straightforward approach is to calculate the objective function 

in Problem P1' for all possible combinations of buffer assignments which sat

isfy the constraints and then to compare the values of the objective function to 

find the minimum. This corresponds to an exhaustive search over the feasible 

buffer allocation space and requires considerable computation making this ap

proach rather unattractive for buffers with a large number of required partitions 

or a large amount of space. 

For providing motivation to the more efficient procedures that will be dis

cussed later, let us estimate the amount of computational effort required by as

suming that each arithmetic operation, assignment statement, looping operation, 

and relational comparison requires one computational step. Then the evaluation of 

each term of the objective function requires at least ten arithmetic operations and 

one assignment statement for a total of eleven computations. To form the objective 

function, this computation must be performed for R terms and the (R - 1) addi

tions performed to form the sum. Thus, each evaluation of the objective function 

for a particular buffer assignment requires llR + (R - 1) = 12R - 1 computational 

steps. The number of distinguishable buffer assignments which satisfy the con

straints is given by the well known partitioning problem [134] which states that 

the number of possible partitions of B objects by R different partitions is given by 
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the formula (Bll.~~l). Thus, the evaluation of the objective function for all possi

ble buffer assignments will require (12R - I)(Bll.~~l) computational steps. Once 

all of the objective function values have been calculated, their minimum value and 

the corresponding buffer allocation must then be determined. This will require at 

least (Bll.~~l) - 1 relational comparisons, assignment statements, and looping 

operations resulting in a total of 3 [ (Bll.~~l) - 1] computational steps. Thus, 

the search for the optimal buffer allocation given the link arrival rates will require 

on the order of 

(4.13) 

computational steps. To demonstrate the amount of the computational burden 

and the impracticality of this solution approach, consider a typical node in the 

ARPANET [2,6] which has 40 buffers (B = 40) and four output links (R = 4). 

Then, the determination of the optimum buffer allocation will require on the order 

of 617,047 computational steps. Thus, this approach is impractical for all but the 

smallest of nodes. 

An alternative solution technique to the exhaustive search approach just 

discussed is the use of mathematical programming. If the exact solution for the 

optimum buffer allocation problem is required, then integer programming tech

niques must be used. However, an approximate suboptimal solution can be found 

in an easier fashion via use of nonlinear programming algorithms. 

A nonlinear programming problem can be formulated from Problem PI' 

by relaxing the constraints that bj be integer for all j and letting bj be real. It 

"is evident that the function to be minimized in Problem PI' is a sum of convex 

functions of Q and is thus convex. Hence, the problem can be solved using any 

of a number of well known constrained nonlinear programming algorithms, such 

as SUMT or Rosenbrock's method [135-137] with convergence assured. These 

algorithms make use of the fact that the objective function in Problem PI' is 
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differentiable with respect to the buffer assignment l!.. Thus the gradient of the 

objective function 'VOF with respect to l!. can be found as: 

[
oOF oOF oOF] 

'V 0 F = ObI' ob
2 

, ••• , ob R 

(4.14) 

and a modified version of the steepest descent method can be used to solve the 

problem, with the modification either in the calculation of the gradient or the step 

size, in order to keep from violating the constraints. Once the optimum buffer 

assignment Q'" = [bi * , b2 *, ... bRoil] has been found, it can be rounded to integer 

values to approximate the optimal integer solution. One of the nice features of 

this approach is that Problem P1' need not be solved a new at each buffer update 

period, since the previously determined optimum value of l!.* can be used as a 

starting point for the gradient search for a new optimum. In fact one could put a 

threshold value on the gradient at the current value of 1/ and decide whether or not 

it is worth searching for a new optimum. For example, Thareja and Tripathi [103] 

propose a heuristic algorithm for deciding when to update the buffer partition in 

the CP scheme with two output links. They assume that the buffer allocation is 

worth updating if one can expect at least a 5 % increase in the throughput. If we 

assume likewise, then we have the decision process: 

IF 1/ 'VOF 1/> .05 THEN 

search for a new optimum buffer allocation 

ELSE 

remain at the current buffer allocation till the next updating period 

ENDIF 
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Note that, unlike the heuristic technique proposed by Thareja and Tripathi 

this condition will hold regardless of the number of output links R and gives 

superior results for the two output link case. Using such a threshold technique 

saves considerable computational burden over solving for the optimum at each 

update period. 

To find the exact integer solution for the optimum buffer allocations, the 

branch and bound technique of solving linear integer programs [137,138] can be 

employed. This is, in a sense, an extension of the nonlinear programming approach 

in order to provide optimal rounding. The technique is to use the solution found 

from the nonlinear programming problem (i.e., nonintegral solution ll') and then 

solve a series of nonlinear programs to perform the rounding. For example, we 

start with a buffer allocation in Q* which is not integral, say bj, and then find the 

integer kj such that kj < bj < (kj + 1) . Branching is then performed by creating 

two new nonlinear programming problems by augmenting the original nonlinear 

program with either the constraint bj ::; kj or (k j + 1) ::; bj • Both of the new 

nonlinear problems are solved and the additional constraint which results in the 

best value of the objective function is retained, since it bounds the other. If the 

bounding solution is an integer, we can stop and have the optimum integer solution; 

otherwise the procedure is repeated by branching on one of the nonintegral buffer 

allocations in the bounding solution. 

The use of mathematical programming techniques, as outlined above, pro

vides efficient solution procedures for determining the optimal buffer allocations. 

Although the computational power needed to run these algorithms is not pro

hibitively excessive even for fairly large sized problems, any reduction in the com

putational effort will be attractive particularly when the updating of buffer allo

cations needs to be done at frequent intervals. In the following section, we shall 

derive a simple analytical expression that approximates the optimal solution and 

yields a considerable reduction in the computation. Although the method used in 
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the present development is very different, the resulting approximation is compa

rable to similar arguments used by Irland [93] and Latouche [95] in formulating 

the so-called square-root rules for the SMXQ and SMA policies. 

It has been noted [93-95] that at light loads, below 50% of link capacity 

(i.e., Pi < .5 V j), all of the previously proposed buffer management schemes 

produce essentially the same results. Thus we concentrate on finding an approx

imation at moderate to heavy loads when flow control is most important [61]. 

In the development of approximations for buffer assignment, researchers [93,95] 

have focused on the load range where the link utilization is 100% of capacity (i.e., 

P = 1.0). The reason for this is that for an uncontrolled buffer (i.e., complete 

sharing policy), the throughput of the node will begin to seriously degrade and 

congestion results when the load on the busiest link of the node is in the range 

of 100% of capacity. Also, it has been shown [101,103] that the throughput of a 

single M/M/1/b queue is most sensitive to variations in bat P = 1 and thus, one 

can expect the most gain in throughput by readjusting the buffers at P = 1. With 

this in mind, we derive an approximation for the optimum buffer assignment by 

approximating the probability of blocking term PBj in the objective function for 

the moderate to heavy load range via its value at Pi = 1 V j. From equation (4.9) 

for the probability of blocking PBj in an M/M/l/bi queue evaluated at Pi = 1, 

via the ",pplication of L' Hospital's rule we get: 

V j = 1,2, ... R. ( 4.15) 

Substituting (4.15) into (4.8), the maximum throughput buffer allocation problem 

in the moderate to heavy load range becomes: 



PROBLEM P1" 

Minimize 
k 

s.t. 

R 1 
L WjPjb· +1 
j=1 J 

o :5 bj :5 B V j 

bj integer V j 

The following result points a way to select the required buffer allocations. 

THEOREM: 
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Given the number B > 0 and the set of 2R numbers Wj and Pj for j = 

1,2, ... R, the set of R numbers bl , b2 ••• bR that minimize 

(4.16) 

and satisfy 
R 

L bj - B (4.17) 
j=1 

is given by 

, j = 1,2, ... R (4.18) 
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PROOF: 

A simple proof can be given using Lagrange multiplier methods [137,139]. 

Defining the Lagrangian e as: 

(4.19) 

where M is a Lagrange multiplier. 

Applying the optimality conditions (3f = 0 V j,and;fr = 0), one obtains 
J 

the following: 

Be 
0 

-Wjpj 
M 0 Vj - => 

(bj + 1)2 
- -

Bbj 

=> 
Wjpj 

= l!{[ Vj 
(b j + 1)2 

Thus, 
WIPI W2P2 WRPR 

(b l + 1)2 
= 

(b2 + 1)2 
= 

(bn + 1)2 

which is equivalent to: 

WlPl = 
Wjpj 

j= 2,3, ... R 
(bl + 1)2 (bj + 1)2 

Solving for bj in terms of bl after some algebra results in: 

j = 2,3, ... R (4.20) 

However, from the condition ;fr = 0, we have the constraint: 

R 

L bj -B = 0 . (4.21) 
j=l 

Substituting in (4.21) for bj in terms of bl from (4.20) results in: 

R 

bl + L [(b l + l)JWjpj - 1] = B . 
j=2 WIPl 



Solving for b1 after some algebra we get: 

ylW1P1(B + R -1) - L:f=2 ylWjpj 
b1 = 

L:f=l ylWjpj 

folPi(B + R) - L:f=l yfwj7ij 

L:f=l ylWjpj 

Finally, substituting in (4.21) for b1 gives 

, j = 2,3, . .. R. 
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(4.22) 

• 

It should be noted that the numbers bj given by (4.18) although resulting in 

the minimum value of J in (4.17), may take noninteger and negative values. Hence 

for obtaining an implement able solution to Problem P1" (which approximates the 

solution to Problem P1' in the moderate to heavy load range), one should employ 

an appropriate rounding oft'to nonnegative integer values. Thus for an adaptive 

implementation, the node periodically runs an algorithm to monitor the incoming 

loads ). i V j, and determine the buft'er allocations from the rule 

j = 1,2, ... R-1 

( 4.23) 

where INT means rounding oft' to the nearest integer value greater than or equal to 

zero. The allocation for the last link b R is then determined in a fashion to ensure 

that the space constraint is not violated: 

R-1 

bR = B - L bj . (4.24) 
j=l 

Since the numbering of the links is arbitrary, one may include certain fairness 

considerations in the rounding oft' procedure. A typical modification to result in 

an improved rounding oft' is the following scheme: 
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(i) Calculate the optimum real numbers bi ,j = 1,2, ... R from (4.18) and deter

mine I such that b, = max{bi }. 

(ii) Perform the rounding off for j = 1,2, ... Rand j :f:. I by 

and set bi = bi' 

(iii) Now determine 

and set b, = b,. 

R 

bl - B - L bi 
j=l 
j ;4/ 

(4.25) 

( 4.26) 

An alternate way to select the link I in (i) above for a fairer allocation is to use 

the averaged values of bi from the allocations made at several previous updating 

instants. It is thus possible to reduce the buffer allocation to a specific type of 

traffic that has been receiving a larger share of the buffer over a long time interval 

(or to spread this effect over several traffic types that have received large buffer 

allocations. ) 

Irrespective of the specific scheme used for the rounding off, it should 

be noted that the approximating policy is adaptive to the load variations, as 

opposed to similar approximations that have been attempted earlier. As an ex

ample, we may cite Irland's square-root rule for the SMXQ scheme which sets a 

load-independent queue limit = B / VIi. It should also be emphasized that the 

present approximation is developed from a desire to effect a great reduction in 

the computational effort at the updating instants and if this requirement is not 

of particular importance in a specific implementation, one may use an integer 

programming technique for an accurate solution of Problem P1" (or the more 

accurate Problem P1' as described earlier.) 
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4.1.2.1 Some Additional Remarks 

For an adaptive implementation of the buffer management algorithm, the 

buffer allocations to the output links are updated at periodic intervals. During the 

interval between updates, the node will monitor the link loads to obtain the statis- . 

tical averages~. Thus the updating period must be of sufficient length to ensure 

a valid statistical estimate while being short enough to track the load variations. 

For computing the buffer allocations, the solution teclmiques discussed here can 

be used to tailor the exact algorithm for any given node to achieve computational 

efficiency by taking into account such factors as the total buffer size, the number 

of output links, the expected load range, the rapidity of load variations, and the 

update period. For example, consider a node where the expected load variations 

are rapid and the update period is hence small. If the number of outgoing links 

is rather large, then it makes computational sense to use the approximation dis

cussed in Section 4.1.2 and given by equations (4.25) and (4.26). On the other 

hand, if the load variations are not rapid or the number of outgoing links is small, 

the use of an integer programming solution for optimum buffer allocation at every 

update period is justified. One may also use a thresholding technique, such as the 

one discussed earlier in this section, to decide whether the computation to update 

the allocations is worthwhile or not. 

While the detailed discussion that has been given considers the maximiza

tion of nodal throughput, one can develop adaptive buffer management policies to 

optimize alternate performance criteria. Problem P2 illustrates the formulation 

of the optimization problem to be solved for updating the buffer allocations in 

order to ma.'lCimize the nodal power. Solution techniques for solving Problem P2 

are identical to those discussed for Problem P1/. By a parallel development to 

that given in this section, an analytical approximation to the solution of Problem 

P2, valid in the moderate to heavy load ranges, can be obtained. As was done in 

the development of the previous approximation, the probability of blocking term 
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P Bj in the objective function (4.12) is replaced by its value at pj = 1 V j. Also, 

we approximate the average queue length Lj in (4.12) by its value at pj = 1 V j 

(i.e., Lj = bj/2.) Thus, the objective function to be optimized is: 

R 

Maximize 
Q 

2: 
j=l 

Relaxing the constraint that the allocation be integer and applying Lagrange Mul

tiplier techniques, one can find the approximate allocation !J.'" = [bi b~ ... bill as 

the one that satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) 
(bi 2 - 2bi) (bj + 1)4 

= 
WjP~ 

for i, j = 1, 2, ... R 
(bj2 - 2bj) (bi + 1)4 WiP~ 

and 

R 

( ii) 2: b~ 
J - B 

j=l 

4.1.3 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, the performance of the nodal buffer management scheme 

is characterized and compared with other well known policies. The throughput 

performance is studied under both steady-state and transient conditions via a 

queueing theoretic analysis 

4.1.3.1 S,teady-State Analysis 

First we show the advantage of using the adaptive buffer management 

scheme and its approximation in the steady-state case. Steady-state conditions 

occur when the packet arrival processes to the output queues can be characterized 

by constant average arrival rates ~ or if quasi-static conditions exist such as when 

the variations in ~ are slow in comparison to the time constants of the queues. 
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The performance of the flow control scheme under steady-state conditions can be 

analyzed via use of the standard queueing relationships for the M/M/1/b j queue

ing model of the node. The technique used is to assume numerical values for the 

load pattern ~ and then calculate the resulting performance measure of interest 

(throughput, probability of blocking, etc ... ) from the queueing model. A perfor

mance curve can be generated in this fashion by varying ~ or a component of ~ 

and repeating the procedure [93-96]. For an adaptive buffer management scheme, 

one must include the additional step of determining the optimal buffer assignment 

b* for each load pattern~. Following such a procedure, several numerical studies 

were conducted to illustrate the performance of the proposed scheme. 

A study was made comparing the performance of the proposed adaptive 

buffer management scheme and a static OP policy with equipartitioning of the 

buffer. Typical performance curves are shown in Figures 4.3-4.8 where the nor

malized weighted average throughput is plotted versus the load. These particular 

curves were generated for a network node with three output links and equal weight

ing of the traffic on the links. The variation of throughput is studied by fixing t.he 

load on two links (PI and P2 maintained constant), while the load on the third 

link is varied (Pa varied in the interval 0 :5 pa :5 3.0). In these figures, the per

formance of the present buffer management scheme obtained by solving Problem 

P1' by the branch and bound integer programming technique, is represented by 

the dashed curves, while the throughput of the static equipartitioning OP scheme 

is represented by the dotted lines. This set of figures clearly shows the potential 

gain in normalized steady-state throughput to be realized by implementation of 

the adaptive policy over the static policy. From the numerical study it can be 

concluded that the exact amount of gain to be realized depends on the asymmetry 

of the link load ~ and the amount of buffer space per link B / R at the node. In 

general, the more asymmetric the link load ~, the greater is the benefit of using 

the adaptive policy. This is illustrated in Figures 4.3-4.5 and is due to the fact 
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that the equipartitioning scheme results in an optimum buffer assignment only at 

symmetric loads. One can also conclude that, in general, the larger the ratio B / R, 

the less the benefit of using the adaptive policy. This can be seen in Figures 4.6-

4.8 and is due to the fact that the more abundant the buffer space is at the node, 

the less crucial is its management, since once a certain amount of buffer space 

per link is available at the node, the limiting factor on the throughput is the link 

capacity rather than the buffer space. A similar result regarding buffer size was 

reported in references [101,103,61]. 

The delay characteristics of the two schemes were investigated with typ

ical behavior being shown in Figures 4.9-4.13, corresponding to the throughput 

curves shown in Figures 4.4-4.8. Note that the delay curve for the adaptive buffer 

management scheme has discontinuities where the buffer partitions are reassigned 

new values. As expected, the delay of the adaptive buffer management scheme 

is higher than the static scheme, thus exhibiting the well known tradeoff between 

throughput and delay. 
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In another numerical study, the accuracy of the approximation given by 

equations (4.25) and (4.26) was compared with the optimum integer solution to 

the buffer management Problem P1'. Typical performance curves for a node with 

three output links and equal weighting of the traffic on the three links under 

different load conditions and buffer sizes are shown in Figures 4.14-4.16. The 

performance of the optimum buffer assignment is represented by the dashed lines, 

while the adaptive approximation is represented by the dotted curves. These 

figures show that the adaptive approximation closely follows the optimum buffer 

assignment over a wide load range. They also indicate an interesting relation 
.. -~ ~. 

between the accuracy of the approximation and the load symmetry and the buffer 

size. From Figures 4.14 and 4.15, it may be noted that the more symmetric the 

load, the larger is the range where the approximation performs accurately. Also 

from Figures 4.15 and 4.16, one may note that the larger the ratio B/R, the 

larger is the range of accuracy of the approximation. For the load range where the 

approximation is accurate, the buffer assignments from the approximated scheme 

are the same or very nearly the same as the optimum assignments. However, in 

the load range where the approximation deviates from the optimal solution, it was 

found to consistently overallocate buffers to the most utilized links. 
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A third numerical study was conducted comparing the adaptive buffer 

management scheme with the heuristic updating scheme proposed by Thareja and 

Tripathi [101,103]. Their heuristic for deciding when to update buffer allocations 

was defined only for a node with two output links and is as follows. U sing the 

notation followed in this chapter, the buffer allocation is termed even if .3+shift ~ 

bI / B ~ .7 + shift, where shift is zero when the capacities of the output links 

are equal. If the output links have different capacities, shift is assigned a value 

proportional to the ratio of the capacities of the output links C1/C2 and the sign 

of shift is positive if C1/C2 > 1 and negative otherwise. With this definition for an 

even buffer allocation, the decision process to determine whether or not to update 

the buffer allocation is: 



IF (.3 + shift ::5 bd B ::5 .7 + shift) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

IF ((PI < .4) AND (.8 < P2 < 2.0)) THEN 

update buffer allocations 

ELSE IF ((P2 < .4) AND (.8 < PI < 2.0)) THEN 

update buffer allocations 

ELSE 

buffer allocations remain the same 

ENDIF 

IF ((CdC2 > bdb2 ) AND (PI> .6)) THEN 

update the buffer allocations 

ELSE IF ((C2/C1 > bdbI ) AND (P2 > .6)) THEN 

update the buffer allocations 

ELSE 

buffer allocations remain the same 

ENDIF 
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The performance of this updating procedure was tested by a random ex

periment where the capacity ratio CdC2 , the buffer size, the values of the uti

lizations PI and P2 at the previous allocation, and the current values of PI and P2 

were chosen randomly from uniform distributions. The heuristic was considered 

to have made the correct decision if it decided to update the current allocation 

and this new allocation resulted in a gain of greater than 5% in throughput. The 

results of this experiment [101,103] were that in 10, 000 trials, the heuristic decides 

to correctly update the buffer allocation 82.2% of the time. 
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In the numerical study conducted here, the performance of the Thareja 

and Tripathi heuristic was compared to the presently developed adaptive buffer 

management scheme by sketching performance curves showing how the normalized 

weighted average throughput varies with load. Figures 4.17-4.18 show typical 

performance curves for a node with two output links with equal weighting of 

the throughput. The figures clearly show the advantage of finding the optimum 

allocation at every load. One should note that the heuristic performs poorly in 

the range of P2 = 1 which was identified by Thareja and Tripathi as the range 

in which the largest gain in throughput was possible. Also, this is the load range 

where the proposed adaptive approximation is most accurate. Figure 4.18 shows a 

typical performance comparison of the adaptive approximation and the heuristic 

for a two output link node. The figure demonstrates the superiority of the adaptive 

approximation in the crucial load range of P2 = 1. The adaptive approximation 

has obvious cOI.I1putational advantages since the calculation of the approximate 

buffer assignments is on the order of the computation of the heuristic decision 

process with the advantage of avoiding the computationally burdensome search 

for the optimum buffer allocation when the heuristic decides to update the buffer 

allocations. Although the performance of the adaptive approximation degrades for 

P2 > 2.2, one should realize that these are are not designed for sustained operation. 

Normally, the steady-state load will be well below 100% of link capacity (p < 1), 

and throughput degradation will occur only for momentary transient heavy loads. 
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It should be noted that the steady-state analysis technique used here is 

quite general and one may conduct a parallel steady-state analysis for buffer man

agement policies developed to optimize alternate performance measures. As an ex

ample, we considered the perfonnance of the adaptive buffer management scheme 

which maximizes power and is detennined by solving Problem P2 with branch 

and bound integer programming. A numerical study was conducted comparing 

the perfonnance of the maximal power adaptive buffer management scheme and 

the static CP policy with equipartitioning of the buffer. The performance is il

lustrated in Figures 4.19-4.24 where the normalized power is plotted versus the 

load. As in the previous studies, a network node with three output links and 

equal weighting of the traffic on the links was considered, and the variation of 

power was studied by fixing the load on two links (Pl and P2 maintained constant) 

while the load on the third link was varied (0 ::; P3 ::; 3.0). In the figures where 

the solid curve appears it describes the percentage improvement resulting from the 

adaptive scheme. This study clearly demonstrates the significant improvement in 

power that can be realized by the use of the adaptive scheme under different load 

conditions and buffer sizes. Specifically, Figures 4.19-4.21 show that the more 

asymmetric the link load .A, the greater is the benefit of using the adaptive policy. 

FUrthennore, from Figures 4.22-4.24, one can conclude that the gain in power 

from using the adaptive policy increases as the buffer size increases. Note that 

this last conclusion runs counter to what was detennined from the steady-state 

analysis for throughput optimization. 
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4.1.3.2 Transient Analysis 

The superiority of the adaptive buffer management scheme is more readily 

apparent when studying its performance under transient conditions. As discussed 

in Chapter 3, transient conditions occur when the packet arrival processes to the 

output queues ~, or the queue service rates p,Cj vary with time. Historically, re

searchers have confined their attention to studying buffer management operation 

under steady-state conditions only. However, as noted in Chapter 3, the transient 

behavior of many data networks is the most important performance characteristic 

of the system. 'rhis is especially true for the evaluation of flow control schemes in 

computer communication networks, the reason being that the total network load 

and loads at the individual switching nodes are typically nonstationary in nature 

[2,113], with congestion occuring in a transient fashion due to momentary over

loads [140]. Furthermore, the use of adaptive routing and flow control algorithms 

introduce additional variability into the link arrival rates A. Thus a transient en

vironment is the more realistic one. Also, as noted in Chapter 3, an evaluation of 

the time constant (relaxation or settling time) Ts of the MIMl1 queueing model of 

a communication link indicates that the time the link queue takes to reach steady

state will be very long when the link is heavily loaded and transient conditions 

will prevail during most of the time. This is precisely the load range when flow 

control is most important, which further underscores the need for conducting a 

transient performance analysis when evaluating buffer management policies. 

There is relatively little literature discussing the analysis of flow con

trol schemes for computer communication systems in a transient environment 

[113,121]. This is largely due to the fact that very few transient solutions ex

ist (as opposed to steady-state solutions) and those which are available are awk

ward to manipulate. In the following, we shall conduct a transient analysis of the 

present adaptive buffer management scheme by the numerical technique discussed 

in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3. 
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In applying the analysis procedure, we note that for the M/M/1/bj queue

ing model of each link in the packet switch, the arrival rates are independent of 

the state (i.e., An(t) = Aj(t) V n), the service rate of the link is constant (i.e., 

p.n( t) = p.Cj V n), and the capacity of the queue is bj. Thus each link j is described 

by the following set of Chapman-Kolmogorov differential equations: 

dpo,j(t) 
-Aj(t)Po,j(t) + P.CjPl,j(t) dt -

dPn,j(t) 
Aj(t)Pn_l,j(t) - [Aj(t) + p.Cj]Pn,j(t) + P.CjPn+l,j(t) 0< n < bj dt -

dPbj ,jet) 
Aj(t)Pbj-l,j(t) - P.CjPbj,j(t) (4.27) 

dt -

where Pn,j(t) is the probability of n packets queued at link j at time t. For a 

static complete partitioning of the buffers, one can use the numerical analysis 

techniques discussed in Section 3.1 with the set of equations (4.27) to study the 

transient behavior of the packet switch for a given time-varying link load pattern 

A(t) = [Al(t), A2(t), ... AR(t)]. However, when studying the transient characteris

tics of the adaptive buffer management scheme, the analysis techniques must be 

appropriately modified to account for the varying buffer partitions. If the adaptive 

buffer management scheme is assumed to be implemented in a periodic fashion, 

then one can apply the analysis technique as before in between the updating pe

riods. At the instant when the buffer is repartitioned, the state probabilities used 

for the boundary conditions must be adjusted. There are two cases for which 

adjustment is needed: either an increase or a decrease in the buffer space at the 

link under consideration. If the buffer space is increased, one simply assigns the 

new additional state probabilities an initial value of zero. If the buffer space is 
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decreased, one has to renormalize the entire state probability distribution in order 

that the state probabilities sum to one. Following this procedure, the transient 

performance of the proposed adaptive buffer management scheme was investigated 

by studying the variation in throughput with respect to time. The normalized 

throughput is defined by T(t) = 2:f=l pj(t)(l- Pbj ,jet)) and is (strictly speaking) 

the time-varying normalized acceptance rate of packets to the node rather than 

the average throughput. 

The throughput performance was studied for two different types of time

varying loads. In the first study, a rectangular overload peak is applied in the total 

load to the node -yet) = 2:f=1 Aj when the system is initially in steady-state under 

the application of a moderate load. The variation of throughput with respect to 

time is examined when the overload peal( is maintained for a 3.0 seconds inter

val after which the overload is removed returning the system to the initial load 

(moderate) conditions. To evaluate the performance of the system during return 

to steady-state conditions, the application of a step overload (i.e., an overload 

applied at a time instant when the system is in steady-state under the application 

of a moderate load and this overload held constant for all future times) is also 

considered. Also, a constant overload is applied to a node initially in steady-state 

while the amounts of link loads are periodically varied, which illustrates the case 

when an adaptive routing scheme that switches the overload among the various 

links is present. These load patterns were used in several numerical studies de

signed to parallel the studies of steady-state performance reported in the previous 

section. 

First, the performance of the proposed adaptive buffer management 

scheme was compared to the static CP policy with equipartitioning for a node with 

three output links and equal weighting of the traffic on the three links. Typical 

transient behavior is shown in Figures 4.25-4.33 where the throughput delivered 

by the adaptive scheme is represented by the dashed curve, and the throughput 
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resulting from the equipartition policy is shown by the dotted curve. In order 

to provide a frame of reference, the total offered load on the node is also plot

ted against time and is represented by the solid line. The figures demonstrate 

that under transient conditions, the adaptive policy provides significant gains in 

throughput in comparison to the static policy. The amount of gain in throughput 

depends on the asymmetry of the link load ~ and the amount of buffer space per 

link B / R at t?e node. 

For the rectangular overload pattern shown in Figures 4.25-4.30, one can 

see that the throughput will have a sharp increase when the overload is initially 

applied and then congestion will occur and the throughput will start decreasing to 

its steady-state value. When the overload peak terminates, the throughput rapidly 

converges to its steady-state value at the lighter load as would be expected from 

the time constant governing the decay of the transient. As was found in the 

steady-state analysis, the more asymmetric the link load ~ the greater will be 

the advantage of using the adaptive policy. This is illustrated in Figures 4.25-

4.27 where overloads of the same magnitude but with different link assignments 

are applied to the node. If the overload is of sufficient duration as shown in 

Figures 4.28-4.30 where the overload is maintained for 30 seconds, the throughput 

converges to the steady-state values predicted by the queueing model. It should 

be noted that during this time of convergence to steady-state, the difference in 

throughput between the two policies is greater than that predicted by the steady

state values. Thus the increase in throughput is indeed larger than what can be 

determined from only a steady-state analysis. 
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Another very interesting factor that can be determined from the transient 

analysis is that the adaptive policy can provide significantly large gains in through

put even when the buffer space per link (B / R) is considerably large. This contra

dicts some earlier reported conclusions [101,103,93] based strictly on steady-state 

analysis, where it was deemed unnecessary to implement sophisticated buffer man

agement policies when the buffer space is sufficiently large. In fact, a buffer space 

per link of B / R = 10 has been suggested [101] as large enough. The effect is shown 

in Figures 4.28-4.30 where the same overload pattern (PI = .2, P2 = 1.6, P3 = 1.5) 

is applied to the node and the buffer size is increased. This should be compared . 

to the steady-state analysis at the same load level and buffer sizes shown in Fig

ures 4.5-4.8. From the steady-state analysis one expects very little increase in 

throughput by implementing the adaptive policy at this load when the buffer size 

is 18 or 30. However, as shown in Figures 4.29-4.30, implementation of the adap

tive policy will result in significant gains in throughput during the transient period. 

Furthermore, the length of the transient period is considerable and increases with 

the buffer size. 

The performance of the adaptive policy under a constant total load when 

major portions of the load are swi tched between the links periodically is shown in 

Figures 4.31-4.33. The load is initially equally distributed among the output links 

and the system is started in steady-state. Every three time periods, the routing 

variables are changed causing transients in the throughput response. Once again, 

it is evident that the adapLlve policy provides gains in throughput over the CP 

scheme and the graphs clearly illustrate the effect of increasing the buffer size. The 

increased throughput gains during the transient period can be explained by the 

fact that larger the buffer, the longer it takes for the congestion to build up, and by 

repartitioning the buffer we further increase the time for the congestion to occur. 

On the other hand, a small sized buffer fills up rapidly and steady conditions are 

more quickly reached. 
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The numerical results presented here show that implementation of the 

present adaptive policy will result in improved throughput during transient con

ditions even when the buffer size is large. This finding, coupled with the results 

from the steady-state analysis, which indicate that the adaptive policy provides 

the largest gains in steady-state throughput when the buffer size is small, leads 

one to conclude that adaptive buffer management should be used regardless of 

buffer size. 

However, it should be noted that the approach used here was to apply 

the optimal steady-state policy at each update. This is equivalent to assuming 

quasi-static conditions and will not necessarily result in the optimal transient 

performance since we are using steady conditions as our performance criteria. In 

order to determine the optimal transient buffer management policy, one would 

have to work with the Chapman-Kolmogorov model of each link given by the 

set of equations (4.27) and design the policy based on this model. However, as 

discussed in Chapter 3, this leads to the problem of controlling the transient 

response of a Markov chain and is known to be a difficult and open problem. 

Despite this drawback, the performance studies conducted here show that the 

proposed adaptive policy provides improved throughput under both transient and 

steady-state conditions. 

4.2 Adaptive Buffer Management in a Network Environment 

In this section, the use of adaptive buffer management algorithms in a 

network environment is investigated. Thus far, while developing adaptive policies 

for buffer management, we have followed the traditional approach of focusing on 

a single node in isolation and have used the nodal performance as the criterion 

to be optimized. In a typical network environment with several nodes, the imple

mentation of the proposed adaptive policies or other currently available policies 
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will result in a decentralized control of the nodal buffers whereby each node indi

vidually optimizes its performance based on infonnation local to that node. Such 

an approach can be shown to result in a globally optimal policy for symmetric 

or homogeneous networks. However, in the more realistic heterogeneous network 

environments, the optimization of nodal performance based exclusively on local 

infonnation will in general not result in a globally optimal policy. Hence, a suit

able coordination of the nodal algorithms is necessary to ensure optimum network 

perfonnance. This problem has received scant attention in the literature and is 

essentially an open problem. 

In this section, we present a feasible approach to achieving coordination of 

the buffer assignments via the incorporation of a second level of control by a set of 

supervisors. The supervisory control is provided by decomposing the network into 

clusters of nodes and appointing a supervisor node for each cluster to coordinate 

the lower level decisions by the nodes within the cluster. Formulation of a precise 

optimization problem to determine the supervisory action to optimize the network 

perfonnance is shown to be difficult due to the interdependence of the queues and 

the large computational burden for even a small cluster. Therefore some heuristic 

rules are employed and the coordination is accomplished by each supervisor peri

odically adjusting the values of the link weighting factors used by the nodes within 

its cluster in detennining their buffer assignments at the updating instants. This 

results in a hierarchical scheme where the nodes at the lower level are making de

cisions to adaptively manage their own buffers, while the supervisors at the higher 

level monitor the overall network perfonnance and provide the coordination inputs 

to the nodes, perhaps on a slower time-scale than the nodal updating of the buffer 

allocation. The advantage of using this two-level control scheme is demonstrated 

via discrete-event simulation results. 
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4.2.1 A Hierarchical Scheme for Buffer Management 

Ideally, we would like to be able to determine the optimal buffer allocation 

for all the network nodes in order to maximize the total network throughput. 

The difficulty in determining the optimal set of buffer allpcations can be seen 

by considering an arbitrary N node network. The problem of interest is how 

to optimally partition the buffer space Bi at each node i among the Ri output 

queues with bij buffers assigned to each link (i - j) such that E:::!,l bij = Bi and 

the network throughput is maximized. This can be formulated as the following 

optimization problem: 

PROBLEM P3: 

Maximize (Normalized Average Network Throughput) 
b· -I 

Ri 

s.t. Lbij = Bi Vi 
j=l 

o < boo < B· 
- IJ - 1 

V j and each i 

bij integer V j and each i 

where Qi represents the vector of all transmission link buffer assignments bij V j 

and the constraints ensure that the buffer allocations are physically realizable and 

not over or under allocated. 

In order to apply optimization techniques to solve Problem P3, we must 

be able to express the normalized average network throughput analytically. The 

standard approach to determining the network throughput is to model the net

work with a product form open queueing network as discussed in Chapter 3, from 

which one can calculate network-wide performance measures such as throughput 
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and delay. However, product form models assume among other things infinite 

nodal storage and are thus inapplicable here. Since it is well known that a general 

analysis technique for queueing networks with finite buffers does not exist [111], 

past researchers have made additional assumptions to facilitate the decomposi

tion of the network into simple nodal queueing systems which can be analyzed 

separately. 

For such a decomposition to be justified, one of the necessary assumptions 

is that the network is symmetric or homogeneous. Note that a symmetric network 

is defined [86] as a network with all channel capacities being equal, all external 

loads at the nodes being equal, and all nodes being equivalent with respect to the 

network topology. Furthermore, one must also assume that all nodes have the same 

amount of buffer space. Under this set of assumptions, the network throughput 

is simply the sum of the nodal throughputs and all the terms in the summation 

are identical. Thus one can decompose the network optimization problem into 

N identical nodal optimization problems each of which is equivalent to the nodal 

Problem PI discussed in the previous section. The drawback of this approach is 

that almost all real networks fail to meet the rather restrictive set of assumptions 

necessary for the decomposition to be reasonable. Furthermore, the application of 

buffer management policies designed and analyzed only for symmetric networks 

to typical nonsymmetric networks may lead to a network throughput which is far 

from optimal. 

Here we propose an alternative approach for determining the buffer allo

cations via a hierarchical control scheme as shown in Figure 4.34. At the lowest 

level of the hierarchy, each network node adaptively manages its buffers in order 

to maximize its normalized weighted average throughput. This is accomplished 

by implementing the adaptive buffer management policy of Section 4.1 at each 

node. Thus each node will solve Problem PI' to determine its buffer allocations 

using any of the various solution techniques discussed in Section 4.1 . Note that 
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in the network environment, Problem P1' as it applies to an arbitrary node i is 

formulated as 

Problem P1' : 

Minimize 
b. 
-I 

Ri 

W"P' '(1 - p' .)p~1,J I] I] I] I] 

1 blj+l 
- Pij 

s.t. Lbij = Bi 
j=l 

o :5 bij :5 Bi V j 

bij integer V j 

where Wij is the weighting constant reflecting the relative importance of traffic on 

link (i - j), Pij is the average utilization of the link (i.e., Pij = Aij/pCij) and bij 

is the buffer assignment for the link. 

As noted earlier, engineering each node to individually optimize its 

throughput based on local information exclusively will normally not ascertain 

the optimality of the overall network throughput. To overcome this problem, 

we employ a higher level of control implemented by decomposing the network into 

clusters of nodes and designating a supervisor for each cluster. The clustering can 

be accomplished using a recently proposed approach [142] where the decompo

sition problem is formulated as a mathematical optimization problem which can 

be solved using branch and bound integer programming. The supervisors at the 

higher level monitor the overall network performance taking into account the in

terdependence of the network traffic and determine the weighting factors Wij used 

by the nodes at the lower level in solving for their optimal nodal buffer assignments 

at each updating period. 
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The problem of interdependence among the network traffic and its effect 

on determining the optimum buffer assignments can be illustrated by considering 

the simple single destination network shown in Figure 4.35. The transmission 

links are unidirectional with capacity Gij and buffer assignment bij for link (i - j). 

Under the standard assumption of Poisson arrivals, fixed routing, and exponential 

packet lengths, the following relationships hold for the link arrival rates Aij: 

A12 = II r12 

A13 = II r13 

A24 = 12 + A12(1 - P B 12 ) 

A34 =,3 + A13(1-PB13 ) ( 4.28) 

where rij represents the fixed routing variable at node i for routing traffic on link 

(i - j), Ii denotes the arrival rate of external traffic at node i, and P Bij denotes 

the probability of blocking on link (i - j). One can readily see that the packet 

arrival rates to links (2 - 4) and (3 - 4) depend not only on the local external 

traffic but also on the upstream traffic, routing, and buffer assignments. Thus the 

link utilization Pij and blocking probability P Bij at links (2 - 4) and (3 - 4) are 

also dependent on upstream conditions. Since there is only one output link at 

nodes 2 and 3 no buffer management is needed. At node 1, however, the optimum 

buffer assignment will depend not only on local conditions but on the status of 

nodes 2 and 3 as well. This can be clearly seen by noting that the total network 

throughput is simply the sum of the traffic successfully transmitted from nodes 2 

and 3 to node 4, and hence the network throughput A is defined as: 
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"Is 1 
Figure 4.35 A Single Destination Network 
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Substituting from (4.28) results in: 

Multiplying out and regrouping terms we get: 

A = [;\12(1- PB12 ) + ;\13(1- PB13 )] - ;\12(1- PB12 )(PB24 ) 

- ;\13(1- PB13 )(PB34 ) + ;2(1- PBu ) + ;3(1- PB34 ). (4.29) 

Note that the first term within square brackets corresponds to the throughput of 

node 1 and determination of the buffer assignments based only on local information 

by solving Problem P1' will result in optimization of this term. Obviously this 

neglects the effects of the buffer assignments on the second and third terms in 

(4.29) and will not be optimum for the network as a whole. FUrthermore, the 

problem of optimizing A is more complex than it first appears, since the blocking 

probability at both downstream nodes (i.e. P B24 and P B34 ) is a function of the 

buffer assignments at node 1 as well as the external traffic at the downstream 

nodes. However, the problem of determining the buffer assignments at node 1 to 

optimize A is a nonlinear integer programming problem and the solution techniques 

discussed in Section 4.1 can be applied. In a typical multidestination network, the 

interdependence of the network traffic is much more complex making the problem 

of expressing A in closed form and determining the optimum buffer assignments 

intractable. However, it is interesting to note that, in general, the more local 

the traffic (i.e. the fewer hops the traffic travels) the less interdependence there is 

among the network traffic. This is important from the standpoint of the optimality 

of decentralized controls in general, since the less interdependence that exists 

among the network traffic, the more loosely coupled the system is and the greater 

is the accuracy of the decomposition of the network into independent subsystems. 

Thus, when the majority of the network traffic travels aa short number of hops, 
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the decentralized buffer management policy corresponding to solving Problem P1' 

at each node independently should be close to the optimal policy for the network 

as a whole. Obviously, when there exists significant interdependence among the 

network traffic, coordination of the buffer assignments is needed and this is the 

principal function of the supervisor. 

As discussed previously, the coordination is achieved by the supervisors 

adjusting the weighting factors used by the lower level buffer management algo

rithm to determine the buffer assignments. Three basic adjustment actions for a 

link weighting factor Wij are possible namely: (1) setting Wij = 1, thus allowing 

the node to independently determine the buffer allocation, (2) increasing Wij (i.e. 

Wij ~ 1), thereby increasing the buffer space assigned to the link, and (3) decreas

ing Wij, thus decreasing the buffer space assigned to the link. Determination of 

which weighting factors should be increased or decreased, and by how much, is the 

crux of the supervisor problem and will be discussed in the following. Note how

ever that while proper adjustment of the weighting factors can provide improved 

network throughput for the traffic accepted into the network, the channel queue 

limit flow control used at the nodes is ill suited for throttling an external source of 

congestion. Hence the supervisor is given the option of adding an additional layer 

of flow control on a link in the form of an input buffer limit. The input buffer limit 

is imposed by placing a limit b~j on the amount of buffer space that external traffic 

can occupy at each link (i - j) (of course 0 :5 b~j :5 bij ). As discussed in Chapter 

2, it has been shown [83-85] that flow controls, such as input buffer limits, which 

favor transit traffic at the expense of new externally arriving traffic will result in 

improved network performance, since some network resources have already been 

invested in handling the transit traffic. 
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Formulation of a precise optimization problem to determine the supervisor 

adjustment of weighting factors and the imposition of input buffer limits is anal

ogous to Problem P3 and is not feasible. Thus some heuristic rules are employed 

to develop specific algorithms for the supervisory action. 

In formulating a methodology for the supervisory control we assume that 

the supervisors periodically receive status information values of (pij, bij , routing 

tables etc ... ) from each of the nodes within their cluster and then calculate the 

control information (input buffer limits and link weighting factors) and pass it back 

to the lower level control algorithms at the nodes. The periodic control updates 

from the supervisors are assumed to occur less frequently (i.e., on a slower time 

scale) than the nodal updating of the buffer allocations. 

From the network status information the supervisors must be able to 

monitor and detect levels of congestion on the various links and determine the 

proper control action. There are several possible ways to measure congestion levels, 

a common technique being the definition of a threshold or a set of thresholds for 

a specific measurable network parameter that functions as a congestion indicator. 

Common indicator functions that serve this purpose are the buffer occupancy level 

and the link utilization [20,21]. The basic idea is to interpret the network state 

as being congestion-free as long as the value of the chosen measure stays below 

the threshold and as being congested otherwise. Typically, when a threshold is 

exceeded (indicating that congestion is occuring), control actions, such as the 

adjustment of window sizes or changes in routing, are then implemented to relieve 

the congestion. Thus the threshold acts as an indicator of congestion and an on/off 

switch for the updating of the network control algorithms. Here the thresholds are 

used to indicate which areas of the network are congested and need supervisory 

action (i.e. adjustment of the weighting factors or imposition of input buffer limits) 

to alleviate the congestion. 
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Exactly what type of measure is used to indicate congestion is normally 

left to the network implementer [21]. The emphasis in the present discussion, for 

illustration, is on maximizing throughput and hence the rate of rejected traffic 

,\ ij P B ij is chosen as a measure of the congestion on link (i -- j). A threshold Tij is 

defined for each link (i - j) and when the rate of rejected traffic is greater than the 

threshold (i.e. '\ijP Bij ~ Tij) the link is assumed congested. If a finer control 

is desired, one can define a set of congestion thresholds for each link, specifying 

different levels of congestion. However, this will add considerable complexity and 

here we restrict ourselves to the single threshold case. In order to determine a 

proper threshold level for identifying congestion, the rate of rejected traffic was 

plotted versus the offered load for various buffer sizes and typical curves are shown 

in Figure 4.36 for a link with capacity C = 50 Kbits/sec and traffic with average 

packet length of 1/ J.l = 1.0 Kbits/packet. One can see that after a certain point 

the rejection rate increases almost linearly with the offered load, this point is 

roughly at seven packets/sec and we define the congestion threshold accordingly 

(i.e. Tij = 7.0). Note that, in normalized quantities the threshold corresponds to a 

rejection rate equivalent to 14% of the transmission capacity providing a standard 

measure for determining the threshold level. Obviously the exact value chosen for 

the threshold is a network design parameter and a lower or higher threshold can be 

specified. A lower threshold value will mean that less traffic can be dropped from 

the network before the supervisor takes action to prevent further congestion by 

imposing input buffer limits and adjusting the weighting factors. This increases 

the chance that packets accepted into the network are successfully delivered to 

their destinations. However, it will in general allow less traffic into the network 

resulting in longer network access times and possibly lower network throughput. 

Thus low congestion thresholds would be appropriate when it is important that 

little traffic be dropped internally from the network, such as when the network 
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traffic consists chiefly of traffic traveling multiple hops. A higher threshold will 

correspond to the converse situation. 

Upon receipt of the network status information from the nodes, the su

pervisors compute the rate of rejected traffic over the last update interval for each 

link, check the congestion threshold, and then group the links in each cluster into 

two classes: congested and not congested. For the noncongested links the supervi

sor sets the weighting factors and input buffer limits to their nominal values (i.e. 

the weights are set to one and no input buffer limits are imposed). However these 

parameters may change if it is determined that some of the buffer space on the 

noncongested links could be better utilized on the congested links. It should be 

noted that at light to moderate load levels, almost all the traffic is carried by the 

network (i.e. no links are congested) and no coordination of the lower level buffer 

assignments is needed. Thus at light to medium load levels, the supervisors set all 

the weighting factors equal to one and do not impose input buffer limits. Hence, 

the nominal condition for the network is to have the lower level of control only 

applied to the network. 

When congestion does occur on a link (i - j) in a certain cluster (i.e. 

)..ijP Bij 2:: Tij), the corresponding supervisor tries to determine the cause of the 

congestion and alleviate it. In general, the congestion will primarily be due to 

either transit traffic )..~j from upstream nodes or external traffic )..~j admitted to the 

network at that node. Thus the principal cause of congestion can be determined 

by the supervisor monitoring the arrival rate of the external and transit traffic 

at each link and computing the ratio of transit to external traffic (i.e. )..~) )..~j)' 

Note that this ratio will have some nominal value Rjj which can be determined 

by monitoring the network traffic over a long time period. The supervisor will 

periodically recompute the traffic ratio and if it is less than or equal to Rjj then 

the external traffic is the principal cause of the congestion; otherwise the transit 

traffic is the source of the congestion. 
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For the case of the external traffic being the major source of congestion, the 

supervisor performs the following procedure to determine the proper control action 

to alleviate the congestion. First, the immediate downstream node is checked 

(i.e. node j) to see if the traffic from the congested link is causing congestion 

downstream. If one or more links are congested at the downstream node, then 

increasing the weighting factor and thus the buffer space for link (i - j) will do 

little to improve the network throughput since a significant part of the traffic 

may be dropped at the downstream node. Thus the supervisor implements an 

additional layer of flow control on the congested link (i - j) in the form of an 

input buffer limit, thereby blocking the source of the congestion (i.e. external 

traffic). If no links are congested at the immediate downstream node then the 

supervisor increases the weighting factor for link (i - j) thus increasing its buffer 

allocation. 

For the situation when the congestion is due mainly to transit traffic, the 

following procedure is utilized. The supervisor first increases the weighting factor 

for link (i - j). Next the immediate downstream node is checked for congestion 

due to transit traffic. If this is the case, then an input buffer limit is placed on link 

(i - j) to reduce the traffic going to node j and increase the priority of the transit 

traffic coming to node i. If, however, the congestion on the link persists through 

the next update interval after the increase in the weighting factor, the supervisor 

will decrease the weighting factors on the output links which are immediately 

upstream from the congested link, thereby reducing the amount of transit traffic 

arriving at the congested link. Thus the flow control is successively fedback to the 

source of the congestion, to appropriately limit the incoming traffic. 

Note that in the case of links which join nodes belonging to different clus

ters, an exchange of information among the supervisors of the clusters is required 

to determine the congestion status of upstream/downstream nodes. Also an ex

change of information is required when the weighting factors of uncongested links 
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are reduced by a downstream node in another cluster which is congested with 

transit traffic. 

In the discussion above, the focus has been on what supervisory control 

action to be taken and not on the magnitude of the control action. Determining 

precisely how much the weighting factors should be adjusted and what size the 

input buffer limits should be are difficult problems. Note that the adjustment of 

the weighting factors amounts to varying the coefficients in the objective function 

of the nonlinear optimization problem PI'. Thus it is difficult to analytically relate 

the changes in the weighting factors to the actual buffer assignments determined 

by the solution of PI'. Note that at moderate to heavy loads, when the supervisory 

control is called into action, the approximation to the optimum buffer assignments 

developed in Section 4.1 is valid providing an analytical expression given by (4.18) 

relating the buffer allocations, weighting factors, and link utilizations. One can 

see that the adjustments to the weighting factors appear in the buffer assignment 

equation as multiplying the link utilization; thus any changes in the weighting 

factors from their nominal values of 1.0 act like percentage changes in the link 

utilization as far as the buffer assignment. However it is evident from (4.18) that 

the buffer assignments are made roughly proportional to the square root of the 

link utilization and hence are a decidedly nonlinear function of the link utilization. 

Here we choose to adjust the weighting factors in an iterative incremental fashion 

as follows. At the kth update interval, the weighting factors on the links needing 

adjustment are determined by : 

(k) (k-l) A 
Wij = Wij + L..l.W 

where ~w is an increment factor. The increment factor is a network design pa

rameter and its size will determine how large an adjustment is made in the buffer 

assignment. In general, a proper value for ~w can be determined via simulation. 

Note that selecting a large value for ~w will result in large swings in the buffer 
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allocations, which may result in stability problems and oscillations in the imple

mentation of the supervisory control. On the other hand, choosing a small value 

for ~w will ensure a smooth convergence of the buffer allocations, but several 

iterations may be required to relieve the congestion. 

In the selection of the input buffer limit sizes bL, we note that the buffer ., 

limit must satisfy the constraint 0 ::; b~j ::; bij and that bij is determined by the 

lower level algorithm. In general bij will vary with each update of the lower level 

algorithm. Thus the supervisor specifies the input buffer limit by determining the 

ratio of the limited buffer space available to external traffic to the total link space 

available (i.e. b~j/bij), thereby enabling the lower level control to determining the 

exact value for the input buffer limit after making the link buffer assignment. As 

noted in Chapter 2, it has been suggested [83-85] that a good choice for the ratio 

of the input buffer limit to the total buffer space is 

= 
1 

l+h 

where h is the average number of hops from the source to the destination for the 

traffic in the network. Note that each supervisor can estimate h within its cluster 

and then determine the input buffer limit ratio using the formula above. 

In summary, the higher level control is implemented by the supervisor 

periodically monitoring the link arrival rates Aij and buffer allocations bij , and 

then adjusting the weighting factors Wij accordingly and implementing input buffer 

limits if required. Note that the time period between supervisory updates will be 

larger than the time between the lower level control updates. 

4.2.2 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, the performance of the two level hierarchical scheme is 

investigated and compared with existing flow control procedures. While the nu

merical techniques discussed in Section 3.1 can be used to conduct a queueing 
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performance analysis, discrete-event simulation techniques are applied here to pro

vide a more detailed performance evaluation of the scheme under both transient 

and steady-state conditions. 

In order to illustrate the performance of the scheme, the seven node network 

used in [85] and shown in Figure 4.37 was simulated. The network consists of nine 

duplex links with capacity 50 Kbits/sec. Each node has an available buffer space 

equivalent to three buffers per output link. The packets are routed through the 

network in a datagram fashion according to fixed routing variables. At least two 

alternate paths are provided between each source-destination pair of nodes, with 

the majority of the traffic being routed along the minimum hop path. The basic 

routing tables are given in the Appendix. Also, the length of packets is assumed 

exponentially distributed with average length of 1 KbitsJpacket and the packets 

arrive at the network in a Poisson fashion. The network status information used 

in the hierarchical scheme was estimated using standard statistical techniques. 

For control purposes the network is clustered into two groups, with nodes 1,2,3,4 

making up group 1, and group 2 consisting of nodes 5,6,7. It is assumed that a 

network control center is available for each cluster to perform supervisor functions, 

although in practice one of the nodes in the cluster can serve this function. 
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Figure 4.37 A Seven Node Network 
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4.2.2.1 Steady-State Analysis 

As previously noted, steady-state conditions occur when the average 

packet arriyal rate at the various network queues is constant. In order to study the 

performance of the hierarchical scheme under stcady-state conditions, the offered 

load at each node was fixed at a constant mean value, and the network's response 

was simulated until a steady-state equilibrium was reached. Each simulation run 

was started from the initial condition of all network queues being empty. Sev

eral pilot simulation runs were conducted to determine the length of the initial 

transient response, and it was found that the network essentially reaches steady

state after 100 seconds. Subsequent simulation runs to evaluate the steady-state 

response were set for 2225 seconds in length with the initial 225 seconds of the 

system response discarded to avoid any bias from the initial transient. The perfor

mance of the network was then evaluated by determining the network throughput 

versus offered load curves. The offered load was symmetrical in that the same load 

was applied to each node. The network throughput (in packets/sec) "'as calcu

lated in the standard fashion using time average statistics from a long simulation 

run by counting the number of packets successfully delivercd to their destination 

during the simulation run and dividing by the length of time over which the system 

response was monitored (2000 seconds). 

Following this procedure, several simulation studies were conducted to 

determine the steady-state performance of the proposed scheme. In order to sC'e 

the advantages of using adaptive buffer management in a network enyironment. 

the hierarchical scheme was compared with a simple static equipartitioning of the 

buffers with three buffers permanently assigned to each output link. First the 

adaptive scheme without the supervisory level of cont.rol (i.e. no coordination of 

the nodal buffer allocations) was compared with the static scheme. Typical perfor

mance curves are shown in Figures 4.38 and 4.39 where the network throughput is 

plotted versus the load offered per node. In generat.ing the throughput cun'Os, tho 
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same load was applied at each node with the destination of each packet chosen ran

domly upon its arrival to the network. In the simulation corresponding to Figure 

4.38, each destination was equally likely, whereas in the simulation correspond

ing to Figure 4.39 the majority of the network traffic (Le. 85 %) is trm'elling to 

immediately neighboring nodes. This set of figures clearly demonstrates that the 

network performance can be improved by implementation of adaptive buffer man

agement even in this completely decentralized form. Note that the imprm'ement 

in throughput is greater when the traffic is predominantly local demonstrating the 

effect of the interdependence of network traffic on the optimality of decentralized 

flow control. 

To demonstrate the effect of the supervisory level of control, the same 

series of simulation experiments was repeated with the entire hierarchical scheme 

implemented. A weighting increment of !:l.wij = .25 was used in the supervisor 

algorithm. Typical performance curves corresponding to the same network concli

tions used in generating Figures 4.38 and 4.39 are given in Figures 4.40 and 4.41 

. These figures clearly show that the network throughput can be improved by the 

simple coordination of the buffer assignments provided by the supervisors. Note 

that the throughput improvement accorded by the supervisory control is greater 

when there is more interdependence among the network traffic. 
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Since steady-state conditions were considered in this series of simulation 

studies, the choice of update intervals for the nodal buffer management algo

rithm and the supervisory control was not critical as long as the intervals were of 

sufficient duration to provide for accurate estimation of the network conditions. 

Several different values for the update periods were tried and it was determined 

that intervals greater than 5 seconds for the nodal and supervisory algorithms 

were sufficiently long that the buffer assignments remained stable at the optimum 

steady-state allocations. In the simulation results portrayed in the figures above, 

an update interval of 7 seconds was used for the nodal algoritlun, while an interval 

of 35 seconds was used for the supervisory algorithm. 

4.2.2.2 Transient Analysis 

As noted previously, the advantages of adaptive buffer management are 

more readily apparent under nonstationary conditions. However, as discussed in 

Chapter 3, few standardized techniques are available for the performance evalua

tion of the nonstationary behavior of data networks. Here we utilize the simulation 

approach discussed in Chapter 3 of generating a large ensemble of independent 

simulation runs and calculating performance measures which are averages on the 

ensemble. Determining an appropriate measure for evaluating the network perfor

mance is difficult and here we monitor the network throughput per second which 

is determined by dividing the simulation time into one second intervals, counting 

the number of packets successfully delivered to their final destinations during the 

interval and then for each interval averaging across the ensemble of simulation 

runs. 

As previously discussed, several different factors give rise to nonstationary 

conditions in data networks and here we look at the factor most commonly found 

in networks, namely a nonstationary offered load. In fact it is well known that 
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the actual load on most data networks is most accurately modeled as a nonsta

tionary Poisson process with time-varying mean. Only recently have techniques 

for generating nonstationary Poisson processes been suggested [14,15] and here we 

make use of a method described in [14]. The general approach is to continuously 

create packets at the maximum arrival rate to be used during the simulation and 

then probabilistically discard packets before they arrive to the system with time

varying probability Pd(t) , to achieve the the proper arrival rate at time t. If we 

denote A(t) as the desired mean arrival rate at time t and Amax as the maximum 

arrival rate during the performance study (i.e. Amax = maxA(t)) then the discard 

probability is defined as Pd(t) = (1 - A(t)/ Amax ). 

Using this technique, the effect of several different time-varying loading 

patterns on the network throughput/second performance was studied. Since it 

is desirable that the network has acceptable steady-state as well as transient re

sponse, the control parameters (i.e. update intervals, L1w, etc .... ) were not changed 

from their values used in the steady-state performance evaluation. 

In the first study, the effect of a step overload in the nodal offered loads on 

the performance of the network was studied. A step overload in the average nodal 

packet arrival rate, as shown in Figure 4.42, was applied at each network node 

when the network had been in a steady state condition at a low load level. The 

behavior of the nodal throughput to such a load is shown in Figures 4.25-4.30 when 

only the lower level control is present (i.e. no supervisors). The typical network 

throughput response of the hierarchical scheme and a static equipartitioning of 

the nodal buffers is shown in Figure 4.43. where an average of 10 simulation 

runs were used to generate the curves. The time axis is relative and lower level 

updates of the nodal buffers occur at t = 7,14,21,28 respectively. It should be 

noted that a supervisory update occurs at time t = 21 and its effect can be seen 

in the increased throughput following t = 21. As noted in Chapter 2, one should 

in general use a large number of runs to get a representative ensemble. However, 
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the computational burden involved in generating one run here rules out a large 

number of runs. It can be argued that the figures will still give a relative idea 

of the transient performance and clearly demonstrates the improved throughput 

that can be acheived with the hierarchical scheme. 

Actual measurements from certain representative physical networks have 

shown that typical daily mean user demand for communication has the shape 

of Figure 4.44. Note that this can be approximated by a sinusoidal func

tion and hence a nonstationary Poisson load with mean arival rate of the form 

>.(t) = A(sin(t/B) + C) + D was applied to each network node. The values of 

A,B,C, and D were chosen different at each node to make the system highly nonsta

tionary. These values are given in the Appendix. The typical network throughput 

performance of the hierarchical scheme and the static equipartitioning scheme un

der these conditions is shown in Figure 4.45 Again an ensemble average of 10 

simulation runs was used to generat.e the figures. Obviously, the performance of 

the hierarchical scheme is superior to the static scheme. Also one can see that the 

increase in throughput provided by the hierarchical scheme is larger in the non

stationary case than in the steady-state case, thus illustrating the importance of 

employing the presently developed hierarchical scheme when transient conditions 

prevail in the network. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OPTIMAL VIRTUAL CIRCUIT ROUTING POLICIES 

IN FLOW CONTROLLED COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 

5.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider the problem of routing in networks where the 

packets are constrained to following a virtual circuit, noting that the majority of 

the current generation of packet switched networks are of the virtual circuit type. 

In networks that provide virtual circuit service, packets axe associated with a vir

tual circuit connecting a source-destination pair and the routing problem involves 

the selection of the best path among the several paths connecting the source to the 

destination at the initiation of a session. The path remains fixed for the duration 

of the session and packets are transmitted in order over the path. Since the path 

is determined at the start of the session and remains the same for the duration 

of the session, the routing decision affects the network's behavior for longer time 

periods than in datagram networks and routing is particularly crucial to network 

performance. These networks typically use variants of shortest distance routing 

algorithms [21,22] with the routing paths determined in a centralized fashion by 

a Network Control Center. In recent times, there has been a considerable effort 

in developing optimal decentralized routing policies for virtual circuit networks 

[53-58,143]. However, these schemes are quasi-static in nature and assume that 

the network parameters are stationary over time. Furthermore, most of these 

routing strategies are developed in isolation neglecting the important coupling 

existing between routing and flow control. Flow control in these networks is nor

mally achieved by regulating the amount of traffic on each virtual circuit and is 
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commonly implemented as an end-to-end mechanism, such as window flow control 

[21,22]. Evidently, the performance of the routing algorithm depends critically on 

the selection of the flow control parameters such as the window sizes. 

A novel scheme for optimal decentralized routing in virtual circuit networks 

implementing window flow control will now be presented. Rather than following 

the traditional queueing theoretic approach to developing quasi-static adaptive 

routing algorithms in which one normally seeks to minimize the average network 

delay as measured by a steady-state queueing model, a state variable approach 

together with optimal control theory techniques is taken here. The state variable 

approach allows nonstationary conditions to be considered, thus allowing truly 

adaptive routing schemes to be determined where the route selection depends on 

network parameters which are time-varying. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the routing problem has recently been investi

gated using tools from modern control theory by a number of researchers [42- . 

52]. These studies primarily dealt with dynamic routing and utilized a state 

model based on instantaneous queue lengths. The results of these studies have 

largely been limited to congestion clearing in networks providing datagram type 

service. Furthermore, implementational considerations [50,51] have shown that 

control strategies based on instantaneous queue lengths are impractical for most 

real data networks. 

In the present work, a new state variable modeling approach is adopted 

which characterizes the dynamics of a virtual circuit network in terms of time

varying average queue lengths. The state model is derived from the flow conser

vation principle using the results from Chapter 3 and describes the behavior of 

the paths through the network between a given source-destination pair. Using 

the state model, precise optimal control problems are formulated to determine the 

virtual circuit routing path that optimizes the network performance. The effect of 

window flow control is taken explicitly into account in the problem formulation. 
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Solution of the optimal control problems by a combination of Hamilton-Jacobi ar

guments and mathematical programming is discussed. The routing schemes thus 

obtained are adaptive in nature and ca.n be implemented in a decentralized fash

ion with a. periodic exchange of state information and with the individual nodes 

performing the required computations. The performance of the routing schemes 

is illustrated by simulation results. 

The remainder of the chapter is divided into two major parts as follows. 

Section 5.1 presents the development of the state variable model and discusses 

the formulation of the decentralized virtual circuit routing problem in an optimal 

control theory framework. Section 5.2 discusses the solution of the problem via 

Hamilton - Jacobi methods and evaluates the performance of the resulting routing 

schemes. 

5.1 Formulation of The Routing Problem 

In this section, we formulate optimal control problems for determining rout

ing policies for virtual circuit networks. Using the state variable modeling results 

from Chapter 3, a state model is developed describing all the possible routes for a 

virtual circuit through the network between a given source-destination pair. The 

state model represents each link in a route by a set of nonlinear differential equa

tions describing the dynamics of the virtual circuit traffic and the non virtual 

circuit traffic. Several performance measures are proposed for use with the state 

model in formulating optimal control problems. Furthermore, several different 

optimal control problems are formulated to determine the virtual circuit routing 

path in various situations. Lastly, the effect of a sliding-window type of flow con

trol being implemented on the virtual circuit is integrated into the optimal control 

problem. 
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5.1.1 A State Variable Description of Virtual Circuit Networks 

Consider an arbitrary data communication network consisting of N nodes. 

Let N = {I, 2, ... N} denote the ordered set of network nodes and let .e denote the 

set of links. The directed link connecting nodes i and j is denoted by (i - j) and all 

links are assumed duplex, i.e. if (i - j) E .e then (j -i) E .e. The capacity of a link 

(i-j) E .e is denoted by Cij . Given a pair of nodes (i, k) E NxN, a simple directed 

path Pik connecting node i to node k is a chain of links {(i - j), (j -1), ... ,(m - k)} 

where no node is encountered more than once. Let WeN x N denote the 

set of ordered pairs (i, k), referred to as source-destination pairs, such that at 

least one path from i to k exists. For (i, k) E W, let Rik denote the number of 

possible paths from i to k and let Pik denote the roth path, r = 1,2, ... ,Rik. Let 

'Pik = {ph, P~k" .. ,p~ik} denote the set of all possible paths from node i to node k. 

This set is assumed given and can be determined from the topology of the network 

a priori by a number of graph theoretic algorithms [31,59]. Each path Pik E 'Pik 

is assumed to be able to accommodate any number of virtual circuits. The set of 

links constituting path Pik E 'Pik is denoted by .erk = {(i - j), (j -1), ... , (m- k)}. 

Our present objective is to construct a state model describing the dynamics of all 

the possible paths in 'Pik that a new virtual circuit from node i to node k could 

take. Such a model can be developed by first considering how to model a single 

path through the network for the virtual circuit. 

Let v = 1,2, ... V denote the virtual circuits in the network. We assume 

that the packet arrival process to the source node of each virtual circuit is Poisson. 

For (i, k) E W, let Aikv denote the average rate of packet arrivals to the source 

node i of the virtual circuit v connecting i to k. It is assumed that the packet 

lengths are exponentially distributed with average length lip.. vVe refer to the 

traffic component flowing on the v-th virtual circuit as the v-type traffic. 

Consider a particular path through the network, say the rth path Pik' for 

the virtual circuit v which connects ito k, (i, k) E W. Let Aikv denote the average 
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rate of the v-type traffic flowing on Pik' Evidently, Aikll ~ Aikll. The path Pik will 

appear as a series of store-and-forward link queues to the v-type traffic since the 

traffic travels the entire length of the path [21]. For a link (j -1) in the path Pik' 

let >.jlii denote the average rate of the non v-type traffic (i.e. traffic components on 

vir~ual circuits other than the v-th virtual circuit) arriving at that link. From the 

virtual circuit v's point of view, the non v-type traffic along the path is interfering 

or background traffic using up a portion of the transmission capacity of each link. 

Without any loss of generality, we shall assume that the non v-type traffic can be 

considered to enter and exit at each link [21,68]. This is equivalent to assuming 

that the non v-type traffic is independent among the series links of the paths. 

The series queue representation of path Pik with the various traffic components 

identified is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

From the figure, one can construct a state model to represent the dynamics 

of the path prk as follows. Consider the first link in the path (i - j). Under 

the present assumptions it can be modeled as an MIM/1 queue with two types 

of traffic, v-type and non v-type. We define the state variables Xrjll and xijli as 

the average amounts of v-type and non v-type traffic accumulating at link (i - j) 

respectively. Then, from the state model of an M / M /1 queue with S classes of 

traffic, developed in Chapter 3, the link can be represented by the following set of 

state equations: 

( , ) • r Xijll 
+ >.rkll Xijll - -J.lCij r r 

1 + Xijll + Xijli 

( , ) 'r C Xijli + >.rjli • Xijli - -J.l ij r r 
1 + Xijll + XijO 
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Likewise, the second link in the path, i.e. (j - 1), is also an M / M /1 queue 

with two classes of traffic, v-type and non v-type. We similarily define state 

variables xliv and xliii as the average amount of v-type and non v-type traffic 

queued at link (j -1) respectively. As before, we use the set of state equations for 

a link with S classes of traffic to model the behavior of the link. However, there 

is one important difference, namely the rate at which the v-type traffic arrives to 

link (j - 1) is given by the rate at which it leaves (i - j), i.e. 

arrival rate of v-type packets at (j - 1) = /-leij (1 ~ijv r). 
+ Xijv + Xijfl 

This argument permits the dependence of the v-type traffic at the second link on 

the amount of the v-type traffic at the first link to be modeled, which is crucially 

required in an accurate modeling of the nonstationary behavior. This is also unique 

in the sense that the standard queueing models and the earlier developed state 

models do not model this dependence. Note that only when the first link reaches 

steady-state (i.e. Xijv = 0), will the arrival rate of v-type packets to the second 

link equal "ikv and then the queues can be considered independent. Thus the 

second link is represented by the following set of state equations: 

• r 
Xjlv 

(5.1) 

Obviously, the links constituting the rest of the path followix;tg the second 

link can be represented by a set of state equations like (5.1) by defining state 

variables for the v-type and non v-type traffic at each link. Hence, one can obtain 

the following state model for the path Pik: 
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(5.2) 
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The set of equations (5.2) can be represented in a more compact form by 

defining the vector X[kv of state variables for the v-type and the non v-type traffic 

at each of the links in the path Pik as: 

X r [r r r r r r] T 
ikv = x ijv Xijfl x jlv X j/fl ••• x mkv Xmkfl 

and the vector Flkv of functions representing the right hand side of the state 

equations (5.2) as: 

Then one can equivalently express the state equations (5.2) as: 

X· r - F r 
ikv - ikv' (5.3) 

Obviously, such a state model can be constructed for all paths Pik E 'Pik and by 

concatenating these path models, we get the state model for the virtual circuit v 

as: 

(5.4) 

where 

and 

Thus equation (5.4) is our desired state model describing the dynamic behavior 

of each possible path for the virtual circuit. Note that the dimension of the 

model can be reduced considerably by working with a subset of the possible paths. 

Typically, many of the possible paths can be eliminated for being undesirable from 

a topological point of view. Reiterating the basic approach used in developing 

(5.4), it is noted that from the viewpoint of communicating between a specific 
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source-destination pair, the entire network can be represented by modeling just 

the paths connecting the pair, with the active sessions in the network modeled as 

background traffic on the paths. 

5.1.2 Performance Indices 

An optimal control problem to determine the best path for the virtual 

circuit can be formulated in conjunction with the state model by specifying a 

performance index. A principal advantage of the state model approach is the 

flexibility it affords in both network modeling and the selection of performance 

measures. Suitable performance indices for stationary and nonstationary condi

tions can easily be formulated in terms of the state variables and the network 

load (>'ikv' >'ikv' r = 1,2, ... Rik) in a fashion similar to the performance indices 

proposed for the single link state model in Chapter 3. 

Traditionally, routing has been designed to minimize the average network. 

delay. If we assume, as was done in Chapter 3, that the delay encountered on 

a link is directly proportional to the number of packets in the link queue, then 

minimizing the number of packets in the network queues is equivalent to mini

mizing the network delay. Thus a measure of the delay that a new virtual circuit 

will encounter and introduce into the network can be formulated by summing the 

average number of v-type and non v-type packets at each link in the network. 

Noting that the v-type traffic can have nonzero values and impact the non v-type 

traffic only at the links constituting a possible path for the virtual circuit, a precise 

measure in terms of the v - type traffic's effect on the network delay during the 

time interval [to, t f] is given by: 

RiI, 

L L (xliv + xliv) dT . 
r=l (j-/)ECiIo 

(5.5) 

One can easily generalize the performance index by including weighting constants 

Wjlv and Wjlv for the v-type and the non v-type traffic at each link (j - 1) E .cikv 
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in all of the possible paths. It should be emphasized that the previous work on 

the control of computer networks using state variable models [42-52] focused ex

Clusively on delay performance measures similar to i l • Here we note that several 

alternative performance indices can be proposed by taking an individual link per

formance measure and summing over each link in all the possible paths for the 

virtual circuit. The general form is 

where 9 is a continuous function of the state variable, the control, and the back

ground traffic. 

As a specific example of an alternative index, consider the measure: 

Ril. 

L L (Aikv + AJlv) dT . (5.6) 
r=I (j-I)ECii. 

The performance measure i2 represents the time average throughput of the net

work along the possible paths for the v-type traffic. Use of this performance index 

when determining routes will encourage selection of rout~s which will allow the 

most traffic into the network. 

As previously noted, performance measures which combine the effects of 

throughput and delay are becoming increasingly important. One such measure is 

the network power which can be formulated in terms of the variables used here as: 

(5.7) 

The index i3 measures the power along the possible paths for the virtual circuit. 

This is a straightforward extension of the power for a single link discussed in Chap

ter 3 and sums the v-type power and non v-type power at each link. Note that 

the first term in the summation represents the power of the v-type traffic and the 
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assumption has been made of steady-state flow along the path so that the arrival 

rate of v-type packets at each link is .,\ikv' Evidently i2 and i3 include perfor

mance characteristics not reflected in i1 and both measures can be generalized by 

including weighting factors for the v-type and the non v-type traffic at each link. 

Another combined performance measure is the average net benefit perfor

mance criterion which can be formulated as: 

(5.8) 

This measure is formulated by defining the weighting factors (w j/ii! W jill) and 

(Wjlv,Wjlv) for the v-type and the non v-type traffic at each link and then forming 

the linear net benefit of each link. As in the case of i3 we have assumed steady

state flow on the virtual circuit so that the arrival rate of v-type packets at each 

link is "\ikv' In the context of data networks, i4 represents the weighted sum of 

delay and throughput. Note that the delay and throughput performance measures 

i1 and i2 are special cases of i4. It should be emphasized that all of the per

formance measures discussed above are time-dependent and hence are applicable 

to nonstationary as well as stationary network conditions. Thus with appropriate 

adjustment of the limits of integration in the indices above, the performance of 

the network can be quantified over any thUG interval of interest. 

5.1.3 Formulation of Optimal Control Problems 

The optimal control problem is simply to pick the virtual circuit routes 

which optimize one of the performance measures ii, i = 1, .. .4 discussed above. 

Hence the control vector A is the vector of arrival rates of the v-type traffic to 

the possible paths (i.e. A = ["\Ikv'''\~kv, ... ,''\f~/:]). The physical constraints 
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imposed by the network are simply the requirements that the queue lengths and 

packet arrival rates be nonnegative, i.e., 

and Vr. 

From an examination of the state model, one can see that as long as the nonneg

ativity of A is ensured, Xikv ;::: 0 and hence the only required constraint is: 

This should be contrasted with some earlier work in the use of state models for 

routing problems [42-52] where an explicit nonnegativity constraint on the state 

variables is to be enforced in solving the problem; in particular, this has presented 

significant difficulties in obtaining an implement able solution in these results. 

The basic control structure used here is to have each source node determine 

the optimal route for new virtual circuits by solving an optimal control problem 

using a state model and a performance index defined over the paths appropriate for 

the destination node in question. The resulting controller structure at an arbitrary 

node i is shown in Figure 5.2. Note that the background traffic along the paths Av 

appears as an uncontrolled input to the model, representing the fact that active 

virtual circuits are not rerouted with each new virtual circuit. However, since each 

virtual circuit is added to the network in an optimal fashion, given the restriction 

that the traffic in the network cannot be rerouted, the decentralized controller 

design approach will be optimal for the network as a whole. 
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Using a performance measure of the type i, such as ii, i = 1, .. .4, discussed 

above, there are various ways in which control problems can be formulated to select 

the control in order to optimize the performance index. The principal difference 

in the various problem formulations is the constraints placed on the control A. We 

shall refer to a control A which satisfies the problem constraints as an admissible 

control. Let U denote the set of admissible controls. The optimal control A "'must 

be selected from the set U (i.e. A'" E U). 

Thus the general form of the control problems considered here is to deter

mine the admissible control A'" which optimizes a performance measure of the form . 

i while satisfying the system equations. Formally, the optimal control problem is 

to select the control vector of arrival rates as a function of the state of the network 

(i.e. A(t) = A(Xikv)) such that the following problem is solved: 

Optimize i 

(Cl) s.t. 

(C2) . A E U 

The simplest control problem of this form is to determine A to optimize Ji while 

satisfying the constraining relationship of the state model and the nonnegativity 

of A. This can be stated precisely as follows: 

Problem PI : Optimize i = 3,4 

(C1) s.t. 

(C2) Vr. 
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This control problem is directly analogous to the problem considered in Chapter 3 

of determining the optimal arrival rate to a single transmission link. Note that 

the performance measures i 1 and i2 are inappropriate here leading to the trivial 

solutions of A'" = 0 and A'" = 00, thus underscoring the need for the combined 

measures ia and i4 • The optimal solution of PI, A'" , is the vector of optimal packet 

arrival rates to the source node for each possible path Pik. This would be useful 

in controlling the admission of packets to a virtual circuit routed along a path 

Pik E Pik, since one would ideally want the throughput of the virtual circuit to 

equal A'" as determined by the solution of PI. However, the problem of achieving 

a desired admission rate of packets, in this case A"', by the implementation of 

practical flow controls has thus far proven to be difficult even for the case of 

stationary conditions [22,109]. Still the solution of Problem PI is of interest, 

because it can be used as a benchmark in the evaluation of flow control methods. 

Also the solution in the steady-state case (Xikv = 0) provides an optimal operating 

point for the virtual circuit. 

A routing problem can be formulated by considering how to best distribute 

(i.e. route) a given external load >'ikv among the alternate paths 1'ik. This problem 

can be formulated by modifying Problem PI to include a constraint that requires 

that the load routed on the various paths equals the external load, and the problem 

becomes: 

Problem P2: Optimize i = 1, ... 4 

(Cl) s.t. 

(C2) Vr 
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RI. 

(C3) L Arkv - Aikv 
r=l 

Note that, in this case, the admissible controls are those which simultaneously 

satisfy constraints (C2) and (C3). 

Problem P2 is similar to a study by Filipiak [124] where the problem of 

routing an arrival stream of customers to a set of parallel MIM/1 queues is con

sidered. In that study, Filipiak determined thresholds based on the queue lengths 

to decide whether to turn servers on or off (i.e. to route or not to route customers 

to the queue) and optimal routing variables to distribute the incoming customers 

among the servers that are turned on. However, the problem formulated here is 

considerably more complex since we have a set of par::lllel paths with each link 

possibly carrying interfering traffic. Furthermore, since we are interested in vir

tual circuit routing, the distribution of the external load among the switched on 

parallel paths is not directly applicable due to the fact that the traffic from a 

single virtual circuit cannot be split among the paths. However, employing the 

thresholds for determining when routes should be used or not is of considerable 

interest since they can be used to define a threshold routing strategy. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, threshold routing is of considerable practical 

and theoretical interest [21,22,60]. The basic approach used in threshold routing 

is to have each node i store the M shortest paths to every destination k, with 

the virtual circuits between the source-destination pair (i, k) normally following 

the shortest path. The source node i periodically monitors the flow along the M 

paths and once the flow on the shortest path reaches a predetermined utilization 

threshold, any new virtual circuit between (i, k) follows the second shortest path. 

Thresholds are likewise defined for each of the M paths. This type of routing 

technique is used in several existing networks, such as the TYMNET [3]. Only 

very recently has the problem of optimally determining a set of thresholds as 
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a function of network parameters been considered [60]. In this work, Jaffe and 

Segall [60] used a steady-state queueing network model to determine the optimal 

thresholds in single destination networks as a function of the link flows. The 

thresholds determined by solving P2, would be a function of link queues Xikv 

along the possible paths, and can be used in a similar fashion to route virtual 

circuits. Furthermore, an assumption of stationary conditions is not needed. 

Problem P2 can easily be modified to determine the virtual circuit' route 

directly rather than the set of thresholds for routing. What is needed is that only 

one path be switched on and that all of the external traffic be assigned to this 

path. This can be accomplished by including a set of constraints that will force 

only one element of A'" to be greater than zero, and that this one element be equal 

to the offered load. Obviously, constraint (03) of problem P2 will ensure that 

the assigned path load will equal the external load and an additional constraint 

(04) can be formulated to ensure that only one element of A'" is greater than zero 

resulting in the following control problem: 

Problem P3: Optimize i j i = 1, ... 4 

(01) 

(02) Aikv 2:: 0 Vr 

Ri~ 

(03) L Aikv - Aikv 
r=l 

(04) Aikv A1kv - 0 Vj =1= r and V r 
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This is our desired optimal virtual circuit routing problem. Note that constraint 

(C4) requires that the product of the arrival rates of the possible paths taken 

two at a time must be zero, thus ensuring that only one path can have a nonzero 

arrival rate. Note that for a control A to be admissible it must satisfy constraints 

(C2), (C3), and (C4). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, it has recently been noted that an important 

coupling exists between routing and flow control in data networks [102-110]. Fur

thermore, it has been determined that this interaction should be taken into account 

to achieve an efficient overall network performance. In order to model this interac

tion, we note that the most widely used type of flow control mechanism in current 

virtual circuit networks is sliding-window flow control, whose implementation is 

described in Chapter 2. 

Normally the window size will be determined via a flow control algorithm 

upon request for a communication session from node i to node k. In the current' 

generation of packet switched networks, the window size is normally fixed for the 

duration of the virtual circuit and is chosen as either a network wide constant or 

as a simple function of the path length [21,22]. For example, in the ARPANET, 

the window size is fixed at eight for the entire network, whereas in the CODEX 

network, the window size is proportional to the number of links on the virtual 

circuit path and a nominal data rate. Even if the window size varies adaptively, 

it will have some nominal initial value. Thus the window size is either a known 

quantity at the time of path selection or can be related to the length of the paths 

under consideration. 

Let Wlkv denote the window size selected for the v-type traffic which is 

routed over the r-th path Pik E 'Pik between the source-destination pair (i, k). 

From the window selection W[kv' the average throughput ).ikv of the v-type traffic 

routed over path Pik can be bounded. The bound can be determined by the use 

of Little's formula as follows. Note that if the external arrival rate of packets to 
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the v-th virtual circuit is high at the source node, then the window will always be 

full and thus the average number of v-type packets in the virtual circuit path is 

just Wlkv' Then by application of Little's formula [6] to the path of the virtual 

circuit Pik E 'Pik we have: 

Vr (5.9) 

where Dik is the total end to end round trip delay on Pik' Normally, Dik will 

be difficult to determine precisely, since it will be a time-varying function of both 

the v-type traffic "ikv and the non v-type traffic on the path. However, one can 

estimate Drk by assuming steady-state conditions along the path Pik and neglecting 

the time taken for the return of acknowledgments. Then from the series queueing 

model of Pik shown in Figure 5.1, one can simply calculate D[k from the standard 

MIMI1 queueing relationships [6] as the sum of the delays at each link: 

(5.10) 

Substitution of equation (5.10) into (5.9) in order to solve for "ikv results in 

an expression which can be solved by iterative numerical techniques, specifically 

root finding methods [144]. Note however, that Dik can be bounded by neglecting 

the delay along the path due to the v-type traffic, resulting in: 

1 
Drk ~ L -c:----"-r-· 

(j-/)ECjIc J.l jl j/fJ 

(5.11) 

Thus one can bound "ikv by substitution of (5.11) in (5.9) and solving for the 

bounding value "ikv = B[kv' This results in: 

(5.12) 
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It should be noted that 0 :5 >'ikv :5 B[kv' and that we have determined this bound 

by assuming a heavy external arrival rate of v-type traffic, instantaneous return of 

packet acknowledgments, and have neglected the additional delay introduced by 

the v-type traffic. Thus a conservative, but simple, bound has been determined. 

The effect of window flow control can be included in the routing problem 

by calculating the bounding value B[kv from equation (5.12) for each path and 

then using this value as a constraint on the allowable throughput of each path in 

the optimal routing problem. Thus the optimal routing problem for window flow 

controlled virtual circuits can be formulated as: 

Problem P4: Optimize Jj i = 3,4 

(C1) 

(C2) >'ikv ~ 0 Vr, 

RII. 

(C3) L >'ikv :5 >'jkv, 
r=l 

(C4) >'[h >'fkv - 0 Vj -::/= r and V r, 

(C5) Vr. 

Note that in Problem P4, the constraint (C3) has been modified from problem 

P3 because the window flow control may reduce the accepted rate of traffic into 

the network to less than the external rate of arrivals to the virtual circuit. In 

terms of the constraints, this means that the bounding value B[k may be less 
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than the rate of external arrivals to the virtual circuit Aikv, thereby exercising 

flow control. Thus leaving (G3) as a strict equality, as in Problem P3, could 

make a solution infeasible since it may conflict with (G5). However the solution 

to Problem P4 will now jointly determine both the routing path and the optimal 

arrival rate for the path, since Aikv is not forced to equal either the offered load or 

the bounding value whichever is smaller. The appropriate performance measures 

for this problem would seem to be a combined performance measure, such as the 

power j3 or the linear net benefit j4, since problem (P4) combines the effects of 

routing and flow control. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, it has been shown that the optimum choice of 

the fixed window size in terms of a steady-state delay-throughput tradeoff is to 

choose the size equal to the number of links in the virtual circuit path [21,68]. 

If we follow this procedure and let erik denote the number of links constituting 

the path Pik' then W/kv = erik' Obviously, one can use this relationship in the 

bounding formula (5.12), and then the solution of Problem P4 would determine 

jointly the fixed window size and path selection. 

If one desires that the accepted load for the chosen virtual path attain its 

maximum value of either the offered load or the bounding value, the constraints 

(G3) and (G5) in Problem P4 must be modified. Since we want Aikv to equal 

either the offered load or the bounding quantity whichever is smaller, we define 

E[kv = min[Aikv' B[kv] as the desired accepted load rate. Then the optimization 

problem can be formulated as 
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Problem P5: Optimize ii i = 3,4 

(C1) 

(C2) Arkv ~ 0 Vr 

Rile Rile Rill 

(C3) L Arkv II E{kv ~ II E{kv 
r=l j=l j=l 

j~r 

(C4) Arkv Atkv - 0 Vj =F r and V r 

where constraint (C3) ensures that for the path r that is chosen, the value of Arkv 

equals E[kv' 

So far we have demonstrated that using the state model developed here, 

several performance measures can be considered and a variety of control problems 

can be posed. We now consider solution approaches to these problems. 

5.2 Solution of The Routing Problem 

In this section, we look at methods for determining the solutions to the op

timal routing problems posed above. The general solution methodology employed 

is a combination of Hamilton-Jacobi arguments and mathematical programming 

techniques [129,142]. An algorithmic method for finding the optimum feedback 

control is developed for the special condition of the costates being in equilibrium. 

Implementational issues for the routing strategies are discussed and some examples 

are given to illustrate the approach. 
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5.2.1 Determination of the Optimal Control 

The necessary conditions for optimality of the control A in the routing 

problems posed in Section 5.1 are given by the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1: 

The optimal control A * is the admissible control A e U which minimizes 

the Hamiltonian 1i., where 1i. is defined as: 

Ril. 

1i. = L (5.13) 
r=l (j-l)eq" 

where Sikv is the vector of costate variables corresponding to the state model con

straint (C1) and g is the integrand of the performance index. The costate variables 

are defined by the set of adjoint differential equations 

. 81i. 
Sikv = - 8X. 

Ikv 
(5.14) 

which in terms of the vector elements is equivalent to: 

81i. 
= - 8xrjv 

81i. 
= - 8xrjf) (5.15) 

The proof of the theorem is classical and follows from Pontryagin's mini

mum principle [129,142]. Thus, we know that the optimal control A* is that which 

minimizes 1i. and this provides the direction for finding the optimal control. Defin

ing g>.. as the part of the integrand in the performance index under consideration, 

g(xilv' xilii! "'ikv' "';'v)' which is dependent on "'ikv' the conditions for optimality 

of A can be precisely specified by the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2: 

The optimal control A * is the solution to the mathematical programming 

problem: 

Ri" Ri" 

Minimize L sijv"'ikv + L L g>..(xi,v, Xi'ii' "'ikv, "'i,v) 

AeU r=l r=l (j-l)eq" 
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Proof: 

Expressing 1i in terms of the vector elements we get: 

RII. 

L g(xilv, Xiii)! -'ih' -'ilii) + L L (SilvfJlv +SiUJjiii) . 
u-oec~ r=l u-oec~ 

(5.16) 

The only terms in 1i that depend on A are the functions g and fJlv when the link 

under consideration (j - 1) is the first link in the path Pik' Let (i - .it E Cik 

denote the first link in path prk' Let us define the set irk as the set of all links 

constituting path prk except the first link (i - ir, thus Cik = {(i - ir} uiik V r. 

Then the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as: 

Ril. 

L g(xilv! Xilii' -'ikv' -'ilii) + L (sijvfljv + Sijiifljii) 
r=l 

(5.17) . 

r=l U-/)ei.'i" 

From the state model, fljv is defined as: 

(5.18) 

If we substitute (5.18) into 1i and then rearrange the terms by grouping the ones 

that depend on A, we have: 

Ri" 

siiv-'ikv + L 
r=l u-oeq" 

+ f (-Sii v/1Ci j (1 + x;.ii~ XL) + Sijiifljii) 
r=l I}V I}V 

L (5.19) 

U-/)el'i" 
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Only the first term and possibly the second term are functions of A, and therefore 

minimizing'H with respect to A is equivalent to minimizing il where il is defined 

as: 

Ril. 

il - L 
r=1 

Rill 

sijv >'ikv + L L g(xj,v, Xli!}' >'ikv' >'ll!}) . 
r=l (j-I)ECj" 

(5.20) 

Furthermore, defining g>.(x'j,v' x'j,ii' >'ikv' >''j,!}) as the part of the performance index 

integrand g(X'jlv,xj,ii,>'ikv,>''jIU) that depends on A, minimizing 

Rile 

sijv >'ikv + L L g>.(xj,v, Xliii' >'ikv' >'i,!}) (5.21) 
r=l (j-I)ECfle 

is equivalent to minimizing il. Since the minimizing control must satisfy the ad

missibility constraints on A, the optimal control which minimizes il is the solution 

to the mathematical programming problem defined by (5.21). 

As an illustration of the application of the above theorem, consider the 

solution of Problem P3 to optimize the performance index i 1 • This corresponds 

to the minimum delay virtual circuit routing problem. Note that for i l , the 

integrand 9 is not a function of A and thus g>.(xj,v' xliii' >'ikv' >'llii) = 0 and the 

optimization problem that determines the virtual circuit route is given by: 

Problem P3' : Minimize 

(C2) s.t. >'ikv 
Rile 

(C3) L >'ikv 
r=l 

(C4) >'ikv >.fkv 

Rile 

""' r H L.J Sijvl\ikv 
r=l 

;::: 0 Vr, 

- >'ikv, 

- 0 V j::j:. r and V r. 
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Solution of Problem P3/: 

This is a simple mathematical programming problem which can be easily solved 

by defining 

over the set of costate variables. From Problem P3' it follows that if the minimum 

s ... is attained by only one costate variable, say for the lth path, then 

I _ ... -,,-" _', 
Sijv - S -r "'ikv - "'.kv , .\ikv = 0, r:j:. I . 

For the case when the minimum is attained by more than one path, we will arbi

trruily say the first I paths, then: 

r ..., r 
Sijv = S ::} "'ikv ;::: 0 V r = 1,2, ... , I, 

sijv > s* ::} .\ikv = 0 V r = 1+ 1, ... , Rik • 

This corresponds to the case when more than one path between the source and 

the destination can be used to route the virtual circuits since they are equivalent 

from the standpoint of the performance criterion. Hence the path can arbitrarily 

be selected from the set of paths whose costates attain the minimum values. Thus 

one needs only to determine the set of minimum costate variables to decide which 

set of paths should be actively used. 

As an additional example consider the solution of Problem P5 to optimize 

the performance measure 11. This is the weighted throughput and delay window 

flow controlled virtual circuit routing problem. Note that the integrand 9 of i4 is a 

function of A, from which g>. is determined as g>. = - E~~~ E(j-/)ECik Wjlv.\ikv' 

Thus from Theorem 2 the conditions for optimality of the control are determined 

by the solution to the following optimization problem. 
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Rill Ril. 

Problem Pfl' : Minimize L sijv,\ikv - L L - ,\r Wjlv ikv 
r=l r=l (j-I)€Cr,l 

(02) s.t. '\ikv ;::: 0 Vr 

Rill Rill Rill 

(03) L '\ikv II Efkv ~ II E!kv 
r=l j=l j=l 

jv'r 

(04) '\ikv ,\tkv = 0 Vj f: r and V r 

Solution of Problem P5': 

This problem can be solved in a fashion similar to Problem P3' by defining dr 

where: 

and 

d'" 

[sijv - L wjlv]E[kv 
(j-l) ECi" 

= 

If the minimum d'" is attained by only one path, say the l-th path,then 

For the case when the minimum is attained by more than one path, we will arbi

trarily say the first 1 paths, then: 

dr = d'" =>'\ikv ;::: 0 Vr=I,2, ... ,1, 

dr > d'" => ,\ikv = 0 V r = 1 + 1, ... , Rik . 
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This corresponds to the case when more than one path between the source and 

the destination can be used to route the virtual circuit since they are equivalent 

from the standpoint of performance criterion. Thus the path can arbitrarily be 

selected from the set of paths whose function dr attains the minimum. Note that 

the function dr is dependent on the window flow control bounding value as well 

as the costates and weighting factors. Thus the flow control directly affects the 

routing decision. 

The solution to the other control problems posed in the previous section 

can be determined in a manner similar to the examples above. In general, the 

solution of the mathematical programming problem defined in Theorem 2 will 

define the optimal control as a function of the costate variables and, depending 

on the performance index, the state variables. Note that the costate variables are 

defined by the adjoint equations (5.15) and can be determined along with the state 

variables by simultaneously solving the adjoint equations together with the state 

equations. This leads to solving the two point nonlinear boundary value problem 

defined by: 

S'ilv - _aaH Sllv = _aaH V(j-l)E.crk, Vr (5.22) 
x~v x~v 

together wi th ini tial condi tions for the state variables and t,he appropriate transver-

sality conditions for the costate equation specifying its boundary condition. The 

solution of (5.22) for the costates will provide feedback solutions since sijv is de

pendent on the state variables, thereby making the choice of A ~ state dependent. 

Obviously, solving the above problem for a closed form expression for the costates 

and control is not possible. However, there exist many numerical methods for 

solving such two point boundary value problems [142,144]. 

The principal difficulty in numerically solving two point boundary value 

problems is the split nature of the boundary conditions, with half the boundary 
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conditions being specified at the initial time to (normally for the state variables) 

and the other half defined at the final time t I (normally for the costate vari

ables). This necessitates the use of iterative techniques to determine the solution 

which satisfies all the boundary conditions and a variety of approaches have been 

proposed, such as the quasilinearization and the relaxation methods [129,142,144]. 

The most widely used numerical technique is the shooting method [142,144], 

where one initially guesses the unknown boundary conditions at the beginning, 

then numerically integrates the differential equations to the final time and checks 

the boundary conditions there. If the boundary conditons at the final time are sat

isfied, one stops, the problem being solved. Normally there will be discrepancies in 

the boundary conditions and an algorithm must be run to determine how the free 

boundary conditons at the initial time must be adjusted (increased/decreased) to 

minimize the error in the boundary conditons at the final time. Several algorithms 

for determining the adjustments in the initial boundary conditons have been pro

posed, primarily involving root finding or gradient methods[142,144]. After the 

adjustment in the initial conditions, the procedure is repeated in an iterative fash

ion until the solution converges to the final answeL Typically, convergence to the 

solution is very slow requiring many iterations and the large amount of compu

tation involved is one of the principal factors in the limited implementation of 

optimal controls in general. Furthermore, the numerical solution is dependent 

on the boundary conditions and the procedure must be repeated if the boundary 

conditions change making an off-line computation difficult. 

5.2.2 Implementational Issues 

While the numerical procedure discussed above allows one to determine the 

optimal control, it is obviously not well-suited for practical real time implementa

tion in a data network. However, if we consider the special case when the costates 

attain an equilibrium (i.e. Sikv = 0), then the costates are defined by the set 
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of algebraic equations (5.14), which can be solved to determine simple closed form 

expressions for the costates. These can then be used in the solution of the math

ematical programming problem defined in Theorem 2 to determine the optimal 

control. Note that the Hamiltonian is defined solely as a function of the state 

model and the performance index, and is independent of the admissibility con

straints. Thus the equilibrium expression for the costates for a given performance 

measure will hold regardless of the control problem being considered. 

As an illustration of this approach, we note that the solution of Problem 

P3' is to choose the path that has the minimum value of the costate sijv for the 

first link in the path. The equilibrium costate value for sijv when the Hamiltonian 

is formed using performance measure il can be determined from (5.14) as: 

(1 + xj,v + xj'ii)2 
I-lejl 

V r. (5.23) 

Obviously, this can easily be used in the solution of Problem P3' to determine 

the minimum delay virtual circuit route. Note that this defines a simple feedback 

relationship for the choice of the route, since the costates are functions of the state 

variables. Thus, one needs only to measure the state variables periodically and 

compute the minimum of the costate variables using (5.23) to determine which 

paths should be actively used. 

The above discussion gives rise to a threshold type of routing scheme by 

noting that the paths can be ranked in a preferential order which is determined 

when the network is empty. When a request for establishment of a virtual circuit 

occurs with the network empty, the costates of the possible paths are determined 

by: 

V r. (5.24) 

From equation (5.24), one can rank the paths in the order of increasing sijv corre

sponding to increasing delay and decreasing preference. Assuming that the paths 
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have been ordered in such a fashion with r = 1 corresponding to the most preferred 

path, then path 1 would be used to route all new virtual circuits as long as 

i.e. 

r 
Sijv , r = 2,3, ... Rik 

(1 + xj'f))2 
Il'cjl 

r = 2,3, .. . Rik' 

Obviously; when the relationship above no longer holds, one determines the path 

r whose costate variable sijv is minimum and uses it to route any new virtual 

circuits. If the costate variables of more than one path attain the minimum, the 

virtual circuit is assigned to the path which has the highest preference. 

It should be noted that when a stationary load is applied to the network, 

the queue lengths will attain a steady-state equilibrium which can be determined 

from the state model (5.4) with Xikv = O. Under these conditions, it can easily be 

shown from (5.23) that the path with the minimum costate value will correspond to 

the path with the minimum delay as defined by the steady-state MIMl1 queueing 

model of each link. Hence, the routing scheme will converge to the well known 

shortest path solution, where the path length is defined by the rate of change 

(gradient) of the link delays [21,22]. 

One can apply the procedure above in a like manner to determine a equilib

rium costate control strategy for the other problems posed in the previous section. 

For example, the equilibrium expression for the costates when the Hamiltonian is 

formed using performance measure i4 is determined from (5.14) as: 

(5.25) . 

This can be used in the solution of the optimization problem posed in Theorem 

2 for the specific problem of interest when i4 is used as a performance measure. 
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For example, (5.25) can be used in the expression for dr to determine the optimal 

control for Problem P5' .. 

Note that a major strength of the routing policies developed here is the 

possibility of decentralized implementation. Each network node can independently 

perform the required computations to determine the optimal route at the time a 

virtual circuit is requested if the nodes periodically exchange state information 

about their average queue lengths. The amount of overhead is on the order of 

the number of network nodes since each node can send the information on all 

of its queue lengths in a single packet. Strategies for efficient estimation and 

dissemination of the network status information are discussed in [20,39]. Also, 

note that as discussed in Chapter 3, the information overhead can be reduced 

considerably by using the most recent status information as initial values for the 

state variables and forcing functions and then integrating the differential equations 

representing the state model in between status information updates to estimate the 

behavior of the state variables. Thus one can trade off communication overhead 

versus processing overhead for maximum efficiency. 

5.2.3 Performance Evaluation 

The performance of the virtual circuit routing strategies presented here 

were investigated using discrete event simulation methods. For comparison pur

poses, the widely used shortest path routing strategy where the path length is 

defined by the incremental delay on the linkswas also simulated utilizing Dijk

stra's [21,22,32] algorithm for the computations. The same seven node network 

used in the performance evaluation discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2.2) was 

used for the simulation study. 

One of the difficulties in studying the performance of virtual circuit net

works via simulation is the lack of previous work in the area and the asynchronous 

nature of the routing decisions. In the studies conducted here virtual circuits were 
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assumed to arrive to the network in a Poisson fashion at rate VCa. The network 

was assumed perfectly reliable with infinite buffering at the network nodes, such 

that no retransmissions of packets were required due to transmission errors or lack 

of buffer space. This simplification is justified since we are primarily interested in 

studying the effects of routing or the joint behavior of routing and window flow 

c~ntrol. 

In order to study the steady-state response of the routing scheme, a fixed 

number of virtual circuits were added to an initially empty network. The average 

time between arrivals l/VCa of new virtual circuits was long enough such that on 

the average, steady-state conditions were reached between each arrival. Thus the 

routing decision was made under steady-state conditions. After the arrival of all of 

the virtual circuits to the network, the response was simulated until steady-state 

conditions were attained and the throughput and delay characteristics examined. 

Using this approach, the performance of the minimum delay virtual circuit 

routing policy (i.e. solution to Problem P3/) using the equilibrim costate approach 

for implementation was evaluated and compared with that of shortest path routing. 

In this study, the source and the destination of each virtual circuit were selected 

randomly with the selection of each node equally likely. The average arrival rate 

of the virtual circuits to the network was VCa = .25/sec and the offered load of 

each virtual circuit Aikv was set at 5 packets/sec with the packets arriving to the 

network in Poisson fashion. Note that an evaluation of the settling time of the 

M/M/l queueing model of each link using the bounds in equation (3.23) gives 

.0889 =5 Ts =5 .0988 for a perturbation equivalent to Aikv, Thus the virtual circuit 

average interarrival rate of 4 seconds used here should be long enough to assure that 

the network is in steady-state at the time each new virtual circuit is added. The 

packet lengths were exponentially distributed with average packet length of lKbit. 

The network status information was updated and exchanged periodically at one 

second intervals and was not explicitly modelled as additional traffic since it can 
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be piggybacked on existing traffic and will not affect the performance significantly. 

The performance of the two schemes was found to be essentially identical with the 

throughput and delay characteristics shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 as a function of 

the number of virtual circuits in the network. Only one curve is shown representing 

the behavior of both algorithms. This verifies that the equilibrium costate solution 

converges to the optimal shortest path solution at steady-state as noted earlier. 

As is to be expected in a network without flow control, the delay becomes very 

large as the links in the network saturate and the throughput is equivalent to the 

offered load since no flow control is exercised. 

In order to study the nonstationary response of the routing algorithms, 

the number of virtual circuits were added to a network with some active virtual 

circuits having a nonstationary load. Thus the routing decision was made under 

nonstationary conditions. In the study conducted here, seven virtual circuits (one 

at each node) were initially established in the network. The arrival rate of packets 

to each virtual circuit was a nonstationary Poisson process with a mean arrival rate 

which varied in a sinusoidal fashion as discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2.2.) 

The exact 'expressions for the mean arrival rates and the routes of the initial 

virtual circuits are listed in the Appendix. In order to precisely compare the two 

routing schemes, new virtual circuits were added in Poisson fashion at rate VGa 

= l.O/sec, each having a stationary load of 5 packets/sec and connecting source 

node 1 with destination node 7. Note that there are 8 distinct paths through the 

network connecting node 1 to node 7. The typical behavior of a single simulation 

run where seven new virtual circuits were created is shown below. 
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Route Selected by Route Selected by 

va Present Algorithm Shortest Path Algorithm 

1 1-2-5-7 1-2-5-7 

2 13-2-5-7 1-2-5-7 

3 1-2-5-6-7 1-2-5-7 

4 1-2-5-7 1-3-2-5-7 

5 1-2-5-7 1-2-5-6-7 

6 1-3-2-5-7 1-3-2-5-7 

7 1-2-5-7 1-2-5-7 

A summary of the performance of the two schemes is given below: 

A verage Delay 

Total Throughput 

Power 

Present Algorithm 

.1340 

8871 

1324.0 

Shortest Path 

.1568 

8871 

1131.5 
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Note that the previously developed routing strategy has superior delay 

characteristics. To better illustrate this, the average delay as a function of time 

was determined from an ensemble of simulation runs. The average delay is defined 

here as the mean delay that a packet arriving to the network at time t will incur. 

This is calculated breaking up the time-axis into very small increment intervals and 

then calculating the transport delay for every packet that arrives to the network 

during that time interval which is then averaged accross an ensemble of runs. 

Typical behavior of the delay versus time is shown in Figure 5.5 from an average 

of 100 simulation runs. The performance of the presently developed routing scheme 

is represented by the dotted line and is clearly superior. Note that the throughput 

behavior of the two schemes are the same since the network is not protected by 

flow control and the throughput is just the offered load. 
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To study the effects of the interaction of routing and flow control the 

weighted throughput and delay resulting from window flow controlled virtual cir

cuit routing policy (Le. solution to Problem P5' ) using the costate equilibrium 

approach for implementation was simulated. For comparison purposes, the short

est path algorithm was once again simulated, along with the solution to Problem 

P5' when all the throughput weighting factors are set to zero, in order to state 

the minimum delay window flow controlled virtual circuit routing problem. The 

steady-state performance of the two schemes was studied using the same network 

parameters used in creating Figures 5.3 and 5.4, except that each virtual circuit 

was flow controlled using a sliding window of size W[kv = 3. The delay and 

throughput behavior are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. In the weighted sum of 

delay and throughput problem, the delay weighting factors were all set to one and 

the throughput weighting factors were all defined as .01 to make the terms in the 

performance measure of equal magnitude. Note that when there are only a few 

virtual circuits in the network both schemes yield similar performance. However 

it is evident from the figures that as more traffic gets into the network and more 

routing decisions are made, the minimum delay strategy proposed here results 

in superior delay performance. Furthermore, the combined delay and throughput 

strategy provides comparable delay performance while providing superior through

put performance. In fact, in this simulation run no packets were rejected by this 

routing strategy. These figures demonstrate the improved performance possible 

when the coupling between routing and flow control is modeled. One would expect 

the performance benefits from implementing the strategies developed here to be 

greater when nonstationary conditions are considered. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.0 Introduction 

As noted in Chapter 1, two of the principal technical problems in com

puter communication networks are routing and flow control. The primary focus of 

this dissertation has been the development of new routing and flow control meth

ods. New design and analysis techniques addressing these problems have been 

proposed which are applicable to the nonstationary behavior of data networks as 

well as the steady-state behavior. Some new techniques for modeling networks 

in nonstationary environments were developed, and the use of these in the design 

and performance evaluation of adaptive routing and flow control techniques was 

demonstrated with the principal achievements being the development of a new 

hierarchical adaptive buffer management scheme and a new virtual circuit routing 

policy. 

In this chapter, the primary contributions of the dissertation are placed 

in perspective and areas for future extension of this work are identified. The 

remainder of the chapter is divided into two parts with Section 6.1 listing the major 

contributions of the dissertation and Section 6.2 pointing out future directions for 

this research. 

6.1 Contributions of This Work 

Here we briefly describe the primary results of the dissertation in the order 

of their appearance. 
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Chapter 3 presented the development of new techniques for modeling the 

nonstationary behavior of computer networks for performance evaluation and con

trol purposes. A unifying view of queueing theory models, simulation techniques 

and state variable models for describing the transient and the steady-state perfor

mance of data networks was presented. It should be especially emphasized that the 

various techniques presented in Chapter 3 are applicable to queueing systems in 

general and thus can be used to model a large variety of systems besides computer 

networks, such as flexible manufacturing systems, and transportation systems. 

A queueing theoretic approach based on the use of Markovian modeling 

techniques together with numerical integration methods to study the transient 

behavior of data networks was proposed and a new method for determining the 

settling time in finite Markovian queues was developed. The problem of defining 

appropriate performance measures to evaluate nonstationary qu~ue behavior was 

studied and several possible measures were identified. The possibility of using 

discrete event simulation methods to study the nonstationary behavior of data 

networks was discussed, and some of the difficulties were illustrated. The technique 

of controlling simple queueing systems by using dynamic flow representations as 

state variable models and applying methods from modern control theory in order 

to determine appropriate control strategies was proposed and several new results 

were presented. The state variable model was shown to have several advantages 

namely: performance measures are easily determined, routing and flow control 

strategies developed from such a model are applicable to both steady-state and 

transient operating conditions, and a high degree of computational efficiency in 

performance analysis can be achieved. 

Chapter 4 discusses the problem of adaptively managing the finite buffers 

at network nodes for optimum performance under dynamically varying load con

ditions. A new two-level hierarchical scheme for providing network flow control 

by adaptive management of the nodal buffer space was presented. For a network 
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node with several outgoing links that share the buffer space, a precise formula

tion of the problem of dynamically allocating buffers for maximizing the nodal 

throughput was developed in a mathematical optimization framework and several 

solution procedures were discussed. A simple analytical approximation to the op

timal buffer management policy valid in the moderate to heavy load ranges was 

presented. The throughput performance of the lower level adaptive policies under 

steadY-Rtate and transient conditions was studied, and the superiority over the 

performance resulting from other buffer management schemes was demonstrated. 

It was noted that implementation of the present nodal policies at each node 

will result in a decentralized control of the nodal buffers, which in general will not 

result in a globally optimal policy. A suitable coordination of the nodal algorithms 

is hence necessary to ensure maximum network throughput. A feasible approach 

for achieving such a coordination wa..'l presented by incorporating a second super

visory level of control. The supervisor periodically adjusts the weighting constants 

in the objective function of the lower level nodal algorithms and imposes input 

buffer limits on congested links if necessary. A heuristic algorithm for determining 

the supervisory decision making was presented, and the performance advantages 

resulting from the scheme were demonstrated by simulation results. 

In Chapter 5, the problem of optimally routing virtual circuits in data 

networks was considered. A new state variable model for describing virtual circuit 

networks was developed and several control problems were posed to determine 

optimal routing strategies. It was shown that the conditions for optimality of 

the control can be determined by solving a simple mathematical programming 

problem. Futhermore, the optimal control can be found by the numerical solution 

of a two point boundary value problem. A more simply implement able control 

strategy was shown to be specified by determining the costates at their equilibrium 

values. The resulting feedback policies can be implemented in a decentralized 

fashion with each node performing the required computations. In order to model 
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the interaction between routing and flow control, the effect of a window type of 

flow control being implemented on the virtual circuit was incorporated into the 

routing selection. Finally the performance of the routing policies was investigated 

by simulation techniques, and their superiority over currently used methods was 

demonstrated. 

6.2 Future Directions 

The research presented in this dissertation can be extended in several ways. 

First, the modeling and analysis techniques discussed in Chapter 3 need to be 

applied to a variety of control mechanisms in data networks to judge their tran

sient performance and possibly improve their design. This is particularly true in 

the area of flow control, since congestion in data networks is inherently a tran

sient phenomenon [140]. Some specific problems that need to be considered are 

adaptive selection of window sizes and input buffer limits. In fact, many opera

tional networks adaptively adjust such flow control parameters either on the basis 

of heuristic methods or a steady-state analysis. Another important flow control 

problem which has been recognized to be nonstationary is congestion control at 

gateways and bridges. Also, the possibility of applying these techniques to ISDN 

systems seems feasible, since the transmission capacity seen by data in ISDN's is 

time-varying, thus requiring nonstationary modeling. In addition to applications 

of the modeling techniques discussed in Chapter 3, many improvements to the 

modeling methods are needed and are possible. For example, further extension to 

the state model to incorporate effects such as finite buffering, or nonMarkovian 

service times should be possible. Another example would be the development of 

parallel processing techniques for efficient simulation of the transient behavior. 

A major extension of the flow control scheme developed in Chapter 4 would 

be the development of a more precise supervisor algorithm possibly based on coop

erative game theory or learning automata techniques. A second possible extension 
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would be the incorporation of the buffer management techniques with routing al

gorithms to result in an integrated routing and flow control scheme. One could also 

develop similar buffer management algorithms for other queueing models (other 

than the M/M/1 case studied here) of the network nodes. 

The optimal control framework and routing strategies developed in Chapter 

5 can be extented in numerous ways. First the model can be reformulated for 

datagram networks and routing strategies can be determined in an analogous 

fashion. Attempts to integrate other types of flow control (only the window flow 

control was studied here) with routing are useful. Also there is the possibility of 

forming control problems to jointly optimize routing and flow control or developing 

control problems strictly to determine optimal flow control mechanisms. 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix provides the details of the SLAM simulations used for the 

performance evaluation of the hierarchical buffer management flow control scheme 

discussed in Chapter 4 and the virtual circuit routing policies presented in Chpa

ter5. The seven node network shown in Figure 4.37 was used in both simulation 

studies. 

Buffer Management Simulation 

For the performance evaluation of the hierarchical buffer management 

scheme the packets routed in a datagam fashion. The routing tables were fixed 

throughout the simulation runs and are given by the tables below. The routing 

table at node i is given as an Ai X N matrix, where N = number of nodes in 

the network and Ai = number of neighbors of node i. The jkth element of the 

table at node i represents Til the fraction of k-type traffic (Le., traffic with final 

destination k), which upon arrival to node i, is routed through neighbor j (or link 

(i - j)). An x entry in the table means that traffic of that type has reached its 

destination at node i. 

Routing Table at Node 1 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(2) x 1. O. .1 .9 .5 .9 

(3) x O. 1. .9 .1 .5 .1 
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Routing Table at Node 2 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(1) 1. x o. o. o. o. o. 
(3) o. x 1. .9 o. .1 o. 
(5) o. x o. .1 1.0 .9 1.0 

Routing Table at Node 3 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(1) 1. o. x o. o. o. o. 
(2) O. 1. x o. .9 o. .5 

(4) O. O. x 1. .1 1.0 .5 

Routing Table at Node 4 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(3) 1. 1. 1. x O. o. o. 
(6) o. o. o. x 1. 1. 1. 

Routing Table at Node 5 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(2) 1. 1. . 9 o . x o. o. 
(6) o. o. .1 1. x 1. O. 

(7) o. o. o. o. x o. 1. 
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Rputing Table at Node 6 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(4) . 5 O . 1. 1. O. x O. 

(5) .5 1. O. O. 1. x .3 

(7) O. O. O. O. O. x .7 

Routing Table at Node 7 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(5) .8 1. .6 O. .5 O. x 

(6) .2 O. .4 1. .5 1. x 

In evaluating the transient performance of the hierarchical scheme as shown 

in Figure 4.55 a nonstationary Poisson load was applied at each node with the 

average arrival rate Ai to each node i defined by a sinusoid as follows. 

Al = 30sin(.lt) 

A2 = 30cos(.lt) + 50 

A3 = 30sin( .2t + 7r) + 50 

A4 = 30cos(.lt + 7r) + 50 

As = 20sin(.lt + 7r/2) + 30 

A6 = 30cos(.3t + 7r/2) + 50 

A7 = 30sin(.lt) + 70 

State Model Routing Policy Simulation 

In the study of the nonstationary response of the routing algodthms the 

network was simulated with seven virtual circuits initially active in the network. 

The active virtual circuits were set up as follows. 
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VO Source - Destination Route 

1 1-2 1-2 

2 2-3 2-3 

3 3-4 3-4 

4 4-5 4-6-7 

5 5-7 5-7 

6 6-7 6-7 

7 7-5 7-5 

Packets arrived to each initially active virtual circuit according to a nonstationary 

Poisson process with average arrival rate Ai to virtual circuit i as given below: 

Al = 30sin(.lt) 

A2 = 30cos(.lt) + 50 

A3 = 30sin( .2t + 7r) + 50 

A4 = 30cos(.lt + 7r) + 50 

As = 20sin(.lt + 7r/2) + 30 

A6 = 30cos(.3t + 7r/2) + 50 

A7 = 30sin(.lt) + 70 
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